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HOLLAND, MICHIGANWEBRUAUY 28, 1902. NO. 7
•Direct from New York and
Parts, in black and black
and white, with steel trim-
ming filagree buckles, etc. ;
gold, oxidized and French-
gray finish; 50c to 15.00,
and every one new.
HARDIE
Jeweler and Optician,





OF ALL KINDS AT .
S. A. MARTIN’S f
Cor. Eighth and River Sts.
PRESCRIPTIONS
Quickly, carefulljj and economically
Fine Line of Clgnra.
7t mm
Central ^parlors.
DR. F. M. GILLESPIE,
OINTIgT.
II East Eighth St, Holland. Mich.
PERSONAL.
W. H. Wing and daughter. J. .1.
Cappon and John Hummel wore reg-
istered at the Morton at Grand Rapids
Wednesday.
Alderman It. Riksen, Rev. and Mrs.
Lias. F. Zwemer and daughters, Mary
and Hattie, Mrs. J. Alberti. Herman
Van Ark. Mrs. A. D. Goodrich. Mrs.
Demlng. Mr. and Mrs. Vander Veen,
1,. Frls and A1 Toppen were among
the visitors at Grand Rapids Tuesday.
Fred Van Anrooy of Grand Rapids
[ siient Sunday with relatives here.
J. 8.. Holmes of Olive Center, and
I Charles' Stevens, of Ottawa Station.
J were In town on business Tuesday.
W. J. Dennison was in Fennvllle a
few days ago finishing the carpenter
work on the residence of John A. Hot-
lers.
John A. Bosch of Bosctilo was In
town on business here Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. I. Goldman ami daugh-
ter spent Sunday with relatives in
Kalamazoo.
A. Feyen of Grand Rapids was here
on business Monday.
Dr. F. S. Ledeiioer was In Grand
Rapids on professional business yester-
I day.
H. K. tanning of Zutphen was here
| on business yesterday.
A. J. Huizinga was in Zeeland on
business Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Huizenga and two
daughters are taking a trip to Min-
nesota. Iowa and Nebraska.
Sheriff H. Dykhuis and wife were
in town Tuesday.
M. H. Nixon was in Hamilton on
business Tuesday.
W. H. Sutphin was in Allegan on
business Tuesday.
Mrs. J. R Oggel and son visited in
Unsing this week.
Charles B. Hopper, the genial pas-
senger and freight agent of the Gra-
ham & Morton line, was here Tues-
day.
John and Elias Becker of Iowa
' passed through here Tuesday on their
way to Sefatwing, IorIi county, to visQ.
thrir •Ack.fctfc*,. . 1 ^
MR. HUMMER'S ADDRESS
In so far as the eloquent speech of
George R Hummer— In the great pro-
Boer meeting, last evening— admitted
belief in the hojieiessness of the cause
of the Afrikanders, the speaker was In
accord with the terrible logic of the
situation. Still, the long, gallant
struggle made by the Boers has led to
something like hope— perhaps hope
against hope— that the cause of liberty
in South Africa is not doomed. Al-
ready, the British official reports
would seem to show that the number
of Boer soldiers killed or taken
prisoners is larger than was the entire
Iiopul&tion— men, women and children
—of the two republics at the time the
war began. One after another the
great leaders of the liberty movement
have gone down to heroes’ deaths or
have been committed to the horrors of
British military imprisonment. The
women and the children have not been
spared; huddled into concentration
camps and subjected to the tortures,
of the Weyler system, they have gon«,
in immense numbers, to join the wit-
nesses before the Throne of Eternal
Justice against the principles and prac-
tices of the tyrant Briton. Homes
have been destroyed. Farms have been
laid waste. The tramp of (onquerin£
armies mingles with the wail of the
weak and moans of the dying
throughout all the land. Still. Kruger,
the Grand Old Man of South African
destiny, places his trust in the God of
Justice and the little remnants of lib-
erty-loving Boers fight on for country,
freedom and home. Mr. Hummer’s
logic may he entirely sound. But the




As the time for holding caucuses is
drawing near, candidates for the dif-
ferent offices are being mentioned.
Wherever the office of marshal is men
tioned. it is generally conceded t!
Marshal Fred Kamferbeek will be
nominated and re-elected. Mr.
ferbeek lias made a good ofH









Birds mounted true to nature.
Send for price-list.




Our Spring Shoes are all lined for
your inspection and such an array
of Shoe Styles has never before
^ been seen in this town.
We shall be pleased to have every
shoe wearer in this vicinity call and
see the
New Spring Styles.
* Shoes for the family, from baby's
tiny feet to grandpa's tender feet—
and not a price in the house to
offend. Come and see us.
S. SPRIETSMA.
28 West Eighth St.. Holland.
Fur Coata wud Kolmt.
On account of the mild weather dur-
ing the early winter, H. De Kruif finds
that he still has a nice assortment of
Fur Coats, Fur Robes and Blankets, all
kinds, from G5 cents to $7.00, and will
sell them at very low prices, rather
than carry them over. He also has a
few cutters on hand. Give him a call
and see the stock. He has been in bus-
iness 21 years and can take care of your
wants in anything in his line of business.
Buy F. M. C. Coffees.
Mrs. H. D. Post has been confined to
the house with a lame ankle, received
in a fall.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Hardie visited
in Fennvllle Sunday.
Will Bosnian visited in Grand Rapids
Sunday.
It is expected that the service on
the Pere Marquette between here and
Allegan will soon be improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Arend Bosnian gave
a reception at their home on Land
street to a party of friends a few even-
ings ago. in honor of his sister, Misr
Lena Bosnian.
Mrs. H. Wykhuizen visited friends in
Grand Rapids this week.
Mrs. A. McNabb was called to New-
aygo on Saturday by the illness of her
aunt.
Attorney A. Van Duron was in Alle-
gan on legal business yesterday.
G. W. Mokma was in Lansing on
business Saturday.
Fred Oilmans of Chicago visited
John Kooiker this week.
.Mrs. J. King of West Olive visited
her daughter. Mrs. Peter Smith, on
Sunday.
John Smith and Ida Terpstra of Bor-
culo and Henry Wierda and Anna
Wiersma of Zeeland have been licensed
to wed.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Van der Veen vis-
ited in Chicago this week.
Ryk Wagonveld of North Dakota,
who has been visiting relatives and
friends here, returned home yesterday.
BY THE INTERURBAN
Detroit. Felt. 27.— This afternoon
two suppressed suits were started in
the circuit court growing out of trans-
actions by Frank C. Andrews, the
bank wrecker. The Grand Rapids, Hol-
land & Lake Michigan railroad, a
suburban railroad of which Andrews
was promoter and treasurer, sues An-
drews for $1,000,000. It asks leave to
sue the City Savings hank as holder
of its notes and asks that payment
on its notes he stopped. These notes
were originally blank and were put in
Andrew’s possession to borrow cash
for theroad.
The Detroit Construction company,
which is building the road, has secured
a writ of attachment against Andrews
for $25,000.
e (locum
pertaining to a trust indenture and
second mortgage for $550,000. given by
the Grand Rapids. Holland & Lake
Michigan Rapid railway to the Detroil
Trust company were filed with the reg-
ister of deeds of Kent county yester-
day. Tills mortgage is given to se-
cure second mortgage bonds in the
sum named and for the purpose of
raising funds to complete the double
track . system between this city and
Grand Haven and to more thoroughly
equip the road.
First mortgage bonds were issued
when work on the road was com-
menced. in the sum of $1,500.00(1. and
are secured by a first mortgage held
by the American Trust company of
Chicago.
The original copy of the second
mortgage is filed in Wayne county and
bears revenue stamps to the amount of
$274. The fee for filing the mortgage
with the register of deeds of Kent
county was $9.25.— Grand Rapids
Press.
VACCINATE.
SiiimII|i»x Hi One lluiidrcil mid Fitly
1‘iMCI‘H ill Mlt'lliglMI.
Ijmsing. Feb. 20.— In view of the
fact that smallpox is present at 150
places in the state. Dr. Ranney. state
contageous disease inspector, advises
general vaccination:
rely on vaccination to protect my-
self." lie said today, “and I see a great
many cases of smallpox. It is far bet-
ter to be on the safe side than to be
careless and permit the disease to get
a foothold. If physicians who have
cases of eruptive diseases, which they
suspect may be smallpox or over
which they are in doubt, would pro-
ceed on the theory that it is small-
pox and cause all precautions to In*
taken, the health of the community
would be protected even if some hard-
ship were caused a few persons. Fail-
ure to take precautions in doubtful
cases has been largely responsible for
the present condition of affairs in
Michigan.’’
CUT HIS THROAT.
On Sunday last Jacob Jacobs, an old
man residing about two miles east of
the city, was found by his children
with his throat cut. He was living
with the children and he can give no
explanation of the matter as he cannot
remember of doing the act. A dull
pocket knife was used. It is supposed
he was temporarily deranged. He will
recover. »
Too lute to cure a cold after coosump-
Simply sitting up with her love-sick j -'et l*,e,e lImo-lover, 
Giving him Rocky Mountain Tea. 1 Buy F. M. C. Coffees.
ADDITIONAL LOCAL.
i. T. Van der INoog of •Til Citium-
ive., celebrated the 74th ai.niver-
of her birth yesterday,
id the ad of Dr. S Clay Todd in
i issue. He gives some records of
lerful cures.
Hubing, the contractor, was in
fan this week as witness in the case
A Bolhuis vs Liendccker.
sad the new ad of G. Van Rutter,
| well known dry goods merchant,
new goods are offered to the trade,
iv. J. Schrlver will preach in the
ian Lutheran church Sunday af-
)n at 3 o'clock.
Her Damstra while crossing Black
ir Wednesday broke through the
With the aid of his campanion
10 Schooa be managed to get out.
The Poultry Association will hold a
sting next Monday evening at West-
Broa'. shop. All members should
»nd.
'-A second case of smallpox has ap-
•ed at Grand Haven, the six-year
daughter of Capt. and Mrs. John
Young being taken with it.
* A very pleasant Washington’s birth-
4ay parly was given by Mrs. I. H. Lam-
preaux at her home on Fine street Si-
Mrday night. Nearly three score of
pleats partook of her hospitality and
|be evening was greatly enjoyed by ail.
G. Blom and W. Van der Water re-
turned yesterday from their trip to the
Motherlands. Miss Alberdina Khmon
• relative of A. Arendshorst and a Mr.
lllaas came with them from the old
qjuntry.
John Weersing of Crisp, president of
One oi the farmers’ clubs, was in town
BSterduy attending a meeting here,
[e was on his way home from Grand
apids, where be and George De Witt
icompanitd John De Wittof May, who
>ad hir leg amputated at the U. B A.
iOspit.il Monday.
The Missionary Society of the M. K.
[•huroh will meet at the home of Mrs.
E. McClellan, 133 Central ̂vo , on
'uesday afternoon, March 4, at 2:30
’dock, for the regular meeting and
[Uarterly tea. A short program will
rendered and supper will be served
»r ten cents, beginning at 5 o'clock.
[The gold pen and bolder that Sheriff
buia toaoMt the bone of th<
out not to be the property of Deputy
Sheriff Haas. It has however been
identified as belonging to Rev. Dub-
blnk of Holland. His home was burg-
larized about Christmas time. The dis-
covery of the ownership of this proper-
ty goes to show that the colored burg-
lar Parker worked Holland a& well as
Berlin.— Grand Haven Tribune.
Monday the will of the late Hon. 1
Cappon was probated and delivered to
(J. J. Diekema and C. J. DeRoo, the*
executors. The amount of the estate
is given at $150,000, most of which is
in stock in the Cappon A Bertsch j
Leather Co., the First State Bank, the
Holland Sugar Co., and the Walsh- j
DeRoo Milling Co. Besides this tnere
are northern timber lands and other I
real estate. Deceased carried $8,000
life insurance. The property will go
to thirteen direct heirs.
DEATHS IN THE COUNTY-
There were forty-two deaths in Ot-
tawa county during the month of Jan-
uary. ten of which occurred in Hol-
land and five in Grand Haven.
Sixteen of the deaths in the county
were of people 05 years of age and
over, and live of children under one
year.
The greatest number of deaths re-
sulted from pneumonia, there being
six fatal cases. Tuberculosis of the
lungs claims the next largest number
of victims— four.
The death rate per 1.00" population
for the month was 124 in Ottawa coun-
ty. taking the figures of the last cen-
sus. which gives the county 39 .OR*.
COMPLETE- THE ROAD.
Ulrretor* of Hit- Hollmiil liitenirlmu
I'lHlrrUk* it* Con*truc-H»ii.
At a meeting of the directors of the
Grand Rapids, Holland & Lake Michi-
gan Rapid railway, held in Detroit yes-
terday in the Chamber of Commerce,
it was decided to go ahead with the
construction of the road, the comple-
tion of which will cost about $100,000.




Hardly a day goes by but wc receive some new Dress
Goods for Spring.
Everything that's new on the market we’ve got in
stock.
Our prices will be found just as reasonable as you will
find in larger cities and in many cases much less.
We are determined to keep the trade in Holland if we




A complete stock just received. Walking Skirts from
$2.50 up to Sfi.OO. Dress Skirts from $5 00 up to the fine
Silk Skirts $12 00 each.
Waist Goods
lii Waist Goods we take a back scat for nobody. Every-
thing is here from 10c up to SI. 00 per yard. The combi-
nations of colors are simply exquisite.
Come and Look, whether you Buy or Not.
ato Yandeijluis
N. B.— New Spring Wrappers just received.
A Bargain in
‘Castile Soap.
A large double bar weighing nearly one pound, finest
quality, imported,
15c a bar.






“1 have taken a great many different
medicines for stomach trouble and eon-
btipation,’’ says Mrs. S. Geiger of Dun-
kerton, Iowa, “but never had as good
results from any as from Chamberlain's
Stomach & Liver Tablets.” For sale by
H. Walsh, Holland; Van Bree & Sons,
Zeeland.




AND A THOUSAND OTHER ARTICLES




24 East Eighth Street, Holland.
Do you want the sweetest oranges you ever ate?
If so, try the Yule Tide ‘or and, for sale only at
WILMOT BROS.
Sellers of Pure Bon Bops and the Finest Fruits. 20b River St.
* tu. U *++-J. ̂H4a3kAaL>.s+*,s ̂x. ̂  A'jmc*h&4i • *if4
Prlnct Htnry of Prussia and His
Suits Art Wsloomsd to
Washington. ̂
OUYII TO THI WHITI HOUSE
Rsoel»«d by Pmldrnt Hiwurvell—
Given « Noiiiy Welcome on Ar-
rivliiff in New York.
New York, Fell. 25.— In n drizzling
rain and in the jirenence of a brilliant
aneiiihhiffc. ainldNt cht'orlng and the
itar of eannon. the German emperor'a
new Hchoonir-.vuclit Meteor wan
launehiKl from Shooter's Island. I'nllke
tfce weather, the arningements were
perfect and no untoward Inddent
married the 01*0118100.
The yaeht was ehrlstened by Miss
Alici1 Itoosevelt.
Washington. Feb. 25.— Prince Hen-
ry of Prussia and suite, accompanied
by the welcoming delegations from
both the president and tierman em-
bassy. arrived here at 10:20 o'clock
In the morning, promptly on schedule
time. The trip from Baltimore to
Washington was without Ineident.
Seeretary of State Hay. Secretary of
the Navy hong. Assistant Secretary
the left of the French ambassador
%aa Chief Justice Fuller.
After the dluner the guests repaired
to the parlors, where for an hour or
more they remained in nodal eonvenm-
tlou. The prince chatted freely with
the company. At 10:40 the uarty dis-
persed. the prlnhe leaving directly for
the railroad station, where his special
train awaited him, leaving at midnight
for New Yoii elty.
Following was the programme for
the day:
Arrive at Shooter's Island at 0:45
a. m. huuuchiug of. Meteor at lO^'lO
a. m. huncJuHin to president and
party on llnlicnzollcrn at 1:50 p. m.
Hecelvwl by Mayor l^»w at New York
city ball at 4 p. m. I Hnner by Mayor
I/)W at Metropolitan cluU at 7 p. m.
MetraiNditau opera housi'. gala per-
formance arranged by clllxens, at 8210;
p. m.
BUFF ORPING
THK AltllIV.il. AT >'KW VIIRK
BEMt ADMIKAL I’HINCK lIKNljr,
of State Pearci*. who Innl immediate
charge of the arrangements at the
depot, and fount Quadr and two other
attaches from tin* German embassy
awaited tin* arrival of tin* train at
the depot. They remained in an im-
provised reception room, the walls of
which were heavily draped with inter-
twining American and German Hags.
The atmosphere was redolent with the
fragrance of flowers. The embassy
ollicials were in full uniform.
Hugh. Call Aiiiioiiikts Train.
A bugle call by a cavalryman sta-
tioned outside announced the arrival
of the train. It was halted just out-
side the de|K)t, the engine detached
and the cars backed into position op-
posite the receiving room, midway
down the tralnshed. The wekvwlng
party passed quickly Into the prince's
car and informally extended to him
the welcome to the city.
A few moments later the party
emerged and passed to the reception
room. Commander Cowles, President
Roosevelt's brother-in-law. and Adju-
tant General Corbin were the lirst to
alight and tin* prince was not far
behind them. Walking rapidly and
with the erect bearing of a trained
naval officer, smiling to the group of
officials, detectives and newspaper
men. through a double line of whom
he passed, saluting with a touch of
his hand to tin* glittering chapeau he
wore, he crossed tin* carpeted depot
aisles and entered tin* reception room.
There In* remained for about ten
minutes. Assistant Secretary Pearce
and t'liief Wilkie stood at tin* door
while the prince was waiting.
Driven to the \\ |,jt,. Houg,.t
I'inally Prince Henry, accompanied
by Secretary Hay and Bear Admiral
kv.uiK, entered the iast of the open
carriages. Tin* carriages of the others
Were drawn up in line and the prince's
carriage dashed .-it rapid speed to the
head of tin* column. Instantly the
police and military escorts wheeled
into position and tin* party spirted up
Pennsylvania avenue for the White
House.
At the White Houm* President
Roosevelt and his cabinet received the
loyal party with appropriate honors.
Ihc executive branch of the govern-
ment played the host in the morning,
and at f o'clock Hu* prince took a
glance at the legislative branch, going
to Hie capitol. where he saw both
house and senate in session.
ItttlKIIlH Ht til,. Wllllfl lliMIM-,
Washington. I’cb. 25.— The dinner
given to Prince Henry by President
Roosevelt at the White House last
night dosed the honors bestowed on
the royal visitor by official Washing-
ton for the day. The affair was on
uu elaborate scale and brought to-
gether a most distinguished company,
it was an assemblage such as has
ratviy if ever before ga titered in the
White House. To accommodate the
large number of guests the dinner
table was set in the East Room, tlm
decorations of which were on the most
magnificent scale ever ntiempt<*d. An
effective and new feature of the deco-
rations was the electric light illumi-
natioii. Several thousand little electric
lights of all colors and arranged in
fanciful designs supplemented the ii-
mm i nation front tin* great chande-
liers.
Seats of the rroinlneiit Guests.
President Roosevelt sat at flic head
of the table, with Prince Henrv on
his right. On bis left was Lord i'aunre-
fote. the British ambassador. On the
rich! of Prince Henry was Count
Cassini, the Russian ambassador
while to the left of Lord Pauncefote
was the Mexican ambassador. Oppo-
site to the president sat Secretary Hav
while to Ids right was Hr. von’llolle-
ben, the German ambassador, and to
his left the French ambassador. To
the right of the German embassador
was the Italian ambassador, and to
Canaan* Thunileml Salute* to I'rlnce lira
ry of 1'ruMla.
New York. Feb. 25.— The Kronpriux
Wilhelm, with Prince Henry of Prus-
sia and party 011 Imard, arrived at
Thirty-fourth street pier. North river,
at noon Sunday, about twenty-four
hours Itehiml schedule time. High
winds and heavy seas delayed the big
liner, and the programme for the lirst
two days of the prince's visit ns orig-
inally planned hud to Ite ulNindoned.
Prince Henry was olHclally welcomed
by Rear Admiral Uotiley H. Evans
and stair, who met the Kronpriux at
the narrows in the naval tug Nina.
Cauuoiis at Fort Wadsworth and
Fort Hamilton thundered salutes as
the big liner steamed up the luiy and
Hie salutes were taken up by the* ships
of the American si|tiadron. eaeli ves-
sel tiring twenty-one guns, steam
whistles on all kinds of craft, large
urn! smalt, shrieked out a continuous
welcome as the prince's steamer madi*
Its way tip Hie harltor and to its dock.
After Hie prince Isv-mbNi the impe-
rial yacht HoIienx«dlent he received
official calls from Mayor ix>w. Admiral
Barker and his staff. General Brooke
and staff and Ambassador lloUcheii
and staff. More impressive than any
official welcome, however, was tin*
great popular welcome given the visi-
tor by thousands ii|hiii thousands of
pisiph* who IIihhI the shore and crowd-
ed every pierhead, cnecring continu-
ously as the vessel passed up the riv-
er.
Captain Nathan Sargent called on
Hie prince as the special representa-
tive of Admiral Dewey. Tiie captain
said that he had been sent by the
admiral especially t-i express to the
prince the admiral's regret at not be-
ing able to greet him personally and
to pay his respects. In the afternoon
the prince and his staff boarded the
lug Nina and returned the calls of
Admiral Barker and General Brooke.
Crime Henry gave a dinner at night
on board the Holieu/.o]iern and at 1
o'clock in the morning Prince Henry’s
train left Jersey City for Washington.
LOST IN THE NEW YORK
A Bwodar Who la _____
AdMlrtr of Thea* Bird*.
The Buff Orpingtons are of. RpgBih
origin and are made up of the beat
Wood of three widely known breeds,
the* Golden Simngled Ha iuburg% excel*
lent layers; the English Dorkfoga, a
splendid table fowl, end the BUT Qe*
chins, from which they get their color
nd slxe. The object of the originator
In forming this new variety was to
combine prolltlc egg production with
superior flesh for the table, taking
pains to secure also hardiness of consti-
tution. rapid growth, good form and at-
tractive plumage.
First, they have the fashionable col-
or-unmoly, buff. There Is not so much
In thO shade of huff as In the evenness
of it. The club's standard calla for
“clear, even, dense buff throughout to
the skin, from lemon to orange.” To'
color alone Is given 50 points, 10 It Is
evident that color Is a main considera-
tion In breeding Buff Orpingtons. The
color as demanded is difficult to obtain.
Hence we have work here for the fan-
cier to do.
The young are extremely hardy and
of quick growth. Pullets begin laying
when from 4'£ to 5 months old and
keep it up the year round through all
pair nt* liL'pp onriXGW.va,
I iy Mr-. M.ir-ha'l si (Mo.) iW.
r.Mj.j
changes of weather. They are gentle
ns sitters mid make excellent mothers;
in fact, they are big bodied fowls, good
ew to Treat to Redoes the Palo
oad Swellla*.
An Injury resulting from any violent
wrenching or twisting of a Joint with-
out a fracture of lame Is termed a
sprain, says Youth's Gumpuulon.
Immediate attention Is an Imperative
necessity in sprains, since In no injury
do swelling and pain more promptly
supervene. The marked and rapid
•welling following a sprain Is usually
occaxloned by the exudation of fluids
taking place not only around Hie Injur-
ed Joint, but also within the Joint, the
latter frequently to so great an extent
as to force the two articulating sur-
faces apart.
Any motion or weight upon the Joint
when in 'this condition is intolerable,
and In every ease effort should be
made to cheek exudation promptly, re
ieve the swelling and pain and relax
the tension of the muscles adjacent.
Nothing meets the emergency lietter
than hot water— ns hot as can be tiorne
—and this fortunately Is usually quick-
ly at band even In the most primitive
camp. The Joint and adjacent limb
ahould be plunged Into the water,
which may be kept hot by the addition
of small quantities from another ves-
sel kept over the fire. This treatment
mast be continued for hours If neces-
sary. It should continue at least until
the swelling and pain have lieen reduc-
ed. An all night treatment not Infrc-
quently results In the iNisslldlity of
using the limb the next day. although
such a procedure Is not to lie recom-
mended.
Cold water Is nearly as effectual as
hot In checking the symptoms. In
some cases It seems equally efficacious
and even more comforting. In either
case the treatment must l»c prolonged
and the tcm|»eraturc of the water faitli-
fully kept at the point of greatest effi-
ciency.
Other remedies are also valuable if
the physician lias them 'at luiiid. but
all are used witli the same end In
view— of relaxing muscular tension,
combating the swelling and relieving
pain.
How to lf«ko Chlokoa Soap.
Cut a small chicken Into pieces and
fry it a little In a saucepan with an
onion, a chopped green pepper, an
ounce of lean raw ham cut in dice
si mH.'H and a tomato or two. Let this
stand covered tightly for about fifteen
minutes, then add two quarts of water
and boll for three hours. About an
hour Imfore It Is done add three table-
IMonfuls of rice. Ucmovc the chicken
from the soup and serve. This Is creols
style.
How to Wash Halrbroshes.
Hairbrushes should be washed in hot
or tepid water to which soda or am-
monia has been added. The brushes
should be dlpi>cd III and out of the wa-
ter till clean, taking rare that the
backs and liundics Mo not get wet
After rinsing In cold water put them
In the air to dry. They should never
be dried close to the tire or th& bristles
Will become discolored.
How to Clrao Woolen Shawl*.
Shetland shawls. If not very dirty,
may be denned by rubbing them with
magnesia and flour mixed In equal pro-
portions, changing It as It gets dirty.
This plan is also excellent for woolen








have not filled in SO years. 1 tablespoonful
of the “Roller in 2 of water and one of
eager hourly till sweat, then 1 of “Cough
Honey." A hath completes the cure. 8 domm
wnwslly luftcient. ^ pe^th will nom result
BvT)hibbIi
enerslly s ffi nt.
_ ___ iTS°p^oiimYui.-.
Druggists, gk*.. ftOc. unit It. sizes.
ST.VITUSTAHCEtan^Sia'Y:. FOR KALE HT
C. D. SMITH, Druggist, Holland.
How to Care For the Tretli.
If the teeth tire to get but one thor-
ough cleaning during the day, Just be-
....... . ...... fore retiring is the best time to give it
layers, healthy, vigorous, active and re- 1 to them, as there tire six or eight hours
FIRE
Xiinii-Mil TIkim- Win, Were t'auglit In lli,>
Ulii/i* in tlii> fail; Amine
Hotel.
New York. Feb. 24.— Sophia Beach,
G1 years of sige, a guc.si of the Fork
Avenue hotel, who was burned about
the face and body, has died in the
hospital. This makes the nineteenth
victim. All the oilier lire victims in
the different hospitals will probably
iwover. Rev. Wm. Boardniun. of Nor-
walk, Conn., who is suffering from
burns aisiut the face, hands and body,
is improved. The property loss, in-
cluding that of the hotel guests, will
hardly reach -SI ,000,000. The hotel is
damaged $50,000 and the armory cost
$700,000 to build. It contained some
relies that eamiot lie valued, one be-
ing a portrait of George Washington.
The cause of neither tire is known.
One of the saddest incidents of the
tire was the death of Mrs. Salome
Foster, the ••Tombs Angel," who for
tiftcen years had done service in be-
half of female prisoners in the Tombs
and other city prisons. Mrs. Foster
"as the widow of John W. Foster,
and had lived for the last five .rears
at the Park Avenue hotel. Her income,
which was at one time cousidcr<*d
large, was lor the most part expended
upon the deserving poor.
Tl“* following is a list of persons
who lost their lives in the lire, or who
died front injuries received therein:
Acton. Norman, of Colorado sprite's
Colo.: Burdett, Col. Charles L.. of
Hartford. Conn.: Bernhardt, William
"f Chicago; Bernhardt. .Mrs. Wil-
liam J., wife of foregoing: Conrad. Lee
G.. of this city: Hovey. Fred S., of
• yons. N. ).: Hanies. J. R. (not eer-
taiii, may he Thomas Hornci, Denver.
Colo.; lyison. John. Denver. Colo.: Llg-
m*rt. .Minnie K.. of Denver. Colo.; Mc-
Manus. Mrs. J.: O'Connell. Captain
< liarles I nderwood: Robbins. ex-Rep-
res, 'Illative Gaston A., of Savannah.
Ga.: Si-hlessinger. Esther, of Chicago;
Spahn. Jaeoh, of Rochester. N. Y.:
Walker. John G.. of Columbia. Tonm;
1‘iper. Colonel Alexander M.. f. s A
retired : Foster, Mrs. Salome, known
a.--, the 'Tombs Angel": Mrs. William
S. Bnardinan. wife if Rev. William S.
Boardman; Sophia Beach, of this city.
There were sixteen persons injured
—burned nlwHit face and hands, or
partly siiffo(*Ht(*d. hut among these the
name of Rear Admiral Miller, who wan
at lirst reported fatally Injured, does
not appear.
Kuiikk* City in M limi Way.
Kansas City. Fell. 21.-Kansas City
is without its live principal charter of-
ficers as a result of the decision of
the state supreme court ousting City
Comptroller Lund, City Physician Cof-
tin. Clerk Curry. Assessor Yost and
City Counsellor Middlcbrook. hold-over
Republicans. After the decision had
become thoroughly understood and
they had sought the advice of their
attorneys, each of the ousted Republic-
ans left their offices, refusing to as-
sume resiwnslbility for their future
conduct. Thus, practically all the city's
business came to an abrupt standstill.
mnrkubly docile.
In my opinion there will Ik? a lot of
money made in the next few years in
supplying tiie great demand that will
arise for Buff Orpingtons, and the
poultry breeder who possesses a flue
flock of them, small or large, is indeed
fortunate. All who see or hear of them
have a desire to own some breeding
stock. Today the demand is far in ad-
vance of the supply. Prices range high,
and u scarcity exists at any price. This
is advantageous in a way to the breed,
for it places them in tiie hands of a
class of* people who will breed them
well up toward perfection and pash
them to the front.— Mrs. W. A. Mar-
shall in Reliable Poultry Journal
How in Make Iloraeradlak Baace.
Chill and bent one cup of cream till
stiff; add half teaspoonful of salt pinch
during sleep that the salivary glands
are inactive, and fatty and starchy
fends that may be lodged between and
around the teeth are bathed in saliva,
a partial digestive fluid, undergo de-
composition. forming acids which act
more or less readily on tin* tootli struc-
ture at the time of their formation. The
salivary glands not being active during
sleep, acids are not diluted, as during
the day a free flow of saliva prevents
to n great degree the deleterious ef-
fects of acids thus formed. The teeth
and gums should be carefully brushed
after each meal with a medium soft
brush, using ns a wash on damp brush
alcohol, rosewater and listerine, equal
parts.— Dr. S. D. Potter in Ohio Dental
Journal.
How lo fJeaa Brae*.
A scientific authority claims that It Is
a mistake to clean brn<js with acid, as
It soon become* dull after such treat-
ment. Sweet oil and putty powder, fol-
lowed by soup and water, are said to
brighten brass or copper aa well aa
anything else.
A (,'Nnhb. Tc*tlH«*.
Gentlemen:— After twenty years of
aches and pains caused by constipation
brought on by sedentary habits, I have
found more relief in two bottles of I)r.
(’aid well's Syrup Pepsin than all of the
hundreds of other remedies I have tried
and I take pleasure in giving you this
testimony, believing you have the finest
preparation made forgtomuch troub es.
•Very truly yours, D. F. Lange,
Cashier Wabash it. II , East St. Louis.
Sold by Heber a alsh.
Call for F. M. C. Coffees.
Buy your Fountain Pens of C. A. Ste-
venson, the Jeweler.
How to Moke Cairo Foot Jellr.
To make this Jelly cut and crack one
of pepper and three tablespoanfoVotl^®?1 ,nt0 IDaU Plece* tnd cover with
prepared horseradish; If fresh grated P1** coM "*ter. Put on the
a. -# * * * * • _ nrartl* +1* a a *%«! t />+ to — n r** ** to*
horsenfdisli is used, add two table-
spoonfuls of vinegar and one tea-
spoonful of sugar; keep in a cool place,
as it should be stiff and thick when
used.
How to Bake Pie*.
When baking pies, if they are very
juicy take a piece of stiff brown paper
about two inches long, roll it around
so it is like a little tube and insert in
the center of the pie, and the steam
goes through It like a little chimney.
This prevents the juice from miming
out.
How to Make Rlee Coke*.
Beat two eggs until light: add one
pint of milk and two cupfuls of cold
boiled rice, one tablespoonful of salt
and one cupful of flour in which is
mixed two level tcaspoonfuls of bak-
ing powder. Beat thoroughly and bake
on a hot griddle.
back of tbe stove and let it remain
there three hours after it has began to
almmer. Skim at short Intervals, and
at the expiration of three hours take
the soup from the fire and strain.
When it has become bard, remove the
sediment and fat. Heat again, and
when about to boil stir In rapidly tbe
beaten white of one egg. Let the mix-
ture boll for one minute, then remove
from tbe tire, and after it has cooled
for ten minutes strain into small molds.
The jelly will harden in two hours.
Buy your Fountain Pens of C. A. Ste-
venson, the Jeweler.
ilultMoii Kiigagwi Oni'c More.
Bloomington. Ills., Feb. 24.— (’apt.
U. P. Hobson, hero of the Merri-
mac. has arrived at Bloomington and
is the guest of ex- Vice President A. E.
Stevenson. There is a report that he
is engaged to the latter's daughter,
Letitiu. but all deny its correctness.
Michigan Athlete* Beat Illiiiol*.
Ann Arbor. Mich.*, Feb. 24.— In tbe
track meet hero Michigan defeated
Illinois by making sixty points to her
twelve.
How to Clean Greaay Matiinic.
When grease lias been spilled on
matting, cover the spot thickly with
powdered chalk and moisten it by
sprinkling a few drops of benzine on it
Wlicn tlds has evaporated, brush off
the chalk, and the spot will have dis-
appeared.
How fo Make Swl*a Sandwich**.
Mix equal parts of grated Swiss
cheese and chopped English walnut
meats. Season slightly with salt and
pepper and spread upon thinly sliced
buttered bread. Cut Into any skapa
desired.
How to Fry Doacknat*.
When black spot* appear on dough-
nuts, drop u slice of raw potato into
the fat and leave It while the next re-
lay I* frying and repent
Letter FIIcn.
For a good letter tile at a reasonable
price come and see my stock
S. A .Martin's
Drug and Hook Store.
Use F. M. C. Coffees.
DR. A. C. V. R.
GILMORE
DENTIST.
Plate, Crown and Bridge Work
of all kinds.
Gold and Plastic Fillings.
Over Ed. Vaupell’s Harness Shop.
HOLLAND.
A FAIR OFFER.
We will give the Intending student ONE
YEAR'S tuition FREE if w* cannot show him
more student* placed in iiermanent position* as
Book-keepers and Stenographers during the past
year than any other Two Business Colleges
COMBINED in Northern or Western Michigan.
Attend “The Best" and get The Best Result*.
BeAl'TlFDL COMMKKC'IAL CATALOOl’B FhBK.
llEAtrrircL SuonraAMn CAT*Lo«it’K Free.
D. McLachlan & Co.




That our rubbers are the best
fitters manufactured to-day.
That you will never have cause
for complaint |if you buy your
rubbers here.
That we have all kinds of rub-
bers for every member of the
the family.
That your rubbers will cost you
less if you buy here.
1 bat you had better come here
and see.
$. SPRIETSMA.
28 West Eighth St,. Holland.
How to Wank Gilt Crockery.
Crockery ornamented with gilt bands
or figures should be washed quickly
and drained dry. never wiped, even
with a soft cloth.
How to Keep Cake Moist.
A slice of fresh bread or an apple In
the cake box is good to keep it moist
How to Lie When Sleeping.
The correct i>osture for sleep is to Ue
on the right side, with the limbs
stretched out to their full length and
the arms either straight down by the
body or in any comfortable position,
provided they are not raised above the
head. The mouth should be closed,
and all tiie muscles of the body should
be relaxed. The Jungs work with
greater deliberation during the hours
of sleep, and if the arms are raised
above the head at this time aud for
any period the action of the heart
drives the blood away from the arms
and sends it to the head, frequently
PUBLIC SALE.
On Tuesday. March 4. 1!H)2, at Ml a.
m.. there will be Itch] a public ?alu at
the farm of Henry Van der Zwaag, in
Olive township, south of the C. R
church at Crisp, of .'I work horses, one
weighing 1450 lbs.. 7 cow*, all fresh. I
bull, 1 i years old. 5 head of young stock
2 years old. 5 heifers in eulf, li calves, 4
hogs, 125 Plymouth Rock chickens, 1
selfbinder. 1 mower. 1 riding cultivator,
1 steel cultivator. 1 shovel plow, 1 grain
drill, 1 gang plow, 2 drags I plow. I
bay rack, 2 bobsleighs, 1 land roller, 1
harpoon with 100 ft. of rope and tackle,
1 fanning mill,l cornshellei,,.*i work and
2 light buggy harness, 1 hay loader, 1
borserake, 1 roadschraper, 1 buggy, 1
set of bolster springs, 2 lumber wagons,
20 tons of hay, 1 cook stove and many
other articles, too numerous to men-
tion.
Time will be given till Nov. 1. .1902,
without interest on sums of 8 dollars
and up; below 3 dollars, cash down.
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Al Seam Utmi «tf PtrftratiMs ikm
tbe Bdstkf Md SetHm liars.
1 '"Iy iy ,i'iit it trnlt racli—mnir lii^lir.
As. ini ilinn .->,.1.1 in nrail) eieiy illy
*ml tun ii, ui In initil Inmi
THE McCALL CO..
tr.-ir;-ii7 .mt sl «w york
SUCCESS
TtoHMadn tf tatfratlN, rmms mi
5 other magazine has so great and
lasting an influence upon its read-
ers as Success. None is so eagerly
read, or so widely quoted. Each
month 1,500,000 readers fi id in its
TIME TABLE Q> R. H. & L. M. RAILWAY
Cars leave waiting room at Holland
for Grand Rapids and intermediate
point*: 0:27, 7:27, 8:27, 9:27, 10:27, 11:27
. m ; 12:27, 1:27, 2:27, 3:27, 4:27, 5:27,
0:27, 7:27, 8:27, 9: 27aud 10:27 p. m.
Cars leave Grand Rapids from the
waiting room 70 Ottawa street at 7, 8,
9, 10, 11 a. m.; 12 noon and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 p. ra.
Cars leave Holland for Macatawa
Park and Saugatuck: 7:55, 9:55,11:55
a. m.; 1:55, 3:55, 5:55,7:55, 9:55 p. m.
Cars leave Holland for Macatawa
Park, only at 0:20 a. m.
very ivlien ̂
not prevent sleep entire*. | ̂  ^ »£ £ ”•* ̂  ^ ° 04
. columns/wj/ w/ta/ they want. Suc-
cess is a magnificently illustrated, forcibly
edited, up-to-date monthly magazine, with
a distinct literary flavor of its own. It
appeals to all ages and all classes.
THE BEST tf EVERYTHING
t ^ *s w,lat its readers pav for and esL
Its illustrations are famous. Its list of con-
tributors, in addition to many eminent
writers of the day, includes successful men
and women in every walk of life who can-
not be induced to write for any other peri-
odicaL Each number is supreme in
FICTION, POETRY, ART and HUMOR
Practically, every copy of Success is sold
by the 15th of the month of issue. No free
sample copies can be sent. Buy the current
number of your newsdealer, or better still,
if you would be sure to obtain Success
1 ft cents fSFoifrM^I-OO
* V A Copy tion for the year. I A Year
Iht SUCCESS COMPANY, NEW YORK
AreMware
That we are constantly giving
our customers the benefit of the





Our livery and funeral turnouts
are first-class.
We give you the best of service
as funeral directors and embalm-
ers.





18 West Ninth St., or call either
phone No. 13, day or night.
N. B.— Chairs and tables rented
and delivered.
Dont Be Fooledi
Take Ike gemilM, •rlftaal
ROCKY MOUNTAIN TEA
MM# Mljr by M*4I#m M#«-
cift# C#., MaJlMfl, WU. B
k#tM ym w#N. Oar traia
Mark cat m each package.
WrajJS c#ata. Never mM- la kalk. Accept ooe catctD
MM**M«Mi»iMa tale. Aik year iragglet.









Calls receive prompt attention
night or day.
Lady attendants.
26 East Eighth Street, Holland.






Noinethliig Th»t Will l>» Vuu UimmI, H
We know of no way in which we «nn
be of more service to our readers than
to tell them of som«ihinjr Hint will K '
of real good to them. For this reason
we want to acquaint tncm with what
we consider one of tiie very boat rume*
dies on the market for coughs, colds,
and that alarming complaint, croup.
We rrfer to Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy. We have used It with such
good rcHtilts in our family so long that
it has In come a househo! necessity.
By its prompt use we haven't any doubt
bnt that it has time and again prevent*
ed croup. The testimony is given upon
our own experience, and we suggest
that our readers, especially those who
have small children, always keep it in
their house as a safeguard against
croup.— Ounidcu (<S*. <J.) Messenger. For
sale by H. Walsh, Holland; Van Brce
& Sons, Zeeland.
i UpholRtorlng.
I do upholstering and can give you
good work at reasonable prices. Call
or drop a card and I will look after thework. C. M. Hanson,
;i:{7 W. 16th street, Holland.
BRAIN FOOD NONSENSE.
Another ridiculous food fad has been
branded by the most competent author*
itles. They have dispelled the silly
notion that one kind of food is needed
for brain, another for muscles, and still
another for bones. A correct diet will
not only nourish a particular part of
the body, but it will sustain every other
part. Vet, however good your food
may be, Its nutriment is destroyed by
indigestion or dyspepsia. You must
prepare for their appearance or pre*
vent' their coming by taking regular
doses of Green's August Flower, the
favorite medicine of the healthy mil*
lions. A few doses aids digestion, stlm*
ulates the liver to healthy action, purl*
lies the blood, and makes you feel buoy-
ant and vigorous. You can get Dr. G.
G. Green's reliable remedies at Hebcr
Walsh's drug store, Holland, Mich.
Get Green's Special Almanac.
Farm For Sale.
An 18 acre fruit farm located half a
mile south of the Hoi 'and depot for
sale. Contains 100 r^r rvy trees, 100
plum trees, 100 peacn trees, 3 acres
raspberries, half un acre currants,
strawberry patch, 100 apple and pear
trees. For particulars enquire at this
'Office.
Hue StiigliPi.
I have a line sU>ok of new Portland
cutters and two seated cutters at very
reasonable prices. Give me a call.
H. Takkkn.
East Eighth St.
Naiirt smr pralml • stmt MMgh
B«t its itO effects cm btcsnl
PALMO TABLETS
an esrttf an mi wsacs vka km beta
wrecked by Stagy trap.
This Kaedy carts jm all tkfwfk.
IfactMllyMd iwaltivtly Bakes prcsatarcly
•id psafia ysug Md vltanas.
ralaa Tablets dastnytkat Maataral cravlai
far aleepfradaclai drais.
Tils la certalaiy tka ptateat aediciaa aa
tank.
60 cents, 12 boxes for 15.00. Guaranteed.
NEWS I lilt SM
Teltgraphic Reports of Matters
of General Interest to
Our Readers.
HI0HI0AH HAPPENIH08 BY WIRE
Item* Prepared with Special Care fbr
tbo Convenience of OurOwn
Readers.
Detroit. Pel). 21.— A dlHpiitcii from
Valpjirnlso. Ind., says: “After it hitter
fight of two weeks in the Lake cir-
cuit court tin* HciiHUtionul Davidson
murder trial lias ended hi a verdict of
acquittal for the three defendants,
Michael Curtin, Itohety Fleming and
Roy Howards. The occupants of the
crowded court room received the an-
nouncement of the verdict with cheers
and applause. It Is now reported the
mother of the Davidson Isiy will file a
large damage suit against the city of
Valapralso for Ids death, claiming
negligence of the* police was responsi-
ble for ids death.
What John Nprcndl Mnld He Snw.
“Edward Davidson, whose home
was in Michigan, was visiting Ids sis-
ter at Valparaiso last December, mid
it is said lie engaged in a quarrel with
Curtin, Fleming mid Howards while
they were all more or less intoxicati*d.
Thu next morning his lifeless liody
was found lying beside the IVmisylvu-
nlu rai’-oad trucks. John Hprcticll. a
V’atcliman at the railroad crossing, tes-
titled l>efore the coroner's Jury that lie
had seen Curtin. Fleming and Howards
drag Davidson's body along the
tracks.
“At the gnuid Jury Investigation lie
said lie had perjured himself and told
the murder story because he feared lie
would lose his position If it bin •nine
known tlmt Davidson was killed by a
train. Prosecutor Tinkhnm moved to
dismiss the men and he was removed
from office and Judge Heard was
placed in charge of the case. On a
change of venue the trial was held at
Crown Point. During the trial Spren-
cil returned to his first story, alleging
that Prosecutor Tinkliam laid intin-
euced him to testify in favor of the
deicndnnts. The accused men are nil
members of prominent families."
ROY THAT HAS A HAD UKCOUI)
It Han .lust Lanited Him In J«il— Tlieft Is
Ills Pnssiuu.
Lansing. Midi., Fob. 22.— A rapid
turn career of thieving has just landed
Will Loomis. 13 years old, in Mason
jail. First lie took a !5K) gun lioiii
Hmith & Wesson's hardware store in
lids city. He next stole a revolver at
Grout’s hardware store in Leslie. At
Hunker Hill a gold watch was missed
at Hwnscey’s jewelry store, and the loss
charged up to Loomis. Loomis worked
a few days for an old man at Hunker
Hill, whose suspicious were aroused
by tin* lad’s newly acquired posses-
sions.
He questioned Loomis, whereupon
the boy demanded Ids pay and said he
wanted to leave. The old man of 70
years determined that the lioy should
not leave except in the custody of an
officer. The Iwy ran. with Ids employ-
er as pursuer, and over several Helds
they went unti! the farmer was about
to grasp the Isiy. Then the Imy with
“kid" ingenuity cimbcd to the top of
a tree. For a couple of hours the pur-
suer waited until a neighbor brought
down the fugitive and later placed him
in the custody of Officer Hodge, of
Leslie.
C/Alt KKKI) IN THK CI.AN
He Settle* m DUpiite Over u shorluge In
Miorl Order.
CHICAGO INYAI.il) I. ANUS HIMSVLF
].entlier Sirup mid n Itadpost Used M •
>lmn* of Suicide.
Alma. .Midi., Feb. 2T..— H. A. Broyts-
braak.a patient a II he Alma sanitarium,
committed suicide by hanging himself
to a bedpost In bis room. The de-
ceased was a prominent resident of
Chicago, in Hie employ of A. H. Me-
Clurg company. He came here alsmt
four weeks ago to take treatemnt for
nervous ex ha list ion. He was apparent-
ly getting better, and the evening be-
fore the suicide lie seemed quite cheer-
ful and engaged in card playing with
other guests.
When an attendant went to ids room
to cull him next day for the hath treat-
ment he was found dead. He had
taken a common teleseiqie strap, and
slipping It through a huckcl placed it
around ids neck. He then tied It to u
l>ed|K)Ht and raised his feet from the
floor and slowly strangled himself. As
soon as found bis family in Chicago
was not Hied by the sanitarium author-
ities. He was u Germaii, about r>0
years old.
FOR INDKCKST FIIOTOO It A FH Y
Flint Dnctor Fined $100 or Nerve Four
Month* to the IlmiHe of Correction.
Flint. Mich., Feb. 21.— Dr. Frederic
A. Cady, the physician who was ar-
rested several days ago charged with
having photographed and printed ob-
scene and immoral pictures of local
young women, was dis|K>s«>d of with
great celerity when Ids eaxmiiintion
was called. He waived examination
before .lifstiee Stevenson and WUK
bound over to the circuit court. He
gave lioiids for Kino, and then walked
live blocks to the court house where
lie was arraigned and pleaded guilty to
the charge.
Judge Wisucr listened to a plea for
leniency from Justice Stevenson and
Prosecuting Attorney Williams, and
then Kciiteiic<*d the doctor to pay n line
of $lno or serve four months in the
Detroit house of correction. It was
shown Hint for some years past the
doctor has Im>cii a victim of the cocaine
habit. While under the influence of
lids drug he resorted to the acts which
resulted in Ids arrest.
FKCtILIAK CASK OF PARALYSIS
Woniitu A nswer* All Our»tion* but Like
Onu In » Delirium.
Hay City. Mich., Feb. 24.— Mrs. Fred
Barclay is suffering from an n|»oplec-
tic stroke, which lias developinl a cu-
rious phenomenon. Owing to the pres-
sure of blood released by the bursting
of an artery upon the speech center,
Mrs. Barclay answers at random all
questions put to her, much as n per-
son in delirium.
Yet it is evident that she can hear
any questions asked, but tier replies
arc simply vagaries of her mind, us
she never comprehends the inqiort of
the questions asked. Her right arm
and side are also paralyzed, and phy-
sicians pronounce it a rather unusual
ease. Her condition is serious.
No runic at a Fin* Alarm.
Adrian. Midi., Feb. 21.— The sister
on night watch at St. Joseph's acad-
emy discovered smoke arising from
the basement. Tin* 100 pupils were
awakened and in four mlnhtcH and
twenty seconds were all in the lower
corridor, facing places of exit, fully
apiHirded even to hats and rublN>rs.
each with a blanket neatly liestowed
upon her arm. The smoke was found
to be issuing from smoldering cin-
ders in the basement.
Just simply Cuii’t Do II.
Lansing, Midi., Feb. 22.— The real
contention which the Detroit. Grand
Haven and Milwaukee Hailway Co.
will make to oppose the pro|Mised ac-
tion of liailroad Commissioner OslHirii
to compel them to establish 2%-cent
fares according to the general railroad
law. is not that the law of the last
legislature repealing the special char-
ters is unconstitutional, but that the
road cannot make the rate and live.
Writ® for free hook.
Hated Drag Co.. Cleveland, O.
Still III I. WttNi, Druggist, Utliaml
Kodol
* Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you eat.
It artificially digesU the food and aid!
Naturt in itrengtbenlng and recoil*
•tructlog the exhausted digestive or-
gans. It lithe lateit discovereddlgeit-
ant and tonic. No other preparation
can approach it in efficiency* It in-
stantly rellevesand permanently curea
Dfipepcla, Indigestion, Heartburn,
t Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea,
" Sick Headache, Gastralgia,Crampsand
all other resulteof Imperfect digestion.
Price 80c. Md|L Large olse GMtatae SR times
•mall all*. Book all tboutdytpepeU mat fed fret
PrtMrtl ly E. C DetfITT a CO. Cbicoft
GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
Any person desiring any «rork done
such as repairing sewing machines,
locks, guns, umbrellas, or small ma-
ll chineryof any kind, call at John F.
Zalsman, in the building formerly oc-
cupied by D. DeVries, corner River
and Ninth streets, Holland. Mich.
MORTGAGE SALE.
Defauli having: ibwn made in the con-
ditions of payment of a mortgage dated
October seventeenth. IMMi. given by Fran-
ces J. Shaver to Riehard Smith and re-
corded October eighteenth. 1KR». in liber
hi of mortgages, page 588, In the office of
the register of deeds of Ottawa county.
Michigan, by which default the power of
sale* in said mortgage contained has be-
come operative; on which mortgage there
Is claimed to be due at the date of tills
notice one hundred dollars, and no pro-
Y- feedings at law. or equity, having been
instituted to recover the amount due on
said mortgage, or any part thereof. No-
tice is. therefore, given that said mort-
gage will be foreclosed by sale at public
vendue, of tire mortgaged premises to
pay the amount due on said mortgage,
with costs of sail*. The mortgaged prem-
ises to be sold being: Tile northwest
quarter (Vi) of the southeast quarter (Vi)
of section three, in town live north of
range sixteen west. Ottawa county. Michi-
gan. Sale to take place at the front
door of the Ottawa county court house,
on May nineteenth. 1802, at two o'clock
afternoon, at Grand Haven, Michigan.
Dated, February 15. 1902.
RICHARD SMITH.
Mortgagee.
J- C. 1'o.st, Attorney. lib. 2! May 10
Ypsilanti. Mich.. Feb. 21.— The
“Good SamaritaiiM" here say llu*y
have ;i Czar Reed “in their midst.'’
The ‘'.Samaritans'’ are a body of col-
ored folk. Secretary Davis has failed
to turn over to his successor, Thomas
Hodman. .$118 of the society’s money
and the books, it is alleged, and a spe-
cial meeting was called to take ac-
tion.
The discussion was at its height
when a friend of Davis’ offered the
resolution that lie be given ten days
to return the money and books, on
which the chairman rapidly repeated:
“AH in favor of the motion say 'aye;’
the 'ayes' haw it;" and then turned
out the lights, thus adjourning the
meeting.
No More “Smoker*'' Allowed.
Anil Arbor. Mich.. Feb. 21.— Presi-
dent Aiigcll, of the Fniversity of Mich-
igan. has peremptorily forbidden all
"smokers" in the future among the un-
dergraduate Issly. It has long I men
expected that some decisive faculty ac-
tion would be taken, and especially
since Hie notorious “barbaeue" given
rn'ently. "While we cannot prevent
gathering of studnets as individuals."
said President Angell, "we can. how-
ever. mid will prevent them getting to-
gether in the name of the university
and their class, and tilling up on beer
to their own disgrace and the discredit
of the university.’’
Caught Her Red-Handed.
Cold water. Mich.. Feb. ‘St. — A nour-
ishing hiMincsK was unceremoniously
squelched here when a farmer's wife
was arrested, charged with shoplift-
ing. A salesman in the largest dry
goods store iif the city caught the ac-
cused in the act. it is charged, after
which it develo|MHi I ha I she had ap-
parently gone about the business sys-
tematically. taking tin* goods to her
carriage as fast as gathered. Six mer-
chants have identitied goods found
there, and it is hclicvwl that several
others have suffered, as the woman
had a buggy full of plunder.
Normal Hm* a Good Cluirch lU-cortl.
Ypsilanti. Midi., Feb. 2.’). — Tin* a
nual inquiry into tin* religious stall
of the normal students, reveals il
bict that of 1.084 students, 702 ai
church members; .T»4 attend . chun
regularly and 28 profess no church co:
nections. The Metliodists claim 4(
students, the Cougressiomilists 1S2. tl
Presbyterians 13!). the Baptists 11
Kouian Catholics 87. Episcopalians
other denominations 77.
E*tutu of lh«* Lull; Governor I'ingree.
Detroit. Feb. 22. — The inventory i
the estate of the late II. S. Pingn
has been lilcd by the appraisers, Ca
E. Schmidt and Horace H. Huckhai:
The total is *324.2T»4 . 14, of wide
$272,824 represents the interest of tl
estate in t lie linn of Pingree
Smith, and .54.1.000 tin* value of tl
homestead. The rest consists of sea
tcring items.
Will Give I lie Road f'!O.OOC,
Sanilac Centre. Mich.. Feb. 2.1. — A
a large mass meeting of farmers an
business men held in the court lions
It was voted to accept G. It. Isivejoy
proposition for his Detroit-Hay Cit
railroad via Sanilac Centre nnil Car
City. He asks $20,000 from this tow
ami an effort will In* made to raise
by a committee headed by Judge Mi
Curen.
Run Down hy  How Curt.
Saginaw. Mich.. Feb. 2.1.— Wbil
running to a lire one of the city bos
carts ran down Miss Alice Penny an
Julius Kettle, of Hay City, two* ilea
mutes. Both were seriously hurt.
Looked ai thf* Lansing Swamp*,
Lansing, Mich., Feb. 24.— State Ai
alyist Fred H. Horrndaile lias been ii
Lansing looking at a number o
swamps with an eye on their pea
producing |H>ssltdlities.
Hryan Han q lifted at loiilu.
Ionia. Midi.. Feb. 22.— William Jen-
nings Bryan delivered bis lecture on
“The Conquering Nation" at the
Methodist church here for the benetit
of the Albert Williams Democratic
club, of this city. The church was
lilled to the doors and he was given
an enthusiastic reception. After the
lecture a banquet was served in Bry-
an’s honor by the club, during tin*
course of which a number of speeches
were made. Bryan speaking on "Na-
tional Democracy,”
.MiclilgHU Miniitiif.
Charlotte— This county now h
fourteen free rural mail routes in <
eration. covering 307 miles.
Three Oaks— Bobert D. Cross, t
first president of the village of Tin
Oaks, in 1807. is now a real estn
agent at Genoa. Neb.
Charlotte*— Contracts for tin* big $3
000 Thorinippk* drain have been 1
The ditch will be tifteen miles Ion;
Bay ( lit. v— Counterfeit $.1 bills lloi
ing in this city have set the fedei
authorities at work.
Charlotte— Certain people liuveask
Andrew Carnegie for a $10,000 librni
and the city is in fair prospect of g<
I Hug it
COLDS !N THE HEAD. !raui , .... I
•w (o Ar«!iet Nntnre In Snbdnlnff '
laCnraniatlon.
A Good Smoke
"There has bcoa m re rot written |
•bout 'colds And their prevention and
cure’ than would 1111 n volume,” said
•.hotel physician to n Washington Star
min. "A cold in the head is a mani-
festation of nn intliimed mid congested
condition of the mucous membrane,
•nd these iiitlammntory (licenses run
their courses and have their regular
stages.
"A remedy which would eliminate
this Inflammatory condition from the
system In a day or two would be a
great help to the human race, saving
Inestimable suffering and countless
deaths. I don’t think It will ever be
found, and generations hence our de-
scendants will blow their noses and
wipe their watery eyes Just the same
as today. The use of silk handker-
chiefs will more than repay for their
purchase. Linen is liarsli and tends
to produce soreness and redness of the
nose. Therefore, since the suffering
coincident to this condition cannot be
avoided and must Ik* endured, the liest
way to ‘cure a cold’ is to make this
condition us easily intme as possible
and aid nature in subduing the con-
gestion. Tl sc who can stay indoors
should do so, and those who must go
Alt should put on additional clothing,
either under or outer garments.
"Warmth Is what is wanted. Quinine
in two grain doses every two or three
hours, according to Hie susceptibility
of the patient, Is better tliuu heavy
doses. Elixir of iron, qiiinlno and
strychnine in tcnspoonful doses an
hour lieforq meals or one-thirtieth
grain granule of strychnine an hour
before meals provides a tonic which
tends to counteract the depression at-
tending a col«l. The nervous and mus-
cular systems are stimulated, and the
'cold feels better.’ The appetite, al-
ways affected, is sharpened, the pa-
tient eats, the vital forces are renew-
ed and a cure is effected in half the
time usually required if tin* warmth of
the body is inaiutained and nddltional
colds and checks nre not taken.”
How to Frenhen Rlhtioim.
Gasoline is excellent for denning col-
ored ribbons that have become soiled,
but it makes white ones yellowish in
color and does not affect creases as wa-
ter will.
For white riblions or those badly
creased or mussed prepare a suds of
soft water and any pure soap. Wash
the ribbons in this Just as you would
wash a tine handkerchief; rinse and
let it partially dry. Take it down
while still damp in all parts and nil
It smoothly over a wide card or piece
of pasteboard, rolling a piece of clean
white muslin with it.
Wrap the muslin around Inst, so that
the ribbon shall he covered, and place
the whole under a heavy weight. A
letter press is an excellent place in
which to press it. Leave it until it
shall have had time to dry. The mus-
lin will absorb the moisture. The rib-
bon will come out looking fresh and
clean and will have lost none of its
“life," as is tin* case with ribbons
which are pressed with an iron.
How to .Mnkr liulln tli*!l*|i.
Peel and chop a white cabbage and
eight onions. Pack in a crock with al-
ternate layers of salt and stand for
twenty-four hours. Into a pint of vin-
egar stir a half pound of brown sugar,
a heaping tenspoonfu! each of turmer-
ic, powdered alum, ciunamoii, allspice,
mace, Idacs pepper, mustard and eel-
cry seed and heat all to boiling. Pour
this liquid over tin* cabbage and onions
and set aside for twenty-four hours
longer. Now drain off the liquid, bring
again to the boil and pour it again over
the pickle. Do this for three morn-
ings, put liquor and vegetables togeth-
er in the preserving kettle, boil for live
minutes and set aside until cold; then
I-ut hack in jars.
How (o Make Salud DrcKnina.
One-half teaspoon of mustard, one-
half teaspoon of salt, a dash of eay-
enno, two teaspoons of Hour, om* tea-
spoon of sugar, yolk of one egg. three-
quarters of a cup of milk, two tea-
spoons of melted butter, one-quarter
cup of hot vinegar. Mix tin* dry in-
gredients in a saucepan, stir into tiieui
the yolk of the egg. butter and milk;
stir the mixture over hut water until it
begins to thicken, then stir In the vin-
egar, a few drops at a time. When as








Don’t Send Good Cents
After Poor Scents!
Do you know that good perfumes are actually refreshing
and invigorating? If not, call and see us. We keep per-
fumes that will prove a revelation to you.
ASK HER
What odor she would prefer. She is sure to appreciate your
thoughtfulness. Then come and give us a trial. She will he*
delighted and so will you.
Try the following odors made by S. Palmer, New York's
i leading perfumer : Wood Violet, Rose Leaves. Jockey Club,
Garlands of Violets, Frangipanni, Pink Mossrose.
Try our White Rose Cologne.
Other seasonable goods, such as Hot Water Bags, Chest
Protectors, Chamois Skins — a large asMirtment.
BRISTLES in your teeth are not pleasant, hut you'll get them
there every ti mo you u-e n poor tooth brush. Get a brush that i*
built right, costs more, hut give- more satisfaction than a dozen
‘'cheap" ones. Our best are THE best.
We always have an-l always *1*11 drug- and drug tundries at the j
lowest price-, to why thouldo't we villeit y ajr trade when we are
ture of ai.ti.-fving you. Cud and sec us.
A. DE KRUIFi ZEELAND, MICH.
Union Lock Poultry Fence.






Stronger nnd closer spacing than any other make.
Our Union Lock Hog, Field nnd Cattle Fence, Union Lawn
Fence Gates, etc., guaranteed first class.
Your dealer should handle this line— if not, write us for
prices. Catalogue free.
UNION FENCE CO., DE KALB. ILL. U. S. A.
“AMERICA’S GREAT FAMILY MAGAZINE."
The Ledger Monthly
H«w (a Treat Wound*.
1 was recently told on the authority
of a physician that euts and wounds
should Ik* washed in water as lint as
can he borne instead of in cold water,
and I And that this stanches the Mood
much more quiekly, says a writer In
Country Gentleman. Never plaster or
bind up a cut without washing it tirsi
to remove any particles of foreign mat-
ter.
How ta Wash Cbantola Leathers.
When chamois leathers have been
washed, the usual fault with them is
that they dry hard and stiff. The se-
cret of keeping a washed chamois
leather as soft as when new is to hang
it up to dry while it is still soapy and
without rinsing it. The leather will
then be perfectly supple and free from
any suggestion of stiffness.
i _________
How to Remove Gin** Stoppera,
Glass stoppers In bottles may easily
be removed when they have become
fixed by injuring hot water over tint
neck of the bottle. The heat cause?
the glass to expand, and il then being
considerably larger than the stopper
the latter can be easily withdrawn.
How to MrnU Chinn,
For mending china and glass were
one authority slates that a conien{.
made of starch, glycerin and gypsum
will maintain its adhesiveness longer
than any other.
FEATURES FOR 1902.
DEPARTMENTS AND SPECIAL ARTICLES.
Current Fashions Home Cooking.
Thoughts Affecting the Liic of a Youg Girl
Good Health. Plants and Flowers. /
The Social Side of Church Work
Ledger Model Houses.
Album of Celebrities of To-Day.
Embroidery and Fancy work.
A MISSIONARY AND HIS DOGS IN THE WILD NORTHWEST.
A Tale of Stirring Adventure by REV. E. It YOUNG.
Only 6 cents— Hu Ledger Monthly Patterns -Only 6 cents.
The Pattern Department of the Ledger Monthly is one of its strong-
est features. Patterns of all tbo styles illustred and described in the
Fashion Department each month are furnished to subscribers at tin!
nominal price of ti rents each. The Ledger Monthly Patterns are
equal to any pattern on the market and are guaranteed accurately
cut and perfect lilting. The Pattern Department is conducted for
the bonclit of subscribers, and the privileges of this department are
alone worth the price of the magazine to any woman who does her
own dressmaking.
Only 6 cents— ihi Ledger Monthly Patterns -Only 6 cents.
I’KEXIUM LIST FREE.
Some of our Hgcnts prefer
woridng for our elegant pre*
miutns rutlier than fur ca*l)
('ouiu)lv.louv I f you do. send
for list.
.lX«*ut* Mwkt! M iney
Taking Siil>M-rl|»tliiii*
For tli*
l.t*dK«*r .Il out lily.
Write lor I’Hrtivular*.
! SAMPLE COPY FREE.
If you will mention thl*
paper when you write we will
vud y*u a simple copy of tbo
Lbduek Moxtiilt Fr*e
ONLY ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
Always ADOUKSS
TIIE LEDblEK PUBLISHING <0., 225 F0UTRH AVK., NEW YORK.
«
*
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GOT BY THE LINE
Boera Moccaaafollp Hnabrd tba llrltlah
Ontpoat ftnaday Night.
London, Feb. 26.— Ixjrd Kitchener
reports that 600 Boere, driving cattle,
rushed the outpost line near Bothas-
berg, Transvaal colony, during the
night of Feb. 23, and some of them
got through. The Boers left fifteen
dead and six wounded on the field.
A dispatch from Ixird Kitchener,
made public today, says: “A convoy
of empty wagons was attacked and
captured by the Boers southwest of
Klerksdorp, in the Transvaal colony.
Feb. 24. The escort consisted of a
force of Imperial yeomanry, three
companies of the Northumberland fus-
iliers, and two guns. The fighting was
severe, but I have no further detallK.’*
FROM THK OLD COUNTRY.
Mtn VanHuixsn, of Allendalo, Writes
of Ixporienees In HollonA
John VanHuIxen, a well-known farm-
er of Allendale, this county, who Is
spending the winter In the 'Nkther
Washington. Feb. 26.— President
Roosevelt's plan for the commercial
rellet of Cuba received a setback at
last night's conference of the Repub-
lican members of the house which is
lielieved to foreshadow its ultimate de-
feat
The conference adjourned without
taking a vote upon the resolution of
the majority memliers of the ways and
means committee, which provides for
a 20 per cent, reduction from the Ding-
ley tariff rates upon Cuban products.
The reason why a vote was not tak-
en was because Chairman Payne and
his associates were satisfied that their
resolution would be defeated.
The members from Michigan. Cali-
fornia. Nebraska. Kansas. Wisconsin.
Minnesota and other stales where the
sugar beet is cultivated extensively
bad conducted so effective campaign
against the president's proposition that
they were supposed to have enough
votes pledged to insure Its defeat upon
a call of the roll.
The situation is extremely humiliat-
ing to the president's friends, not only
because his authority as the leader of
his party is defied, but because it be-
trays that his influenee with the Re-
publican members of the house is in-
consequential.
Chicago, Feb. 27.— A Chronicle spe-
Mal from New Orleans says a squad
of four burghers from South Africt,
dressed In their army uniforms, ap-
peared on the wharf at Port Chslmette ̂  ^ __
yesterday and stampeded the corps of l™**. *riteB to friends as fttyows:
British army men and remount officers "Things have changed here a great
in charge of loading the mule trane- deal since 1 came to America In tt68.ports. Instead of the old trekschuit I find the
The big ship Politician was at the steamboat plowing the cannla, carry-
wharf at the time taking on her stock Ing passengers and freight from one
when the alarm was sounded. end to the other. Although very prim!
The hawsers were jerked in and live when it comes down to raUroads,
amid the wildest excitement the trans- and fifty years behind the United
port was pulled into the center of the States in that regard it is much ahead
Mississippi river. of the old method. Progress and pros-
Memories of the attempt to dyna- perlty are more visible than tb«y used
mite and blow up the transport Me- to be. especially in the dletricts
chaniclan came into the heads of the reached by the iron horse. The style
Britishers the moment the Boers made of architecture and building has
their appearance and they foresaw changed but very little. Most all are
possible trouble. of one story with tile roofs. The pub-
The St. Bernard authorities were lie highways have improved a great
telephoned for and the officials hurried deal. Nearly all of them are paved
to Chalmette to find all quiet and the and graveled. Bicycles are used
Boers gone. great deal here, and are very useful.
But the most intense excitement still on account of the good roads and short
prevails among the mule shippers at distances.
the- port and the British are dubious. | "In the cities and towns the streets
are as crooked and narrow as ever,
have not even seen a street car yet.
At Rotterdam I noticed the tank cars
Suit Brought in tansing Court by aland the wagons of the Standard OR
State Representative. company. Singer and other American„ , , sewing machines can be seen in many
I<amilng. Mi. -6. Representative American corn la everywhere.
John H. Gordon of Marquette has (Threshing is lieing done by atenm, and
Hmm
POKER DEBT.
' egun suit against the lAnstng State th** steam Is produced, in many cases.
rower the sum of I l>y h.y ,tr»w ««,. Htr»* 1, very
the amount named in a game of poker Wages are higher than they formerly
and gave his check to the winner, who | were, snd this has greatly helped the
laboring class. The desire to move to
cashed the check before the Marquette
legislator was out of lied the following
morning. Gordon now claims that in-
as much as the check was given in
payment of a gambling debt, it is void.
Should Mortgages Be Taxed?
Marshall Bugden writes in the Fenn-
ville Herald as follows:
In view of the way the taxing of
mortgages works. I am not in favor of
such a tax.
Law is intended to he founded on
justice and common sense. Double
taxation is unjust to someone, and the
mortgagor is generally the one that
has to suffer. 1 notice that a great
many blank mortgages have a tax-
clause inserted, that the mortgagor
shall pay all tax on said mortgage.
A. buys a farm for $1,000, pays $2,-
1)00, ami gives a mortgage for $2,000
He lias to pay the tax on the
mortgage as well as on the farm, or
$6,000. 1 know of one case where a
man's interest in a farm is only about
$1,000. but he pays taxes on $4,000.
You cannot make a law and enforce it
to say for how much a person shall
dispose of his property, or what he
shall have for the use of it, unless it is
for the benefit of the public.
Law may say that eight hours shall
constitute a day's work, but it cannot
say how much an employer shall pay
for said work and then enforce it.
I notice another way to loan money
is to take a deed and give back a con-
tract. which is very unsafe for the bor-
rower. He had better pay the tax on
the mortgage.
All property ought to bear its equal
share of taxation, as near as possible,
lint double taxation will not accom-
plish it. Legal interest is all right, it
establishes the rate of interest, when
the rate is not given. There is only
one way the general or state govern-
ment can help the borrower and that
is to establish national or state hanks,
run by the national or state govern-
ment. That is “greenback" doctrine
and we know that it will not come to
pass, because the money power would
be opposed to it. and they run the ma-
chinery. Rut 1 think the mortgage
tax law ought to be repealed, for the
benefit of the borrower.
Viih Truat Flani.
Grand Haven. Feb. 26.— Judge Ragel-
son fined the Booth packing company
of Chicago $75 and costs for fishing in
Michigan waters during the recent
closed season. A hearing was held at
the new west is not nearly as apparent
as It used to be.
My impression Is that Holland is
not such a bad country to live in now.
but I prefer America for myself, and
I believe that I will be a stronger and
more patriotic American than ever
when I get back." Observer.
He Ooori to the Mail Carrier* .
One of our exchanges truthfully says
of the rural mail carrlere:| "How
many of their irntrons fully appreciate
their service? How many of them try
which Capt. Verduin of the tug Dorn- to make it as pleasant as possible for
Inis, which made the raid off St. Jo-
seph. and Deputy Game Warden Brew-
ster, testified. The defense put in no
testimony, but will appeal the case to
the circuit court.
BY A HOLLAND MAYOR.
Tales of the Life
the carrier? There are many little
things you can do to encourage them.
Clean the snowdrifts from around
your boxes. Open the boxes after a
night of sleet and snow when they are
frozen fast. Level off the ground about
your mail box posts so the carrier can
get close to them. Make things as
handy as you can for them. They have
a long drive every day and the pay is
not large. They have their teams to
feed. A great many of you can giv<... . n, .. ...... .them a sack of corn now and then or
Kalamazoo. Feb. 2*, .-The kinship oi L pie(.e 0, nioat al |)uU.hering (lm(? ail(|
I'rince Henry of Prussia and Henry, never miss it. Just let them know you
prince consort of Queen Wilhelmina of I appreciate their services. Always buy
the Netherlands, has stirred up Kala- T1, stfn!Fs’ 8t?.n,p »nd pos-, ta I cards from them. Getyourmonoy
mazoo Hollanders again over the state- orders and register your letters
mint that Henry and his popular through them. Don’t go to the post-
young queen have quarreled. They do- 1 office for anything they can do for you.
Don't carry letters to the office hut
anliMV WrUrtit VMia Mta 014
la Frankfurt.
Frankfort. Mich., Feb. 25.— Charles
P. Wright, the jnlllionalre lumberman,
has returned to this city from the
southern part of the state, where he
has been looking after his brother's
lumber interests.
Wright is still under indictment for
the murder of Deputy Sheriff Thurber.
one of the men killed in the fight over
logs, and while he says he is here to
look after his lumber interests, it is
well understood that the primary rea-
son for his visit is to learn the popular
feeling toward him here.
Three fortunes have been spent to
get Wright his freedom, and a curious
fact in connection with the effort Is
that Representative Ben Colvin of Sag-
inaw, ex-Governor Plngree and
Wright's brother all died within three




When you lack energy, do not relish
your food, feel dull and stupid, after
eating, all you need is a dose of Cham-
berlaiu's Stomach & Liver Tablets.
They will make you feel like a new man
and give you an appetite like a Bear,
^or sale by H Walsh, Holland; Van
Bree A* Sons, Zeeland.
Buy your Fountain Pens of C. A. Ste-
venson, the Jeweler.
Navigation Will Open Late.
By observation made from different
points on the lake It is estimated that
there is more ice in Lake Michigan
now than has been at this time of year
for many years. This indicates that
navigation will not open early.
Secretary Morton of the Graham A
Morton line, says the report sent
abroad through tiie state and Chicago
that navigation would open here
March 1. was without any authority.
Anyone acquainted with the harbor in
its present condition and the bulk of
ice now in the lake must be exceed-
ingly wild in their estimate to give out
such a r^jKirt. If navigation opens by
April 1st it will be nearer the date









Diphtheria relieved in twenty m’n*
utes Almost miraculous. Dr. Tie mas’
Kolectrie Oil. At any drugstore.
.Noun: to FAIOIEKS.
have contract id
On the Grand Rapids-Muskegon Line.
People who have occasion to travel
on the electric line between Grand
Rapids and Muskegon can figure the
fare from Grand Rapids to the differ-
ent stations by multiplying the miles
by one and one-half cents, the rate per
mile, figuring fractions as one mile.
The following gives the distance from















Muskegon Heights ....... ............ "21. on
lie An liiin.une.
As by vaccination you may become
immune or safe from smallpox, so by
taking Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup Pepsin you
will become immune from constipation,
biliousness, dyspepsia, and alii stomach
and bowel troubles. 50c and $1.00 bot-
tles. For sale by Heber Walsh.
Holland, to Henry Delbert of this city, stamps on your letters and never put
Mr. Delbert was formerly mayor of a -vour money in the mail box for the
near-by town In Holland and Is a per- ,«‘r,'iere '*"no1 ll, out when their
sonal friend of the mayor of Ape!- alwayg get 8tampg from thera. Rp_
doom. He sent the latter dippings member the good old adage. 'Do unto
from American papers containing dis- 1 others.' etc."
patches from The Hague and other
Holland points telling of royal bick-
erings. The mayor sent back an ans-
wer at once branding them all as false-
hoods. Het 1.00. the summer palace
of the queen, is at Apeidoorn, and the
LITERARY NOTES.
The Constitution of the United
States of America lias put a new
meaning into the word citizenship.
The high ideals of the fathers of our
mayor is a guest at the royal table country j,ave |aj,j tjle foundations of
t wice a year in addition to having un- g00(j citizenship in such a way that
limited opportunity to see what is go- 1 ii,e industrious, high-minded, ambi-
ing on in the castle grounds. He says;
Dial there is not a word of truth in
the stories of the quarrels of Wilhel-
mina and Henry.
BOER BENEFIT CONCERT.
Held at Grand Rapids Tuesday Night.
tious men and women of all nations
have flocked to our shores. The pres-
ent prominence of our nation among
the nations of the world and its new
fields of usefulness and power have
given to American citizenship a fresh
inspiration toward true living and
great accomplishment.
The high sentiments of our Chief
Executive in his address, The NewA grand concert was given at the
Auditorium at Grand Rapids on Tues- 1 Citizen," printed in The Youth's Com
day evening for the benefit of the Boer panion. are fittingly published in the
cause. A large chorus of 150 voices
sang the numbers on the program, as-
sisted by an orchestra. The hall and | Selecting
stage were decorated with the colors
of the Orange Free State, the Trans-
Washington's birthday number.
Flowers for the Summer
Garden.
The lover of flowers will find it a
vaal Republic and America. Charles I difficult matter to select from the
R. Sligh presided. Rev. James Osse- seedsmen’s catalogues for next sum-
waarde offered prayer and short ad- mer's garden. Every flower mentioned
dresses were made by Hon. Geo. R. I is described so attractively that it will
Hummer and Judge W. B. Perkins. seem as if the garden must lie sadly
1 lie first address of the evening was incomplete without it. But do not let
given by Hon. George P. Hummer, who enthusiasm get the better of your
siKike with feeling and sorrow for the good judgment. Make up your mind
defeat oi the Boers. "We meet to- to have only as many flowers as you
night, he said, "to express our sym- L-an grow well, and having done this
pathy lor a conquered republic, to pay select such kinds as will adapt them-
our tribute to a dying people, cruelly selves most readily and most fully to
driven from their lair and happy the care you can give them. Do not
homes, hunted and slaughtered like experiment with "novelties."— Bben E.
wild beasts, while their dear ones are Rexford. in the Mareh Ladies’ Home
also offering their lives a sacrifice | Journal,
upon the altar of liberty."
Judge Willis B. Perkins, the second I Expressing the People’s Will,
speaker, also spoke eloquently of the Last year one convention settled a
righteousness of the struggle of the |ong nght by putting in a hat slips
Boers, told how the Transvaal Repub- SUpp0Sed to bear the names of all the
lie came into being and closed with an candidates, and then drawing one out.
eloquent tribute to the Boer soldiers They do say all the slips in that hat
who had died in the cause of their h)ore the same name. Charming way,
country. A letter ol regret trom J. S lt|iat, to determine the will of the peo-
Stearns was read.
Appropriate resolutions were passed.
.Many from this city attended the
meeting.
About $400 was cleared.
pie!— Robert Luce in the March
tional.”
•Na-
Mary Stewart Cutting has a charm-
ing story of domestic life, "Mrs. At-
wood's Outer Raiment." in the March
Header— You will confer a lasting fa- 1 number of McClure’s Magazine. Its
vor and receive a reward, if you will re- quiet fun, and the simple, truthful
port the name of dealers trying to sell
All farmers who
with the H. J. Heinz company to raise
tomatoes during the <oming season,
can now obtain their seed by calling
at the office of the 1 1. .1. Heinz com-
pany. Holland, Michigan. 7-K». -
Huy your Fountain Hens of C. A. Ste-
venson, the Jeweler.
Father of Foaltrr Bree4lafr.
Under the auspices of the Associated
Poultry Fanciers of Germany and Aus-
tria an imposing monument has been
erected at Gorlltz, Germany, to the
memory of Robert ' Oettel, who is
known as the father of poultry breed-
ing in Germany and Austria. Oettel
was boro In 17hS and died in 1884. lie
devoted 50 years of his life to the im-
provement of the breeds of poultry in
Germany and Austria nud organized
societies of poultry fanciers with an ag-
gregate of more thau a, 000 members.
He printed a poultry journal and was
acknowledged all over Europe as the
foremost expert on all poultry ques-
tions. By his own efforts Oettel made
tbe town of Gorlltz the center of the
fine poultry breeding industry iu Eu-
rope, and each year the members of his
associations sold more than 70,000 eggs
for breeding purposes from blooded
stock.
Scald head is an eczema of the scalp-
very severe sometimes, but it (tan be
cured. Doan’s Ointment, quick and





There are many enthusiastic* citi-
zens in Holland prepared to tell
their experience for the public
good. Testimony from such a
source is the best of evidence and
will prove a ‘helping hand'’ to
scores of readers. Head the fol-
lowing statement:
Mr. John Pilon, farmer near
Ebenezer, says; **1 hud more or
less trouble for years from my kid-
neys and whenever I worked hard
or caught a cold it always affected
me and caused a heavy aching pain
througii the small of my back. It
was very painful to stoop or to lift
anything and at times the aching
was so persistant I could scarcely
get about to my work. I used dif-
ferent medicines and wore plasters
but they did me no good. As I had
seen Doan’s Kidney Pills highly
The Famous NatioflalLioe
We are exclusive agents for them, and we in-
vite every lady who is at all interested in anything
of this kind to come and see them.
They are the very latest in beauty and design
and have all modern improvements.
We have them in price from S3. 75 up to $25.00,
suitable for any purse or taste.






Beginning Friday, February 28
By PROF. S. CLAY TODD, who has a gift of wonderful Nat-
ural healing POWER. He also believes his medicines are a gift.
With the two combined, most marvelous permanent results are
obtained.
122 Monroe Street, Grand Rapids, Mich.
ROOM 6.
A«t limit Cured In Two Week*. He Wmh Deaf :»3 Venn..
Mrs. Darwin says: I bad asthma 13 Mr. K. W. Smith of Mechanic street
years. I was very bad before 1 began j was deaf tblrty-tbree years, and the last
treatment with Dr. S. Clay Todd, 122 elghfyears was deaf indeed, but in three
Monroe street, August £4. For weeks (days be can hear ordinary conversa-
at a time I could not sloe*) nights. Some
days I was not able to walk across tbe
room. My breath was very short, 1 had
to struggle to breathe Now after about
two weeks' treatment, I was able yes-
terday to do a big washing and slept all
last night. Before treatment, could not
walk a block without stopping to rest.
Now I can walk any distance. I am
cured of asthma and am very thankful.
Mrs. Louisa Darwin.
Cor. Fourth St. and Lamborn ave .
Sept. ». West Superior, Wis.
tion. He says: ‘iwasdeaffor thirtv-
thi*ee years until I took one treatment
of Dr. S. Clay Todd last Friday, and
now I can hear ordinary conversation.
t , K. W. Smith.
Larorte, Ind. Boilermaker.
CoiiNumptlmi Cured lu Grand Rapid*
My niece, Jennie Bryant, had con-
sumption, bleeding irom the lungs: bad
weak lungs from her infancy. Last
Christmas she was taken violently sick,
and tbe principal of tbe school had vis-
ited her pnd told her she bad better not
try to go to school. But I took her to
Dr. S. Clay Todd, 122 Monroe street,
and he gave her one treatment; that
nigbt she slept all night, tbe cough and
bleeding having stopped, and improved
so fast that sbe began going to school in
Horn llvaf and Du ml*.
I have been visiting my brother, Mr.
Dirk Van Zomeren, of Fremont, New-
aygo county, Michigan. His daughter
Wilkie, aged 13, could not hear or talk,
but she had two moots’ treatment of
Dr. S. Clay Todd and can now hear and
talk.
Levenus Van Zomeren.
Cooper. Kalamazoo Co., Mich.
December 10, 1801.
Dyspapsla and Mlouiach Trouble* uf All
Kind* Cured Fei inauently
By Dr. S. Clay Todd. 122 Monroe
street, Hoorn (J. Hours 9 a. ra. to 7 p.
m.; Saturdays to 0 p. m. Sundays 2 to
•r» p. m.
CONSULTATION FREE.
No Charge for Her vice* until Cured-*
l
one week, and bas been going ever
since. When she went back to school i Mouth*.
tbe children looked scared. 1 would be ------
pleased to answer any questions with Kiieuuiati*ui Always cured
regard to this wonderful cure. | The sick, the lame, the halt and tbe Jl'
Mrs. A. K. Hughes, : blind are coming from all parts of the
339 Thomas St., Grand Rapids, Mich, j country.
you a substitute for the Madison Medi-
cine Go’s Rocky Mountaiu Tea. Haan
Bro's.
Apk for F. M. C. Coffees.
sequence ol' incident have a refresh-
ing quality like a chapter from Jane
Austen.
Call for F. M. C. Coffees.
recommended for such troubles,
went to J. O. Does burg's drug store
in Holland and got a box. I used
them but a short time when 1 felt
better and continuing the treat-
ment I was soon cured.’ ’
For sale by all dealers. Price 50c.
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N.Y. Sole
agents for the U. S. Remember the
name, Doan’s and take no substitute.
Kor Sale at J. O. Oncsburx's Drug Store.
Buy your Fountain Pens of C. A. Ste-
venson, the Jeweler.
Tuberculosis (Scrofula) of the Brain.
WASTING OF BRAIN AND SPINE.
Sister Treated in Europe Without Help.
Mary Schorliiighul*. Clyde Park Ave., Grand Kapldi, aged 5 in June, began falling away luot
•iiinmer. Her bruin mid *|>ini- affected, sbe could not stand alone, threw her head from Hide to
side; could not talk or uudersland what was said to her, and had a bad expa-sslon on her face,
and was milking down, down from day to day until taken to Dr. 8. Clay Todd, 122 Monroe *treet,
Is’i Saturday. I'eb. 22. and lie gave her one treatment. Sunday she showed great improvement in
the expresHion of her face and movementM. and took another treatment and Is mill Improving
from Dr. S. Clay Todd's treatment. Her little sister, aged 5. died last summer of the same disease,
after being treated by the most eminent professors of Euroiio.— Grand Rapids. Mich., Eveninu
Press. Fell. 24. 1902.
CONSUMPTION CURED.
The cough, hemorrhage, bleeding at lungs, Issue of blood stopped immediately or almost Im-
mediately without medicines or with medicines, or the two methods combined, miking a marvel-
ously .julck and PERMANENT cure.
Dr. S. Clay Todd’s rooms are daily crowded with the
sick seeking their health.





will tell you that Rood teeth
are necessary . to good health;
\ Have us take care of your teeth ii . *
, and you will never regret it.
’.y Our work is good, our prices
' moderate.
CO'PVHIOHT
We Guarantee All Our Work.
I PLATES ................................................... $8.00
Silver and White Fillings .............. 80
Gold Fillings, up from ................................... .80
Teeth Extracted without pain ........................... 28
; DEVRIES Tl^Dentist
36 fast Eighth Street
CITIZENS PHONE 133. HOLLAND.
i
FOR SPRING AND SUMMER
...1902...
SILKOLINES-
New and pretty patterns for comforters.
FRENCH GINGHAMS
AND SEERSUCKERS in stripes and checks,
rose, navy, light blue, pink, ' tan, red, and
gray.
MERCERIZED SILK
Chambrays and Novelty Tissues.
Summer Wash Goods
In all the latest patterns and colors; a large
assortment of white and black combinations.
G. VAN PUTTEN.





to good bread is good flour.
Sunlight and Daisy
are always good and always war-
ranted.
WALSH - DE ROO
MILLING CO.
Books! Books! Books!
We have a good assortment of books in both languages.
See a few below, with prices, all nicely bound, and some illustrated.
Late copyrights.
Mary .Johnston— To Have and to Hold ...................... II 24
Bacheller— -Kben Holden— ........... I 24
Maxwell— Her Royal Highness ............... 1 24
Bertha Runkle— The Helmet of Navane ................................... I 24
Maurice Thompson— Alice of Old Vincennes ............................ I 24
Winston Churchill— Richard Carvel ................................... I 24
Mary Corelly— The Master Christian .................................. 1 24
Julia McWainwright— Ladies Home Cook Book ......................... 1 24*, “ —The Complete Home .............................. 1 18
Rev. .1. H. l*ott— The Golden Way ........................................ I 18
Westcott— David Harura ................................................. 1 24
King— Decisive Battles of the World, 870 pages ........................... I 24
G, Kgelston— Christ in Literature ............................ I 25
T. L. Haines— The Royal Path of Life, 007 pages.
(Jems of Genius in Poetry and Art ....................................... 89
Washington and bis Generals ............................................. 08
Clemens— The Depew Story Book ........................................ ;}8
Yours for good Literature.
Slagh & Brink






A had accident occurred at the Zul*
phen grist mill last Wednesday. A
part of the machinery became clogged
while running at full speed, and to
hurry the matter. John Roroma put
his hand in before it had stopped. The
cogs caught his hand, mangled his
forefinger and severely Injured two
others. The mill will miss him as
one of their most efficient hands.
The school enjoyed an outing last
Friday In the form of a slelghrlde.
About 9:45 a. m. four sleigh loads
started from the school house for Zee-
land.
At Vrlesland the teams doubled,
making two abreast, drove in front of
the store and stopped. The school
then sang three familiar songs.
The sound seemed to lie unusual,
especially in such volume, for specta-
tors soon began to appear at doors
and windows.
On arriving at Zeeland the occu-
pants of the sleighs retired to the con-
sistory of the big brick church, where
they ate their dinner and enjoyed re-
freshments.
After viewing the sights in that
thriving town they gathered at the
church and started for home about 2
o'clock.
While in Zeeland some Juvenile
sought diversion by snowballing the
party; but on arrival of the marshal
they quickly disappeared.
Judging from the noise the party
made and late reports an extra good
time was had.
Report of principal department of
school for the month ending Feb. 21:
Enrollment 58. Average daily attend-
ance 43.4i5. Those who have not been
absent or tardy are Mary l/x*ks. Jakie
Reyerse, Willie Van llaitsma. Lena
Veenstra and Eddie Zylstra. Those
who have not been tardy are: Dena
Ypnia. Henry Nyenhuis. Orrie Tanis,
Willie Busing. Chris. Van Koevering,
Nicholas Van Haitsma, Sonic Hemkes,
Katie Hemkes, Lena Cook. Harm
Cook, Cornelius Patinos, Eddie Tanis,
John Locks, Lambert Geerlings, John-
nie Geenmgs, Gertie Geerlings, Hat-
tie Nyenhuis, Rollle De Young, Bennie
De Young. Kate Sarken, Andrew De
Wcerd, Lena Veenstra, Mike Brock,
Nicholas De Wcerd, Kune Veenstra,
.Martin Ringerwale. Albert Starken.
Owing to the severe weather a short
time ago the attendance has fallen be-
low that of last month.
Tuesday noon six of the sixth and
seventh grade pupils greatly but hap-
pily surprised their teacher by pre-
senting him with a handsome present.
*nv*-«I Her MiIM'n I.ifr.
“In three weeks our chubby little
boy was changed by Pneumonia almost
to a skeleton.” writes Mrs. W. Wat-
kins, of Pleasant City, O. “A terrible
cough set In. that, in spite of a good
doctor’s treatment for several weeks,
urew worse every day. We then used
Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consump-
tion, and our darling was nxm sound
and well. We are sure this grand medi-
cine *uved his life.” Millions know it's
the only suse cure for Coughs, Colds and
all Lung diseases. Heber Walsh guar-
antees satisfaction. 50c. $1.00. Trial
bottles 10 cents.
NEW GRONINGEN.
.Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brummel royal-
ly entertained a large number of
friends and neighbors last week, as a
farewell party. The topic for discus-
sion was "The Rolling Stone.” It was
linaly conceded by al Ithat the rolling
stone gathers no moss. A fine solo
was sung by Christina. Co< ua and cake
was served and the evening was pleas-
antly spent, in a manner to be long
remembered.
Mrs. Jacob Ten Have bad the mis-
fortune of stepping on a nail, causing
a severe wound. Dr. D. Baart was
called, who relieved the sufferer. We
condole a little with Jacob.
.Miss Efflc Ten Have, after spending
si week in the city, has returned, home-
sick. Holland must have a had air.
Genii Sterken and family have
moved Into his new place.
Died, at her home. Mrs. H. Jekel.
Saturday evening, Feb. 22. at the age
of 82 years, leaving a son and two
grandchildren to mourn her departure.
Henry Jekel passed away ten months
before. They were both pioneers of
1847 and by industry and economy had
accumulated sufficient means to spend
their last days in peace and plenty.
They were devout Christians. The
funeral took place Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. ,T. Vander Ploeg lost
one of their twin babies, five months
old. Our sympathies are with the be-
reaved.
The Ooctor'H I'lcliirt*
The likeness of W. B. Caldwell, M.
I)., is on every bottle of the genuine Dr.
Caldwell’s Syrup Pepsin. Accept no
other. Take it for constipation and as
a regulator of tbo stomach and bowels.
50c and ¥1.00 at H. Walsh.
FIMJIORE.
Messrs. Straku and Du Van. IkjUi
Hope College students, spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. H. Klomparcns.
Mrs. John Klelnheksel is slowly re-
covering from Bing fever.
Wm. and John Klein, both employees
of H. J. Hein/. Co., at Holland, were
home over Sunday.
Miss Gertrude Klompurens is visit-
ing in Grand Rapids.
Gerrit Etterbeek and family moved
to OverlsI! village last week. He has
rented a house and ten-acre lot and
undoubtedly will go into beet and
pickle culture next summer. His
many friends wish him success.
Albert Klomparens. one of our lead-
ing horsemen, traded horses with par-
ties near Allegan last week. He can
now boast of one of the finest matched
teams of "flyers" in the county.
Misses Anna and Bertha Veneklasen
of Zeeland visited here Monday.
Mimotm Put To Work.
The wonderful activity of fhe new
century Is shown by so enormous de-
mand for the world's best workers— Dr.
King's New Life Pills. For Constipa-
tion, *Siek Headache, Biliousness, or any
trouble of Stomach. Liver or Kidneys
they're unrivuh-d. Only 25c at Heber
Walsh's drug store.
OAKLAND.
The young folks of our Ringing
school took a sleighridc to Holland
Monday evening. The road was not
very fine hut all enjoyed a good time.
At Holland refreshments were taken
and a ball bad been secured where a
prigratn of music, games, etc., was
had. Some of the party returned at
about 2 a. m., hut some staid till about
9 a. m. Tuesday. About sixty took
part in t lie slelghrlde.
Everybody Come!
SEE THE IMMENSE ̂
i LEONARD Y. DEVRIES f;4 ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Special attention given to collect Iona. £
3 Oflice, Van tier Veen liloek. L
cit. Phone IW, Cor. Klver and Hth St. £
ii ttttttttttt* W’tt’W ttTTft
r If you want a good Watch
cheap
— go to —
C. A. Stevenson's Jewelry Store
Holland. Miob.
GRAAFSCHAP.
Frank Harkema has returned from
Falmouth. Missaukee county, where
he spent the winter. Simon is still
there. They trapped quite a number
of fox, among them being one silver
grey for which they received $t50.
Frank will start his greenhouse to get
vegetables in shape for the resort
trade.
Itiu-klt-n'a Arnica Salve.
The best and most famous compound
in the world to conquer aches and kill
pains. Cures Cuts, heals Burns and
Bruises, subdues Inflammation, masters
Piles. Millions of Boxes sold yearly.
Works wonders in Boils, Ulcers, Fel-
ons, Skin Eruptions. It cures or no
pay. 25c at Heber Walsh's drug store.
HAMILTON.
We are now having fine weather
with fair prospects of losing our snow.
A birthday party was given Dr.
Rigterink Iasi Monday evening by his
friends and neighbors. A goodly num-
ber of them congregated together and
went to his residence while he was
away to attend a patient, ami on his
return found the bouse filled with fun-
loving humanity ready to give him a
hearty reception, which they did in
good style. A fine banquet was pre-
pered by the ladies. Toasts were giv-
en and replied to and the evening was
joyously spent with music, games, etc.,
etc. May the doctor live long and
have many more such birthdays.
Elmer Wells is quite ill with apendi-
eltis.
Else Veech has returned from Grand
Rapids, where he has been at work.
Her healthis quite poor at present
writing.
Mr. Borkel, our meat market man.
is carrying a pretty big stock these
days. It is hard to call for anything
in his line that he hasn’t got.
H. A. I.ewis has sold his property
here in the village to H. J. Klompar-
ens, our county register.
The young son of Wilber Butler
met with a very bad accident Sun-
day in sliding down a strawstack. He
came in contact with an iron hook
used in pulling straw out of the stack,
the hook entering his flesh to. the
depth of four inches, making a pain-
ful and dangerous wound.
A fine baby girl was born to Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Brower early
Wednesday morning. Mother and
child both doing well.
Our old friend and neighbor, Wil-
liam Boman, met with a very serious
accident the latter part of last week.
As he was carrying a large ham in the
cellarway his foot slipped and he fell
to the bottom of the stairs, his head
coming in contact with the stone wall
and cutting it so badly that it was
necessary for Dr. Rigterink to take
several stitches. He is doing well,
however, and will be out in a short
time again.
DRKNTHK.
Everything is in a flourishing state.
People build and rebuild.
K. Mast and G. Lubbers are contemp-
lating to build a new house next sum-
mer. Success.
February 21 was a sad day for many
relatives and friends of B. Ter Haar,
since their daughter Fannie was in-
terred on that day. Sympathy.
The other day Mr. and Mrs. Kok
were pleasantly surprised by a company
of friends from Grand Rapids and Graaf-
sohap.
Our school is doing well. During
February 5 tardies occurred. Jennie
W. De Haan and Hattie Lubbers, who
were on the sick list, are again present.
Attendance is not very good on account
of a prevailing Illness in the district.
The class in bookkeeping have just
taken up double entry. Friday, Feb.
21, school closed since we attended the
funeral of Fannie Ter Haar. Two of
the pictures which the pupils have
bought, are here. Itaddp quite icme




WE WILL SHOW THE ENTIRE LINE OF
STRAUSS BROS.
Oort Tailor* lor Tweaty-Hve Ytari,
Consisting of nearly 500 up-to-date
pattern* of suitings and trouserings
in novelty worsteds, cassimeres,
vicunas, homespuns, etc., as well as
fashionable staples in all shades.
The highest standard of workman-
ship at prices so low that you will
wonder. STRAUSS BROS.’
guarantee of perfect fit and
workmanshipt endorsed
by us, goes with every gar-
ment
A SKILLED R.EPR.ESENTATIVE
from Chicago, will be present to asstvt us In mnkln| this
THE jG&EATBST SALE OF TAILORING
over held here. Don’t mlee this chnnce of having your
vnenouro tnken by nn oxport, ovon If not roady to ordor,
Como in and gotoomo valuable pointers about good tailoring
THE L0KKER-RUT0ERS CO.
Tlit* OIImmu l.'ouuty IVmi-Ii Crop
The recent cold weather has set the
peach crop prophets to estimating
what damage lias been done. Some
still insist that the buds are si ill safe,
others that there will be a small crop.
In view of Ibis fact the recent state
crop reports are interesting.
The crop report for 1900 recently is-
sued states that Ottawa County has
3.114 acres set to peaches, which yield-
ed 119.791 bushels that year, an aver-
age of 38 bushels per acre. Muskegon
county averaged 48 bushels and Alle-
gan county fit. bushels. Ottawa county
ranges sixth in number of acres and
yield of peaches.
Allegan and Muskegon counties have
9.70G and 947 acres respectively, set to
peaches, in 1900 Allegan yielding '>4:!.-
G03 bushels and Muskegon 46,505.
Ottawa county makes a good show-
ing considering its snial lacreage. and
of the townships where peaches are
grown Tallmadge has the largest acre-
age. 880. and yielded 40.314 bushels.
Chester comes second in acreage. 922,
the yield being 23.921 bushels, while
Wright with smalle raercage. 090. was
second in yield. 29,558 bushels. Robin-
son has the smallest acreage. 5, yield
819; Blendon is second lowest. 10 acres
yielding 35 bushels: Zeeland has 12
acres yielding 305 bushels.— Observer.
beauty to the room. Our room wiilj
thus become a very pleasant ball of
study. We hope that parents may fol-
low the example of the pupils to donate




The reception given by Mr. and Mrs.
M. C. Verhage, of Zeeland, in honor of
Dr. Wm. Mauri ts, was attended by a
number of our young people.
Mr. and Mrs. Dol, from near Cadillac.
Mich., arc visiting friends and relatives
in this community.
John Schreur, who ha< spent two
weeks here visiting bis parents and
friends, lias left for his homo in Iowa.
Miss Ida Tanis spent Saturday and
Sunday with friends in Holland.
The birthday surprise on Mr. P.
Lienhouts of Beaverdara, last Friday
evening, was a complete success, and
all who participated report having had
a capital time.
Miss May Kotvisof Grand Rapids and
Miss Lizzie Leenboutsof Zeeland, were
guests of Mrs. C. Coburn the latter part
of last week.
Miss Margaret De Groot paid our
school a pleasant visit last week Friday.
Miss Alice Van Noord. who was re-
ported very sick last week, seems to be
improving a little at present.
The G. R. H. & L. M. waitingrooms
are warming up a little this week.
H. Van Harwynen, A. DeVree and
Wm. Tanis were in Grand Rapids
Wednesday and visited the Holland
Home. Mr. Tanis is agent for the
monthly published at the home.
OVER1SEL. What’s the secret of happy, vigorous„ . health? Simply keeping the bowels, the
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Ilulsmau pleas- stomuc^) ^ |jve,. aD(i kidneys strong
antly entertained a party of young and active. Burdock Bl»y)d Bitters does
people Irom Holland one ovening this it. __ ____
week. The sleighing was fur from fine , Buy your Kountain Pens of C. A. Ste-
but the party had a merry drive. Games Venson, the Jeweler.
and music were on the program and , ----------
choice refreshments were served to the runo For sale.
guests A flashlight photograph was A second hand Boat d man A* Gray
UKen the gn>„p. Tho.eprescnt wce
Misses Hannah Van Ry, Jennie Burs-j _ ‘ _
ma, Anna and Minnie Nykerk. Sena
Beltraan, Mamie Van den Brink. Mar-
tha Verhuist and Agnes Nieuwsma and
Masters Simon Etterbeek, George and
Marten Albers. Bert Tellman, Marten
and Tony Nienhuis. Edward Schafer
and Tbeo. Dalman of Holland and Alice
Henrietta and James Albers, G. A.
Pride and Benjamin Masselink of this
place. The party will long remember
the pleasant hospitality of Mr. and Mrs.
Hulsman.
What has become of our milling ioo
boom? Take a fresh start and keep it | Timothy Eeed, per bu. (to consumer*) ....... .V-’n
going till we secure the mill.
“I have used Chamberlain's -Cough
Remedy for a number of years and have
no hesitancy in saying that it is the
best remedy for coughs, colds and croup
I have ever used in my family. I have
not words to express my confidence in
this Remedy.— Mrs J. A. Moore. North
Star, Mich. For sale by H. Walsh,
Holland: Van Bree 4 Sons, Zeeland.
Grand Rapids Markets.
Feb. 2'i.— Wheat 80c, buckwheat
53c, corn 57c, oats 45c, rye 55c.
Dressed beef 7 ft 8L'C. dressed hogs,
IfiV/zc, veal Stf? 9c. mutton 6©7c.
LOCAl^MARKETS.
Trier* PmIiI to THrmrra.
PRODUCE.
Butter, per lb .............................. .22
Eric*, per do« .............. .18
Dried Apple*, per lb ....................... 5-6
PotatoeH. wr bu ......................... TO
Heins, hind picked, per bu .............. mo
Onions ......................... tin
WlntcrApplei— Rood ............... i.w)
GRAIN.
Wheat, per bu ........ ni
Oita, per bu. white .................. 10
Rye ............................ *




Chicken*, dressed, per ib .........
Chicken*, live, per lb ...........
Spring Chickens live ..........
Turkeys live ...— --- j 1UI»VJD ux’ ..........
Tuesday, March 4. at 10 a. m., at the | Perth. ...
.... .... ..... ...... ........ .......... n
place of Sake Van Dyke, two and a Beef.arwsed.perlb ............... 5to«‘ r» I Pork, dressed, per lb ..................... »>J4
halt miles southwest ot Zeeland. Mutton, drewed, per lb ............... u>7H
Tuesday, March 4. at 10 a. in., at the Lamlj ..................................... y
farm of Henry Vander Zwaag at Crisp. ! flour and feed.
Olive township. Price to consumers
I Hay ................................... lie
Wednesday. March 5. at 10 a. m., at , Flour, "Sunlight," patent, per b*rrel ........ 5 00, * ... . Flour* " Daisy," straight, per barrel .......... < U0
the place of Albert H. Bosch, 1 •« | Ground Feed its per hundred, cooper ton
miles northeast of the Zutphen church. Corn Neal, unbolted, Liu Pe. hundred- .Riper
Thursday, March 6, at 10 a. m., at i Coro Meal. oolted :t.20 per barrel.
Middlings. .1.1.' per hundred .‘l it) per ton.
the farm of widow Dirk I’oest. one j Bran no per hundred, w.Wpertou
Linseed Meal 11.70 per hundred
II ides
Prices paid by thet appon A Uertsch Leather Co
No. 1 cured hide ........................... 7^
" I green hide ............................... 0)*
'• i tallow ............................... ;V»c
mile northwest of Zeeland.
The sky looks bluer, the sun shines
brighter, a feeling of youth and strength
| creeps over the soul after taking Rocky | Wm>|
i Mountain Tea made by the Madison ' unwashed




THE RATION FOR EGGS. MATING TURKEYS. . BENEFITS OF HORSE SHOWS
A )MaicUWdl street, luvolviajruiil , ___ (
, *" h.f.T Ar",,• | ,,, r",!TUr, •'IbZb who raalltM thkt hn Ia hnitMlnutv n»  «••••«•* | Belter Aalmals a«A Raise Prices,
la the f reap of coastipttlon, dy»jwfp»ll # i,r' "O” flwt prliA In mating turkey* I would prefer, Wltbln recent yrnra the development
or any forai of atoWaoh or bowel | ^ “Ho* to tJet Fertile » yoarlln* tom nutted to pallet* of *ood of home ibows. east, west, north and
trouble. Dr. Cadweir* Syrup Pepiln U ! b>' American Poultry ̂ « Rood yonn* tom with plenty b„ Ulconu, k bl „
the only ffurranteed cJrefor theee ̂ ortuil Upon rennet of the editor of .lie muted to yearling heat. I do^., “ln
__ «*_i u ___ i __ «... in._ ... ...... .. . .  __ .. ______ I ,nK toeir tlroniejit eucouraifement in
troubles. For tale by Heber Waltb.
HARKRM BHOr HOVKD.
I aieb to anoounoe to the public that
I ha vs moved my barnea abop from tbe
Baatend of Kightb street to the new
Van der Werp block, corner of Eighth
etreet and College eve. Tbe entrance




Mr. Sbackleton offered tbe following not like to nut to tottm of the name 1 1?1 t!le,r *Jrcat<**t encouragement in
on how to feed to get egga: i age and do not believe It advisable, no ea,t' sradually spread to theo o
Our Wyandotte* are fed balanced ra- ' matter what their age, bat young tur-
tiona so compounded that tbe total keys, If very vigoroua, will do fairly
foods served each day hare approil-' well if mated together. If an old tom
mately one to four nutritive ratio, out- 1 la mated to small hena, be ahould Iw
•Ide forage being disregarded In the | reduced in flesh before tbe breeding
balancing, tiecause It is usually perfect-! aeaaon. We pick out the very best tom
ly balanced In Itself. By a nutritive ra-| we cun get. not always the largest, but
tlo of dne to four we mean that tbe
corbobydratea and fnts In tbe food are
four times the weight of the protein
and also that the rationa nre umdo up
from foods of nnlmnl, grain and vege-iivui imuur ui iiiumi nm u u
r or a good letter file at s reasonable table origin. The animal foods uwh! are
price come and see my stock.
8. A. Martin's
Drug and Book Store.
Try F. M. C. Coffees.
FARM FOR SALE.
Owing to advanced age I am unable
to continue farming and will sell ray. . ...... - ....... . ..........
farm of 98 acres on easy terms. There table foods In summer are refuse nib-
I* fill 4 .. I I 4 Ik*
animat meals, fresh rut Isine nnd pure
raw ground Iwne. The grain fiKsls used
are wheat, corn, oat*, bran uud other
byproduets of milling processes, of
these wc buy and use wlmlewr up
pours to l»e cheapest at any particular
time, having regard to Its average an
slysla, and we have never found any
other reason to prefer nny one grain or
mill produet over another  The yogo-
is 58 acres located in Soction 4. town-
ship of Zoeland, In the village of Ilea-
verdam, near tbe church, postollice and
stores. It has first-class house, good
barn 45 x 50 feet, small barn and wagon
abed, plenty ol good water at bouse,
barn and in field, good mctiard, good
fences sod soil is excellent mixed loam.
The 40 acres is located two miles north
of tbe bouse and is located in Hlendon
township, good black soil. No better
farm in tbe community. For terms ap-
ply to Jacob Kievit,
Beavcrdam, Micb. 47
Musk Books
A full line of blank books for office
and other use, at S. A. Martin's Drug
and Book Store.
CITY DIRECTORY.
UOLLAND CITY STATE BANK.LA B0.0W. - - -D it. K. Vau Rtalte', 'president
A. Van Puttcn, Vice President: C. Ver Schurr!
Cashier. General Banking Bu-dness.
r. a a. m.
Muonic Hall, on the evenings of Wedwt-day,
Jan. 2.*. Feb. is. Mar. 19. April 16. May -'l,'
June 1H. July ic, Amr. is. Sept. ir.Oct. IS. Nor.
!., Dec. 10: also on St. John's Days— June 24
and Dec 27. J.VS L. CJNKKY, W. M
Otto Brkvman’. Sec'y >.
First State Bank
bag*' lenves. lettuce, itirnlp lops or
anything Nlmihir tlmt linp|M>ns to Ik*
available; in winter, anything pronira
ble of this nntiire. but our main fell
a nee is on « lover nnuil. •
We f«*ed only twice per day nil tho
.tear round, with tin occasional meal at
midday In the eohhoit and Rtonulest
weather. The working meal In whole
grain scattered on the ground in sum-
mer. scattered in scratching shed litter
in winter. The evening meal Is mois-
tened mash of milling products, animal
f<K>d ami vegetable food.
As to quantity of food, little useful
onn l*c said, for site, age and breed call
for great changes in that r<*Kj>eot, and
even another flock of Wyandotte*
might do well on different quantities
than we servo. The only measure of
quantity we have Is to get the birds
into laying condition and keep them so.
neither gaining nor losing weight. The
quantity we serve for the morning
meal varies lietween one quart In sum-
mer. one and one-half quarts in moder-
ate winter to two quarts in coldest
weather. The evening mash before
moistening varies between two quarts
in summer, two ami one-half quarts in
moderate winter to three quarts in
coldest weather. These quantities nre
for twenty-five adult Wyambittcs, all
females laying.
With these rations we find it easy to
i get at least 200 eggs per year per hen.
provided they are not permitted
the l»est In shaiie, color and vigor, and
we an* then sure to get plenty, of size
In tbe young stock. I like the tom best
to have a well balanced Imdy. He
should not bo all hack behind tbe legs,
which makes him tip too high In front
Neither do I want them so much In
front that they tip forward. The tom
should stand stral. lit on Ills legs and
high enough Hint Ua back is at an
.ingle of 45 degrees. He should not
Ik* straight on tbe liaek, ua we often
timl them, but It should gradually rise
from the base of the neck to the renter,
then make a gradual, rounding decline
to the tall. This makes a bemitiful
*!ia|»cd (tack. He should have large
Inuic and straight toes. Young birds
have legs approaching black, the dark-
er the Iwtter. When they liecotur year-
lings. It turns pink, and the older the
bird the lighter the color. The bronze
color on the feathers should not be of
the light oqipcr color, but should be a
very dark bronze throughout, with
clear white edging, with ns little ndmlx-
ture of brow n or black as possible. The
white and black barring on the wing
of the tom should run acrowt tbe fea t ti-
ers and tbe bars be of an equal width,
perhaps tbe white a little wider than
the black, but we should avoid the
broad white barring, even though it is
straight across. A tom such as I have
descrilsMl should lie mated to pullets as
nearly |>erfeet in color and aha|N> as
can Ik* procured. We would not want
them to weigh more than twenty
ismnds for liest results. The eggs will
hatch stronger poults and more of them
than will be the ease if overgrown and
fat birds are used as hreederg.-S. B.
Johnston in American Poultry Journal.
GEESE FOR PROFIT.
mi,,..*.. * I iuu ucunic i ted to
With oavincts Department. ; siK*nd much time hatching. Of course
CAPITAL - $50,000 00 ! ol,K“r nimtors of Hialntenanco are im-
Cor. Eighth Mini Market Strsets. ‘  proper rations.
ISAAC CAPPON, - G. W. MOKMa, ' A >ovrJ Inculmtor Hoiikp.
PreeidoBt. • Cashier. j 'r^L* illustration shows the In--  —  ____________ ! _ I cuba tor house made and usotl by Mrs.
L> « ! 1,1,1,11 >Iorris 0,1 lx*!' farm near Fairha-
noimiia Llt\ OlQtC DclllK ven* 1,1 ;in- Tlx* house is what is known
WITH SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
Corner Eighth aud River Streets.
HOLLAND. MICH.
ttimblitSud 187 s
In that part of the country as a “sod
t near for attd df a Stair Ttamk
in 1890.
A general banking business transacted.
Interest paid on certificates.
Loans made.
CAPITAL - $50,000
D. B. K. Van Raalte. • Presiucui.
Adrian Van Putten, Vice President.
C. Ver Schure. - - Cashier
Pere Marquette
DEC. ‘-.‘lid. ISX)!.
Talus leave Holland as follow .;
For Chicago ‘and Weak—
*12 Wi a m. 805 h.ui. 1242 p.m. 5 :ii p. a
For Grand Ksphift Htid Nor Hi —
r > 25 n. in. 810 a.m.
»n. 4 22 p. m. 9 45 p m
For Sagtumr Hud Uetrolr—
wus. Moanis and ni:u sod house.
bouse.” Large blocks of mud are dried
in the sun and then placed on top of
one another, with a soft mixture be-
tween, very much after the manner of
i erecting an ordinary brick building,
j Across tin* top timbers are placed._ 1 25 p. m* p 50 P m '7hIel1 .lire COVOred 'vitl) s,,,1‘ ,,"‘n «
For Aiiegnu— s in h. oi. S 40p.m. j layer of muil. upon whicli is placed tin-
Freight leaves from East Y at 10 50 a. m. j oilier covering of sod. After the bund-
ing is erected it is washed off with wa-
ter to close all cracks and crevices:
______ *5 25 a. m. 4 22 p. m.
For Jluakegon—
*5 35 a. m.
12 45 p. m.
•Dally.
H. V. MOELLER. Gen. Pa-. Agt
J. C. HOLCOMB. Agent, UollatuL0’'^' M,Ch
Our Market
then grass and flower seeds are scat-
tered all over it, and in a short time
the structure has a beautiful covering
of green and gray, here and there stud-
ded with beautiful blossoms. These
houses are dry. clean and comfortable,
i Many farmers use them for dwellings,
while the stables and barns are simi-
larly constructed.





Wm. Van der Veere
152 East Eighth St.
*r22-iqoi
VegeUblr* For I leu a.
Hens deprived of green foods will
not lay as well as when their needs in
tliis direction are attended to. All the
turnips, beets, carrots and roots of all
kinds, large and small, should be saved
mid given them. These vegetables and
herbs arc good for poultry, cows and
hogs. They are a good substitute for
greni food for hens. Peelings of pota-
toes. turnips and vegetables of all
kinds, including apple peelings, should
lie saved for the poultry. Cut up fine
and boiled and mixed with mash feed
for the fowls, this furnishes them a
splendid food. Such savings will Ik*
worth a dollar n bushel this winter and
will do tbe hens mere good than they
could do the hogs if fed to them.--
Eastern Shore Farmer.
Natare'd CompenaatlonR,
Nature is full of compensations, evils
balanced with good, favorable and
with unfavorable conditions. When
market poultry is bringing good prices,
it costs more to produce them. When
eggs are high, it is expensive to pro-
duce them. This latter condition pre-
vails now. We know people who are
feeding and caring for forty hens for
an output of three or four eggs per
day. We can't as individuals regulate
these things to suit ourselves, other-
wise eggs would be much dearer in
May than November if we had eggs to
ell, and vice versa if we wanted to
buy.
QanliticR of Three Goo* Breed* and
flow (o Halve Tfeeai.
Of ail the geese that the American
standard of perfection speaks of only
three breeds come up to the require-
ments of the farmer, who sees more
tli.iii any one else to the actual mar-
ket value of a bird. Toulouse. Emb-
dens and Africans sire breeds that will
do their best to bring an extra penny.
They have tin* weight when matured
that makes them desirable, the hardi-
ness that- causes tiieir eggs to hatch
well and their young to live and the
meat qualities that are in demand in
the city markets.
To turn grass into hay Is one way of
making money, but to let geese turn
grass into greenbacks is more profita-
ble, because you have less competition
when you sell and save all the weary
hours in the liaytieid on hot summer
days. Geese if mated correctly will do
the money making themselves, so to
speak. The old goose is a good mother,
and if you assist her in feeding the
goslings ft r throe weeks she is amply
able to ret urn in early fall a big flock
of heavyweight youngsters. For best
results people have advised to cross
some of the above mentioned liro<‘ds.
but this view 1 do not hold. A thor-
oughbred. lie it horse, cow or goose, is
always worth more than a crossbred
animal. Often tin* chance slips by to
sell geese for breeding purposes if you
have crossbreeds in your fields.
Do not coniine geese unless you wish
to force fattening, and even in this
wise it should n t be longer than two
weeks. Geese must have liberty and a
grass run to do their best. The Eiub-
<Ieus are preferred by some on account
of their white plumage, hut as breed-
ing geese should never he plucked this
advantage is not as valuable as it
at lirst may appear. Toulouse geese
lay the most eggs. Africans are the
hardiest, and Emhdens have the best
feathers. All are good, and none is the
best. —Theodore F. .lager in American
Agriculturist.
Br«l Sourer* of Animal Protein.
Fresh ground meat ami bone is a
very valuable constituent of tho ration
for egg production. In many localities,
however, it is ditlicult to procure read-
ily. and many who might get it do not
have a bone cutter. On tbe other hand,
beef scraps and meat meal can be
bought at any time and, being dry, can
be readily mixed iu with other feed
stuffs. The West Virginia experiment
station has compared the value of tbe
two for egg production, with results
decidedly in favor of the green l tone.
During a period of four mouths, be-
giuniug Oct. 25. seventeen Plymouth
Rock hens fed the fresh bone laid 650
eggs of an average weight of 11.75
pounds per 100. while a similar number
fed meat meal iu their ration laid 551
eggs, weighing 11.04 pounds per 100.
The A>wls fed fresh ground meat and
bone also increased more in weight
and were much healthier during tbe
experiment, four of the others having
died and being replaced by others. As
this experiment was made with only
one sample of meat meal the results
cannot be considered conclusive.—
American Agriculturist.
Crowinic Chick*.
Rapidly growing chicks are quite lia-
ble to leg weakness, and when they
once get down it is hard to cure them.
With an even, regular temperature ami
plenty of charcoal there should be no
bowel trouble, that baiie of brouder
chicks. A good dry location and plenty
of exercise makes healthy, rapidly
growing chicks.
larger western cities, and they have
now become bo prevalent as to be an-
nual erenta In tbe cities of all sections.
It Is generally thought that these are
merely fashionable events intended for
the display and recreation of those
having little to do with tbe active busi-
ness of life, but, says tbe New Eng-
land Homestead, n deeper study of tbe
subject will show that these exhibi-
tions have o marked influence on tbe
development of our h* rse breeding in-
terests.
When tbe racing calendar was estab-
lished some hundreds of years ago,
runuing horses were given un impetus
which In turn reacted on the thorough-
bred horse to such u degree ns to make
It, without 4‘xccptiou, the lending breed
of horses, nnd thus untold gwid wa*
accomplished for tho thoroughbred In
tercsts. Later, with the est4iliUshm4*ot
of trotting races earlier In tbe century
and tho publication of the year book
giving the records made, the trotting
horse was brought to the front, and as
a result It occupies at this time a more
prominent place nmoiig the breeds of
our light horses.
The horn* shows seem to offer the
same stimulus to the harness race that
has Ikk-ii given to the others. The horse
dhow us it Is nnidiictfHl becomes an ob-
J«*<,t lesson to the |M*ople of cities who
use horses ns to the proi>or appoint-
ments and the right tyjs* of horse that
should go with them.
Two or three successful horse shows
In a city are usually sufficient to start
tho improvement. It leads some one
who biis a preference for horses of this
kind to invest in un unusually attitae-
live pair, which in turn stimulates the
emulation of otht*r lovers of horses, and
In the course of a year or so the char-
acter of the equipages of the city be-
comes markedly changed for tbe better.
This has been noticed iu a gmit many
eases and invariable follows projRTly
conducted shows.
While these results at first consider-
ation do not seem to have direct appli-
cation to the horse industry of our
fanners, yet they materially stimulate
the production of a high class harness
horse in every section of the coun-
try. These horses which have come
to tin* city as a result of the horse
show hqve been secured by the dealers,
who have spent some time in training
anil mannering them for city use. The
dealers, in turn, have bought them
from tin* farmers, and it seems reason-
able to suppose that, with the Increas-
ing demand for this type of horse, there
must follow a better price.
Crude Beaumont oil applied externa 1-
«y will iiositively remove ticks from
cattle, according to Farm ami Ranch,
published at Dallas. Tex. This remedy
will not only kill the ticks, but will
keep them off the cattle for some time,
long enough to enable the owner to
move them to|*oints above the quaran-
tine. It requires about three quarts of
oil to each animal. It can be success-
fully applied witli mops, it first being
necessary to rope and throw the ani-
mal. This crude oil affords a sure, safe
remedy for ticks. It should be used
on all ticky cattle two or three times a
year. Ticky cattle nre hard to fatten—
hi fact, cannot be made fat as long as
they are covered with ticks. It will
pay farmers and stockmen to keep the
ticks off their cattle even though they
do not care to cross them over the
quarantine line.
For Calf Cholrra.
In referring to the subject of calf
cholera Professor W. L. Carlisle, pro-
fessor of animal husbandry of the
Wisconsin experiment station, says
that one teaspoonful of zenoletim in a
quart of milk given to tin* calf through
a long necked bottle is an effective and
positive cure within thirty-six hours.
Tbe dose should Ih* repeated each four
hours. In some cases tho desired re-
sult lias been ohtnim*d In twenty-four
hours, and iu no case 1ms It failed.
To Itrmove Illood Wart*.
To remove a blood wart from a horse
tie, when iKwsiblc. a small cord tightly
around base of wart. If this treatment
is not possible, then touch the wart
about once a week with nitric acid.
Treatment For Worm* In Sheep.
Four turpentine upon salt in the
proportion of one pint to a gallon.
Keep tliis before Hu* sheep for a
week, says Dr. II. P. Miller in Ohio
Farmer. The next week substitute
gentian for the turpentine and the fol-
lowing week a pound of drh*d sulphate
of iron mixed with a gallon of bran
and a quart of this mixture given
daily to a hundred bead for a week
The turpentine should then be repent-
ed. Tartar emetic* and suntouine are
each effective vermifuges and should
be given in dally doses of fifteen
grains for a week when one of them is
employed. Remember that one treat-
ment is aot proof against an after in-
vasion. But if the flock is once en-
tirely freed from them and placed
upon a fresh pasture where no sheep
have been the present season there
will be no further trouble.
Treat meat For Cracked Heel*.
Do not wash the horse's feet In wa-
ter or let them get wet of toner than
can be avoided while under treatment
and use tbe following: One ounce of
chloride of zinc ami one ounce of tan-
nic add and one quart of water.
Shake well and moisten the parts
twice a day and cover over with soft
woolen bandages applied loosely.
Mr. W healer (lot Mid of Hi* HheuiMllMe,
“During tbe winter of 1898 1 was so
lame in my joints, in fact all over my
body, that I could hardly bobla around,
when I bought a bottle of Chamber*
Iain's Pain Balm. From tha first ap-
plication I began to get well, and waa
cured and have worked steadily alt the
year. - R. Wheeler. Nortbwood, N. Y.
Foraale by H. Walsh, Holland; Van
Bree & Sons, Zeeland.
Ara you gtfing to build? Doyounaed
tnimayy Call and uxamina our ayatoa
of loaning money. The Ottawa Countv
Building and Loan Association, 17 E.
Eighth St.
Buy your Fountain Pen* of C. A. Ste-
venson, toe Jeweler.
FEBTIL1EKR.
Farmer* ahould now get their fertili-
ser. I have tbe Northwestern and al-
so Swift’s, for corn and other crops, and
alae a special fertilizer for sugar beets.




Drink F. M. C. Coffees. Use F. M. C. Coffees.
wny
LONGER (10 WITHOUT A
Washing Machine?
Wc now' have a full line and will sell you a good one for
$3.00.
We also have a new stock of Floor Paints— the finest
goods made— all colors, at $1.40 a gallon- We have sold
this kind for years-
JOHN NIES










//"//, Feet/ am/ MUktittf
Delivemf *<> any part <>J thr city.
citizens phone 53.
Good Goods! Good Variety!
PRICES AS LOW AS ANY!
What more can you desire ?
We have an up-to-date stock of Dry Goods. Hoots and
Shoes, Carpets, Groceries, etc. You will find our goods (
of the right quality and our prices reasonable.




C E ME N T WALKS.
DO YOU WANT A CEMENT WALK LAID ?
If so, we can do the work and do it right. Our walks will not crack all to pieces
and be spoiled. You will save money by calling on us. We will take contracts
for any amount of walk. Let us figure with you.
P. Oosting & Sons
Citizens Phone No. 384. 192 West Twelfth Street, Holland.
j OOOlKXKKXKHMXHNKKbMKKKKKKtOOfKKyXH* 140000000(H) W>QOl)0000(KK)t^^u>r\nr,rw>lt'»u“^^y
A
A— Draft. R— Fuel door, jaitly opca
C— llmh, to wa»h uhet out at “A’'
Cast-Iron Tank Heaters
FOR WOOD OR IRON TANKS.
It will lust u lifotime; takes any kind or fuel — sort yoaT,
wood or eobbs; heats water for 50 head of cattle at 5c per
day, and will pay for itself in one month on a f'lir-sized
dairy. The ashes can be flushed out with water, fliere is
no danger ».f fire and it is an absolutely safe heater. Try one.
Mann Bone Cotter.
This machine is recognized as the
standard cutter of the country. It cuts
green bone and vegetables. Begin now
to grind, and feed yaur chickens bones
for early eggs. It pays for itself in a
short time. Ask for catalogue.
£ FOR THIS COLD WEATHER
What can be more appropriate and useful than a nice Portland Cutter. Sleigh
Bells, Fur Coat, Blanket or Robe.
Bob-Sleighs, Grinding Mills, Feed Cutters, Root Cutters, Pump and
Power Windmills. Come Und examine our goods. Make our stores your
headquarters when in town. "j



















/ y Tyler Van Igndegeiid
D 49 West Eighth St., Holland,














|oiitliiuiriK until APR 11. IlirJ. tiekeO will
joti sale from all points on the •• HIk Four
Kbute. i{(K)<l for return pa«Hage until M AY 31.
inn.
Take Advuutaae of (lie Iais lUles
aad li«ng Keturn liimll.
For full information ami particulars as to
^iate*. ket*. limits, etc., cull on aitents "Hlg
F«»ur" Itoute, or addrehs the umlmiKtied.
w. i*. Dum:.
WAKRKX J. LYNCH, AuM. (i. I*. A T. A
lien. Cass, a Tin. Aki
CitMdnnati. o.
li. It. A. KKLLI'M. Anderson, Ind.
*T*HE AMERICAN MONTHLY REVIEW OF REVIEWS
I is commended by Statesmen Piofesstor.al men and thousands of
i * others prominent in the world's activities, for its fine discrimi-
nation in sifting the actual news frerr ccnfiicting reyort and the presen-
tation of current events in then ;.ust proportion. They comment on its
freedom from daily-paper sensationalism. A;i men and women who
want to know what the world is doing find it an intellectual necessity,
to judge from the letters received from hundreds. Its editorials are
comprehensive, and labor saving to the busy man or woman. Its
timely contributions on important topics are by the best-informed
writers. Its reviews of other magazines give the test of their best
work. It is prefuseiy illustrated.
These letters will enable all thoughtful m.er. and women to judge
of its value to then*.:
PRESIDENT
" I know that through Its col-
umns views have been presented to
me that I could nut otherwise have
bad access to | because a^l earnest
aad thoughtful men, no matter
how widely their ideas diverge, are
given free utterance in its col-
umas."— T'A/M&rr Roe:ntli
EX-PRESIDENT
MI consider it a very valuable
addition to my library."
t —Grezer C!r: eland
" It is a publication of very great
value. I have sometimes found
there very important matter indeed
which I should not otherwise have
discovered.’1— f. Hoar, U. S.
Senator, Massac Kuutt:.
*• I am a constant reader of the
’Review of Reviews,’ and appre-
ciate it very highly indeed. I think
it a very imp irtant part of my
library, and practically a necessity
for one in public life."— 7. B.
Feraktr, U. S. Senator, Ohio,
"It Is one of the best and most
satisfactory publications of the
day.' —Ckartf- 'V. ra\r banks, V. S.
Senator, l. Jiana,
" 1 do not have a great deal of
time to read magazines, but I take
pleasure in saying that the * Review
of Reviews* is among the number
which finds a place cn my table
each mcr.th.”— 7«'»»rr A*. Jones,
V. S. Senator, Arkansas.
Send for particulars as to how it car. te had w;:fc ar. Invaluable set
cf books for 50 cents a month.
€f)C tiebirto of fiebicto# lompanp
13 ASTOR PLACE. NEW YORK
Men Suffering
from lou of nervous force often owe
their condition to youthful ignorance—
that fearful enemy to health.
It is the business of science to repair
the damage caused by the thoughtless
practices of youth.
Nervous Debility never gets well of
itself. Us victims drag through a
miserable existence, weak, listless,
despondent
remedy cures Nervous Debility, stops
all drains, replaces wasted tissues,
ends rich, warm life blood tingling
through every part, making every or-
Sealtf1 ̂  causin* J’ou t0 *low wi,h
11.09 per box; 6 boxes (with guarau.
tee to cure). 15.00. Book free. 1*eai.
Medicine Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.




You cun select any instrument you
like, from
$135 up.
COM E AND EXAMINE OUR
Estey and Lakeside Organs.
Probably you want a Sewing Machine.
\Ye have the largest assortment in Western Michigan.
Prices $10-00 and up. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Complete line of Musical Instruments and Musical Merchandise.
To ward off La Grippe take a dose of Dr
Miles' Restorative Nervi „ on going to bed.
ALBERT H. MEYER
209 River Street Holland. Mich.
8KM> FOK CATAI.OOLK AND FKIVKH.
THE SQUAB BUSINESS.
How to Make the HoIhImb of Thesw
Birds l*r ifltablr.
The hiiiilncHH of Miunh rnlslrig Is not
oxtoiwlvely carried on, ycl there are
people who devote llielr time to thl*
occupation and derive from It satisfac-
tory returns. It brings greater propor-
tionate gains than poultry k«H>plng.
The pigeon house should Is* kept as
warm in winter and as cool in summer
ns possible. When squabs are ra bod
during the winter, the h mpornture
in Us kept above I be freezing point.
It Is advisable to separate the sexes
for two months during the year. This
can lie done either in very cold weath-
er or at molting time, which eotsios In
Kcpteuiher uml October.
A little hemp seed during the molting
season aids greatly In putting on new
feathers. It should always be kept on
hand and fed -at intervals during the
year. It Is a good tonic for the sick
ones. Cracked corn Is the lies! diet for
breeders, as it Is fat producing and pro-
motes the rapid growth of the squab.
Whole corn should not be gluMi to
those with young, ns the squabs can-
not easily digest it. and it often lodges
in their necks. Neither should rye Is*
fed to old or young ones, as it acts as
an emetic. Doves are very fond of
salt, but if given too pucli at one time
without first iHM-muing accustomed to
It they will drink a good supply of wa-
ter and t lien die.
The female skips a day in laying her
eggs. Therefore a close watch should
be kept of all nests and the first egg
removed and replaced by a dummy or
nest egg. As snou as the second one is
laid replace the first. This insures
hatching ImiiIi at the same time und
giving each an equal chance for life,
whereas if one hutches a day or two
Is'foro the oilier It gets the start and.
being stronger, secures more thuii its
share of foud. •
Squabs reach the best eating period
in from four to five weeks. At ibis age
till* quills are soft, and they dress much
easier and are not so apt lo tear. The
average weight of marketable squabs
dressed is trii ounces. The price varies
from 10 to 00 cents per pair. During
the summer a ready sale can he found
among city people at their summer cot-
tages. la the winter they may be sent
to the same customers at their city
homes or disposed of in market. Peo-
ple who demand such a delicacy as
squabs are willing to pay for them, and
the market is not overcrowded.— John
W. Vail in New England Homestead.
To (lc( Knrly CliiekenN.
The greater the improvement in the
breeds of bens, the higher the price of
eggs. Let the improvement go on. but
Increase the stock and the care. '
Early eggs, owing to a variety of dr-
cumstann are apt to be not very fer-
tile. If one will feed a small Hock of
fowls, kept when? they can have abun-
dant exercise, liberally 111*011 meat and
grain, with the addition of green stuff,
the fertility of the early eggs will be
Increased and the number of chickens
hatched will lie larger.
If possible, set two or more hens at
the same time, so that when the unfer-
tile eggs are removed tla* fertile eggs
may l*e placed under one or more of the
sitters and the remaining hens lie pro-
vided with a fresh lot of eggs. Don’t
pm too many eggs under a hen early in
the season. I’roni ten eggs more chick-
ens will be hatched, as a rule, than
from twelve or fifteen. As the weather
becomes warmer the number of eggs
for each hen can Ik* increased. A small
number reduces the chances of becom-
ing chilled In the nest.
Early chickens should 1m* kept, with
the hen. ImbHirs until the weather be- inquiry lias been made public. For the
comes suitable for them to be put out-
doors. They will do much better if so
kept than if turned out at once. Chick-
ens hatched in .March can hi* kept until
April !.*• or May 1 indoors to advantage,
Presidtnt Withdraws Invitation
Sent Senator to Attend
Prince's Banquet.
HE REFUSED TO TAKE A HINT
Senate Clerks Notified Not to Call the
Names of Either Tillman
or .Mcl.uurin.
Washington, Feb. 25.— Senator Frye,
president pro tempore of the senate,
lias given directions to the clerks of
the senate that the names of Sena-
tors Tillman and McLaurin of South
Carolina must not be called on rail-
calls until further notice. This fixes
the stilt ns of the senators, who an*
practically sus|H*iidcd from all sena-
torial functions.
President Roosevelt has withdrawn
bis invitation extended to Senator Till-
man of Sotiib Carolina to attend the
dinner to Ih* given in honor of Prince
Henry of Prussia at the White House,
tl is stated that this action on tin*
part of tin* president was made nec-
essary from the fact that owing to
occurrences on the lloor of the senate
hist Saturday the senator from South
Carolina was declared m contempt of
the Semite.
There was it sensational sequel to
the decision of the president to elim-
inate Senator Tillman from tne list of
dinner guests. The president sent for
Senator Cockrell of .Missouri and asked
him as a friend and Democratic col-
league of Senator Tillman to suggest
to the latter the propriety of with-
drawing his acceptance of the dinner
invitation. The president explained
his attitude in the matter and said
that in view of the contempt proceed-
ings Mr. Tillman’s presence would not
only be sin affront to the senate, hilt
a discourtesy to Prince Henry. Mr.
Cockrell accepted the commission and
later telephoned p* the president that
Mr. Tillman absolutely refused to
withdraw his aeceptance in response
to the president's suggestion. The
president immediately caneelled the
invitation in a note wlileh lie dis-
pat died' directly to Mr. Tillman short-
ly before noon.
IV.'lhi)' of tlo- St-iiiitio-.
The committee on privileges and
elections will probably meet at once
lo ad on tin*. ease of Tillman and Mc-
Latiriu. It will bo decided then wheth-
er they shall be cleared of contempt
or whether further punishment shall
be visited, it is felt that Tillman, by
bis questionable apology, has not done
sullident to purge himself of contempt.
The feeling toward McLaurin is far
different. There is a question even
whether lie is rightly in contempt. It
is believed by some of the older sen-
ators like Platt and Spooner that ids
language was not unparliamentary.
He diil not brand Tillman as a liar,
but branded as a lie the statement
which Tillman repented, but for which
Tillman did not assume responsibility.
McLaurin. it is said, had a right io
defend himself when attacked ami
should not Ik* punished for returning
a blow. It may be. therefore, that
Mclamrin will l*e purg«*d of contempt
at once, while Tillmnn’s punishment
Is allowed to continue.
GOES AGA1HST SCHLEY
Pri*i*lili‘ii( ItooKCvelt Itemlcr* HU DecUfon
AiltrnM-ly on Ihe A|>|icnl of
I lu* .tiliulral.
Washington. Feb. 21.— President
Roosevelt decides against Admiral
Schley. His reply to that officer’s ap-
peal from tin* verdict of the court of
first time Admiral Sampson is olfieially
and categorically declared to have
been in command at tin* battle '»f San-
tiago. This declaration is made by
__ .............. the highest possible authority, the
after which time they will do well out- commander-in-chief of the army and
side. .Fuless 01.1* has a good place for navy of the United States,
them he ought not lo attempt to rear The president holds that -while
very early chickens. But with proper Sampson’s command was ••technical
surroundings and good can* they will and nominal.” (’ommodore Schley did
do well.— II. Babcock, Providence C’oun- | not assume command and the com-
ty, R. . ; maud was in no way passed to him by
: reason of Sampson’s distance from t!i<
A Brooder Attachment.
In early spring the brooder chicks
can be let out upon the ground und yet
be protected from the cold winds by
the attachment shown. A box without
top or bottom is hooked to the side of
UL’X FOIt II A 1* WCATHKIL
Hie brooder, an opening Mug cut lu
the side where the door of the brooder
comes. The top of the attachment is
covered with course cotton cloth, or 11
»ash may Ik* used. The Hoth lets In
fresh air and the sun’s rajs, but pro-
tects the chicks from the cold winds.
floldra Peadled Wyanduttes.
The Golden Laced Wyandotte, or. ar I upon the records.
.scene of the actual fighting. There-
fore Sampson must stand in history
as tin* responsible commander.
As to the question o! credit for tin*
battle. Independent of the question of
technical command, the president holds
that Sampson must have first credit
liecaiisc of Ids excellent blockade and
his responsibility. Sampson command-
ed tin* Heel and Sebley the western di-
vision. Rut in tlie president's opinion
licit her is entitled to credit for meri-
torious or important service in tin*
battle itself.
"The actual fact, the important
fact.” says Hie president, "is that aft-
er the battle was Joined not a helm
was sriftisl. not a gnu fired, not a
pound of ste.'im was put on in the en-
gine room aboard any ship actively en-
gaged In obedience to the order of
either Sampson or Schley . save on
their own two vessels. It was a ciq*-
tains fight.”
I'resjdciit Roosevelt sustains the
verdict of tin* court of inquiry, which
: he declares was iiiianiiuous in its find-
| lugs on all important points. This
J leaves the censure unanimously passed




it is called by some, the Uartridge Wy-
andotte. it being as difficult for them
to separate a |»eiieiled feather of this
particular pattern and color from the
word ‘Tariridge” as it was in the early
days for our predecessors to separate
the word "Sebright” from the silver
laced feather, is already well known
at home and abroad. Fowls of this va-
riety have not only been exported to
ninny foreign countries, but some of
the best English specimens have al- 1
ready found their way buck to Ameri-
ca, where great popularity seems to l*e
assured them. They are of tin* same
type and size as other Wyandot tes, are
easily bred true to feather and are far
more beautiful than the Golden Laced,
the variety which has been written of
as "the beauty breed.”
Death of “Bllljr” Kiuer-on.
Roston. Feb. 25.— ••RiHy” Emersmi.
the famous minstrel, is dead in an ob-
scure hotel in (Ids city, where lie bad
been living some months in poverty
und all but forgotten. During the lat-
ter part of Ids career lie is said to have
received tin* highest salary ever paid
to an individual performer in minstrcl-
sv. The cause of death was consump-
tion, and of bis |*overty horse racing.
DcrDiitu 011 Merxer.
Washington. Fell. 25.— The Fnited
States supreme court lias delivered Its
opinion In the ease of Minnesota ver-
sus the Northern Sentries company
In application of the state to file a bill
of complaint in that court. The opinion
was read by Justice Shims und the
motion for leave to file the bill was
denied on the ground that this court Is •
without jurisdiction.
C0IGRE8S IH BRIEF
Bynop«D of thr rroi'i*4*dlng» in tin* Hsast*
nihI the IlnaM— IlilD
mol lte*Mi!ii:iniiN.
Washington. Feb. 21.— With the ex-
ception of a few minutes given to
routine business the senate devoted its
entire session to the Philippine ques-
tion. the speeches being made by Pat-
terson of Colorado. Nelson of Minne-
sota. and Met 'umber of North Dakota.
A bill was passed authorizing a bridge
over the Missouri at Kansas City; it
was agreed to meet at 11 a. m.. and
an executive session was held.
The house spent the day working on
the Indian appropriation hill. Forty-
two of the sixty-two pages were dis-
posal of. Several amendments were
adopted, Imt none of much importance.
Washington. Feb. 22.— The senate
i put in the day debating Hit* Philippine
tariff hill, the principal speakers being
Pate of Tennessee, Spooner and Till
inan.
The bouse passed the Indian appro-
priation bill. No amendments of any
iitipoitnnco were attached. Tin* latter
part of the session was devoted to tin*
consideration of private claims bills,
a number of which were passed; also
a resolution to investigate Nardin’s
relations with the Shoshone Indhin
school.
Washington. Feb. 2t. -Saturday’s
senate proceedings were rudely broken
into when, in reply to an insinuation
from Tilluiiiii that be (McLaurin of
South Carolina 1 had been paid in fa-
vors for bis vote to ratify the Spanish
treaty. MeLimriu told bis accuser that
lie was a willful, malicious and delib-
erate liar. Tillman sprang at Mel.au-
rin. blows were exchanged, tin* one
Tillman got lauding on the nose ifor
blood 1. Mel.a mill’s in the face, and
(•oUt an* now in contempt of the sen-
ate and have iicilhcr speech nor vote
until purged. As to other business,
the senate spent tin* balance of the
day and a night session on the Philip-
pine tariff Ml!. Immediately after con-
vening in the morning Washington’s
farewell address was read by Burrows
of Michigan in honor of the day.
Washington. Feb. 25.— The senate
yesterday passed the Philippine tariff
bill •p! to 2d. with no material amend-
ment. It gives Philippine products 25
per rent, nfl' tin* Dingley duties. Till-
man tried to present a protest against
the action in ids ease, Imt it was not
received. An executive session was
held.
The house transacted some unim-
portant business and then took up the
diplomatic and consular appropriation.
Members proceeded to speak on any
old thing except tin* bill. Prince Hen-
ry visited both bouses and was enthu-
siastically e||«*ered.
Washington. Feb. 25. — The names
of Senators Tillman and Melaiurin.
both of South Carolina, have been re-
stored to the roll of the senate.
IN MEMORY OF WASHINST0N
His Xatiil Dm.v Olisi-rv<'il in an .\p|M'*qiri<
:»!»• Manner sil Chleucn anil
Ollier ('itie».
Chicago. Feb. 24.— Washington's
birthday was observed all over the
country, the celebrations taking tin*
form of political meetings at some
points. At New York Democrats from
many states were the guests of the
Manhattan club and talked of Democ-
racy. Bryan was not present, though
Hill and many other leaders were.
Here there were exercises in the
schools and banquets by the Union
League club, when* Senator Beveridge
talked, and tin* Marquette club. There
was also a great meeting at the Audi-
torium. Then there were meetings at
a number of other points, including
Peoria. Ills., and Ann Arbor. Mich.
At the latter place Bryan was the
speaker.
SITUATION AT BARCELONA
Denial That II I* Near its Terrible an
Ke|Mirteil rniilenee in seiiiliug
Out New* Ueeuniiiieuileil
Madrid. Feb. 22.— Ollieial dispatches
received ben* from Barcelona deny
that the troops there have met with
serious resistance, or that any need
lias occurred for the use of artillery.
They admit that oile striker was killed
yesterday in an attack on the police
made with the view of preventing the
arrest of revolutionists.
Private dispatches received hen* say
tiiat the captain genera! of Barcelona
assembled the newspaper correspond-
ents there and recommended that they
exercise tin* greatest prudence in send-
ing out news.
Srot* Grey* Are Cut t p.
London. Feb. 21. A detachment of
tin* Scots Greys (Second dragoons), one
of Great Britain’s crack dragoon regi-
ments. has been cut up by the Boers
at Klipdam. Major (’ W. M. Feldcn
and Captain E. Fssher were severely
wounded, two men wen* killed, six
were wounded, and forty-six were
captured. The news was received
from I sad Kitchener in a dispatch,
dated Pretoria, Feb. t!t.
Mayor shilling Not Guilty.
Decatur. Ills.. Feb. 21.— The Jury in
the ease of Mayor Charles Shilling,
charged with misfeasance in office, has
returned a verdict of not guilty, it
was the Urst ease of the kind tried
lu Illinois under tin* statute providing
for a penalty of not to exceed S1.00O
tine and removal from office upon con-
viction. The charge was permitting
gambling rooms to run. allowing Sun-
day liquor selling, making illegal slot-
machine contracts, and letting immor-
al shows give exhibitions.
Fatal Huh sled Accident.
Pittsburg. Feb. 21.— At Wilmerding,
in a l*ob sled accident, tine young wo-
man was killed and four other coast-
ers were injured. The dead woman is
Miss Mary Piirneley. aged lb. nock
broken and skull crushed. The wound-
ed are: Miss J. Margaret Jones, aged
18; William Hath; Miss Frances
Chambers, aged 17. and Miss Alice
Burns, aged lb. All these suffered se-
vere lacerations and bruises. No
bones were broken.
More Fay for Himtl Carrier*.
Washington. Feb. 25.- -The postmas-
ter general lias issued a genera! order
announcing tin* increase of pay of ru-




Are sharp ones, usually. Some-
times they, UVe older ones, do not
see enough. The eyes you see with
in infancy must last you until old
age. You can t afford to neglect
them.
Some persons’ eyes need a cor-
rective when they are very young,
or the disability, deformity con-
tinues and becomes permanent and
more aggravated.
Children who need glasses are
better off if they be accurately fit-
ted at once. It gives them longer
satisfactory use of the eyes, im-
proves them mentally and physi-
cally and helps them to enjoy life.
Even inherited defects of vision
can be overcome by the proper use
of glasses if attended to in time.
Think of your own annoyances
and discomforts and attend to the






.’I IliiM Klghth Street. Hollami.
Riches
Are not the result of how much
you make, hut the aggregate of
the small things you save: there-
fore isn’t it advisable for you to
take advantage of our lower
prices and equitable workman-
ship? Prodigality results in pov-
erty.
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LOCALISMS.
Drink F. M. C. Coffees.
Three carloads of logs were shipped
from Allegan Friday to Jacob and
Adrian Van Fatten of this city.
Many new things in silks at DuMex
Bros. They would be very much
pleased to show them to you. Head
their “ad.” for particulars.
What is a baby without a baby cab
or a go-cart? Dive It up— but if you
have a baby and no vehicle for same,
read .las. A. Brouwer's ad. in today's
issue and then go at once to his store
and get one at his very popular prices
and terms.
Two hundred and fifty dollars was
subscribed in a few hours Tuesday to
put the ball club in shape to do busi-
ness this season. It would be far bet-
ter for the two towns to unite in one
club and pull together, for there is not
patronage enough to support both, and
by the middle of July neither club
would have money enough to meet ex-
penses.— Douglas Record.
A child’s disposition may be ruined
through existing defects in eyesight.
Children are often called dull and
stupid by teachers and parents through
no fault of their own. Perhaps born
with a defect in sight, they don't
know of any different world from that
which they see through defective eyes.
Mark any peculiarities that children
may have in looking at objects at a
distance, or near by. Squinting, frown-
ing. looking sidewise, with partially
closed eyes, are indications of eye
trouble. If there is any defect of sight
or discomfort of vision either with
your own or your children’s eyes, con-
sult W. R. Stevenson, the optician.
Read his ad.
I /Ask for F. M C. Coffees.
Mrs. A. Balgooyrn Is convalescing
from an attack of lung fever.
Dr. H. Kramers Is slowly improving
from an attack of inflammatory •rheu-
matism.
The rural mail carriers have had
their salary raised from $500 to $600
a year. They deserved It.
Dr. Wm. Dawe of Detroit, a noted
lecturer and traveller, will lecture at
the M. E. church on March 7.
Will Botsford. the popular proprie-
tor of the City Bakery, will add a
lunch room to his bakery.
Do not miss reading that ad. of De-
vries. the dentist. It means money in
your pocket’ some day.
John Jekel attended the funeral of
Mrs. Henry Jekel at New Groningen
Wednesday.
The A. C VanRaalte Indies Re-
lief Corps attended a camp Are at
Grand Rapids last night.
Dr. B. J. DeVries was happily sur-
prised Monday evening by a party of
friends.
The K. O. T. M. will give a |>edro
party and dance at their hall this
evening.
Alderman H. Geerlings has been
canvassing for subscriptions to the
McKinley national memorial fund.
Over $50 has so far been raised.
Dr. John J. Heeren died at Orange
City, Iowa, last Sunday. He graduated
from Hope College in ’f»5 and then
studied medicine. His parents were
missionaries in India and the doctor
was born there.
Frank Holhuls. of Holland, who has
been visiting relatives here for a few
days, went to Charlevoix last week
Friday, where he will make a short
visit before returning home.— Coopers-
ville Observer.
Health Officer Kiefer, of Detroit, has
been investigating sources of conta-
gion in that city and has com^ to the
conclusion that in many cases disease
germs are carried from house to house
by the family milkman.
The German Manufacturing Co., cap-
italized at $80, Otto, will before long be-
gin work on Hit* gelatine factory tut
the north side. The Pore Marquette
railway sidetrack is being staked out.
Several fine houses will also be put
up.
In the civil service examination held
here Jan. 29. for carrier and clerk, the
following will he placed on the eligible
list for clerk and carrier: Maurice
Lindens, standing 84.55; Clarence
Fairbanks. 88.80; P. C. Allers. 75.93;
John J. Schoon. 72.05.
People need not be at a loss to know
where to go for dress goods, or in fact
anything in the dry goods line. John
Vander Sluis is showing as fine a line
of springs goods as can he found in a
city much larger than Holland. He
calls special attention to his line of
dress goods and dress skirts.
J. A. Vanderveen has made arrange-
ments to have Mr. Holcomb ol the
N'epi ra Chemical Co., to give a public
demonstration of Velox paper at Wm.
I). Hopkins studio on Wednesday even-
ing. March 5. at 7:. in o'clock. Bring
your favorite nega ive and he will
make you a print, free.
The Century Club hail a very pleas-
ant meeting at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. W. If. Beach, Fast Twelfth street.
Monday evening. The music in charge
of Miss Kittle Doesbtirg. included a
vacol solo by Miss Nella Pfanstiehi.
vocal duet by Mesdames Browning and
Wing and a violin solo by Will Brey-
man. Dr. if. E. Doskcr contributed a
fine paper on, "Modern Poetry."
Dr, James A. Mabbs of Holland has
bought of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Mabbs, the homestead farm of
120 acres on section 18 of this town-
sWp, paying therefor $4,500. Mrs.
Spencer Wright and daughter Hattie
will live on the farm, and George
Strahbing will manage the same under
Dr. Mabbs* general direction.— Allegan
Gazette
The March meeting of the Woman's
Missionary Society of Hope church
will be bold at the home of Mrs. J
O. Post on West Thirteenth street.
Wednesday afternoon. March 5, at ::
o'clock. Mrs. Gilmore will address the
meeting. It Is hoped that all ladies of
the church will attend and a special
invitation is extended to all strangers
in the congregation to be present
Those who wish to get a new suit
this spring or summer should not miss
the opportunity given by the Lokker
& Rutgers Co. On Friday and .Satur-
day, March 7 and 8, they will have at
their store an immense display of
woolens in the piece from the well-
known tailoring firm of Strauss Bros.,
of Chicago. You can get a good suit
made at a very low price. Read their
ad. in this issue.
Miss Maggie Benjamin died at Fre-
mont last Saturday, aged 30 years. She
had been ill with scarlet fever and was
convalescent, when pneumonia set in.
The funeral took place from the home
of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. Ben-
jamin, East Eighth street, Sunday aft-
ernoon, Rev, J. T, Bergen officiating.
Many floral tributes were sent by
friends. The bereaved relatives have
the sympathy of their many friends.
TrjrF M.C Coffees.
A11egn« to have another i»aper.
It will be Independent
The Christian Reformed synod will
he held here June 18,
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mokma.
at Unsing— a daughter.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. John Rank—
a daughter
B. J. Albers, the well known stock
buyer of Overlsel, shipped a carload
of cattle to Chicago Monday.
>
D. Gilmore and fyunlly have moved
into their new home on Mfest Seven-
teenth street.
The Woman’s Literary Club met at
the home of Mrs. George E. Kollen.
West Fourteenth street, Tuesday.
Henry Van Ry. who has been with
A. Steketee for several years, has
bought the grocery stock of Walter
Zyistra on College avenue.
Dr. J. J. Merseh delivered a verv
interesting address on the subject of
missions before the college Y. M. C.
A. a few evenings ago.
Mrs. O. D. Rohtason of this city lias
been granted a widow’s pension of $10
a month, through the efforts of John
Nles.
The fact that masons and bricklay-
ers have announced that 45 cents per
hour will be charged may deter some
from building this spring.
President G. J. Kollen has stated
that a new gymnasium will be built.
There is over $4,000 in view for the
pro|>osed building.
As a result of receiving a very large
contract for paper boxes from the
Guthman, Carpenter & Telling Shoe
Co., the Grand Rapids Paper Box Co.
will greatly Increase its capacity.
‘•Tichener’s Outlines of Physcbo-
logy,” one of the college text books, is
just now one of the most discussed books
in the institution. Dr.H. E. Dosker is
opposed to the work while Prof. A. J.
Lsdd endorses it.
Fred Linemier. John Van Munster
and Lew Tuttle pleaded guilty before
Justice Van Dnren for the larceny of
a clock from the butter tub factory of
A. Van Putten on Monday. Each paid
a fine and costs of $5.
R. N. Jones, who traded his store at
Harrington's Landing with H. Matti-
son for ten arees of land and building
is taking comfort on the shore of Mac-
ula wa Bay. Mr. Jones has a fine loca-
tion for a summer home.
Attorney C. H. McBride was in Alle-
gan this week to appear for Bos &
Bolhuis, the contractors, against E. J.
Leiendecker of Faugatuck for a bill
alleged to be due them for work on
a hotel.
There will be a special meeting of
the Holland classis at Zeeland on
March 3 at 2 p. m., in the Reformed
church, to endorse the call extended
to Rev. S. Vander Werp to the First
Reformed church here.
At the oratorical contest at Hope
College last Friday night. P. Grooters
won the decision. He had for his sub-
ject. “Daniel Webster." He will rep-
resent the college at the state contest
to be held at Ypsilanti next May.
List of advertised letters at the Hol-
land postofiice for the week ending
Feb. 28:
Dr. James S. Cluff.
A. J. Brown.
Miss Elna M. Rosa.
A party of young married folks took
a sleighride to New Holland a few
evenings ago and visited Mr. and Mrs.
M. Larman. The visitors were Mr.
and Mrs. H. Kamper, Mr. anil Mrs.
Herman Timmer. Mr. and Mrs. G. Lar-
man and Mr. and Mrs. C. Terpstra.
John DeWitt of May. Fillmore town-
sbip. was taken to the l*. B. A. hos-
pital at Grand Rapids Saturday ami
on Monday one of his legs was ampu-
tated. He had been ailing for a long
time. Considering circumstances, lie
is doing quite well.
Wednesday evening Henry Elders,
while driving across Macatawa Bay
near the park, broke through. John
and Peter Bush. Hans Thompson,
Frank Johnson and Albert Tanner
went to bis rescue. They also brok^
through, but after a bard fight all got
out. and the horses were also saved.
George and Charles Brownell, the
two cripples who were a familiar
sight on our streets last summer, were
married a few days ago to Addle J.
and Ellen Parker, sisters, at Benton
Harbor. They moved along the streets
by the aid of their hands. They were
employed at Van Tongeren's cigar
store.
A pleasant Washington's birthday
sleighride was taken by a party slop-
ing at the home of .Miss Trousdale.
They drove to the latter's summer
home near Alpena Beach, where sup-
per was taken and a fine program was
rendered. There were games, singing,
dancing and recitations by Miss Bes-
sie Belle Thew, Capt. Jensen and
Messers Oakley and Dick. One of the
features was the Trousdale minstrel
troupe. A general good time was had.
Those present were: Misses Trous-
dale, Ella Smith. Gwendolina Lewis,
Bessie Belle Tnew, Miss Fister. Mr.
and Mrs. John Ehlers, Mr. and Mrs.
C. L. Biggs, M. E. Dick, H. J. Harver,
T. W. Oakley. B. H. Goozen. D. M.
Stuart and Cupl. P. Jensen.
Silk Department.
This year promises to be a great year for Silks. Work and money are more plentiful
now than ever before and the prospects are bright for still greater prosperity. There ill,
therefore, be an unprecedented demand for Silks, etc. We are pleased to announce to you
that we are now in a position to supply you with the newest Silks at the right prices. We
carry a large line of Black Taffetas— the proper thing for Ladies’ Dress Skirts and Petti-
coats. Black and White Moire for trimming: and Peau de Cyne, Fancy Stripe and Fig-
ured Silks for Ladies' Waists. Below you will find a list of a few of the many new things
we have received the past week. We would be very much pleased to have you come in
and inspect them :
Black Silks.
Taffetas at ................. 50c, 75c. $1.00
Taffetas, 11(5 inches wide, at ............ l.oO
Faille at .......................... 1.00
Armurout .......................... 1.00
Peau de Soir at ....... 80c, 00c, $1.00. 1.25
Satin, at ........ 50c, 75c. 90c, $1.00. 1.40
China, '27-inch, at ..................... 50
Sublime, HO inch, at .................. 1.00
Black. Gray and White Figured. . . .80c, 1.00
Colored Silks.
Foulards (figured) ................... $ .‘10
China. (27 in. wide, all colors) .......... 5o
Peau de Cyne. . . . . .................... «|q
Silver and Gray, (Persian) ............. 1.35
A very large assortment of Colored Silks in
plain, figured 'and stripes, the proper thing
for Ladies Stylish Waists. 75c, 90c, $1.00
Many new things in Wool Challics and French Flannels for Ladies’ Shirt Waists, at
75c and 80c per yard.





Before moving into our new brick block, Corner of Eighth Street and College-Ave*
nue, we have decided to institute a Removal Sale and reduce our stock as much as pos-^
sible to facilitate the work of moving. During this sale we will [place our elegant
line of Furniture before you at #
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICE!
We can afford to divide our profits with you, rather than go to the trouble and ex-
pense of moving our big stock, and we will do this. We will offer you goods at a \
price that is satisfactory, and remember that this reduction does not apply to any par- I
ticular line of goods, but to all — every article in our stock. I
Isn’t there something in the following list that you can use if we make the price !
right ?
Dining Tables, Center Tables,
ROCKERS, COUCHES, IRON BEDS,
Wall Paper, Lace Curtains, Rugs, Carpets, Etc.
This Sale Began February 1st and will Continue until Further Notice.,
A.C.Rinck&Co.
AiiimiuI .Meeting of (lie Sloekholdersmf
the IIoIIuihI Sugar Conipuiiy.
The regular annual meeting of the
Stockholders of the Holland Sugar Co.,
for the election of directors and the
transaction of such other business us
may properly come before it, will be
held at itsolllee, city of Holland, on
Tuesday, the 25th day of March, 1902,
at 12:30 o'clock p. ra. of said day.
For convenience and to accommodate
the large number of stockholders, the
meeting will be adjourned to meet in
the Lyceum Opera House in this city at
one o'clock of said day.
J. C. Post, Vice President
F. C. Hall, Secretary.
The stock books of the Holland Sugar
Co. will be closed from March 22nd to
27th, and during that time no stock cun
be transferred on the books,7-9 Holland Suoar Co.
F. C. Hall, Sec’y.
LOGS WANTED!
C. L. KING & CO.'S
HOLLAND.
Prices per Thousand Feet for No. I Logs:
Soft Maple ........... $8.00
Hard Maple .......... 8.00
Ash ......... 10.00 to 12.00: Beech ............ 700
Oak ........ 10.00 to 16.001 ‘ ’
Elm ................ $12.00
Basswood . . $11.00 to 13.00
Largest stock of No. 1 Merchantable and No. 2







_ __ Homna, wen.
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MELONS IN WINTER,
ftacceM of KzpcrimcaUl Growing; of
RoMlon Variety In Utah.
“And now. rliildren,” ho id Dean
Peck, “let UK cut a melon." Even the
youngest child snickered. For outside
there was snow and ice, and with
Christmas Hardly a week away, how
could the good dean be so funny as to
suggest melons?
But the wise dean merely smiled and
Introduced a quiet, pleasant man in
gold-rlmmed spectacles, A. L. Hitch-
cock, of California. And Mr. Hitch-
rock had under his arm an oval bun-
dle that might have been the hugest
egg of the biggest ostrich that ever
shed a feather. That's what It might
have been, but it wasn't that. It was
at iikflou-a muskmelou-aiid in the
winter time. Jt was a big melon.
Now, letting alone the fact that it
Mas a big mejou to liegiu with. It cer-
tainly did seem ns though there was
something strange alsmt that melon.
All the chihlrejt hud some, and they ate
.and ate. yet when they were done
there was still enough melon for the
dean to take home. And lie had some,
and his family had some, and only
tlie nurse asked for more, so there was
really sotnethiuk wonderful about that
meloti besides its Isditg just ripe a
week before Christmas.
There was another wonderful tiling
ulKMit the melon: it grew in a desert.
“The melons are called Khiva winter
melons." said Mr. Hitchcock, "and the
headquarters for them iu this country
is at Elgin. Utah, iu the great desert.
There J. F. Drown, who has raised
all sorts of melons for years, has tak-
en up the raising of winter water-
melons and muskmelons for seed. They
have become so well known now that
he can hardly keep up with the de-
mand for seed, even at 25 cents an
ounce. Yet five years ago these mel-
ons were unknown in the United
States.
“The government got the first seed
from Khiva, Asiatic Russia, and sent
a sample to Air. Brown to try. To
everybody’* surprise, the melons did
exceedingly well In the desert, though
at Rocky Ford, famous for melons,
they failed.
“They are picked in October and re-
quire almost two mouths to ripen after
they are picked. Then they will keep
until March.
“Everybody in Utah knows of the
winter melons. 1 have Just come from
there, and I have been eating melon
ovary day. Green River Is the neamt
station to Elgin, and it U one of tl*
sights, when the train pulls Id. to see
the people rush for the piles of melons
that are kept waiting for their arrival.
There is a watermelon and a musk-
melon, and each Is equal to the best
of the summer uelous.-Denver (Colo.)
Post
FORTUNES IN PEARLS.
Half the Population of Upper Georgia
Wading for MuMtcl*.
The great pearl excitement which re-
cently developed in Arkansas has ap-
peared In upper Georgia, says the At-
lanta Constitution. Xot long since
lack Bennett, a farmer who lives about
twelve miles above Rome, on the Oos-
tanauls River, read one night iu a
newspaper an account of the wonder-
ful discovery of pearls In the rivers
and lakes of Arkansas. The following
morning, with his little son, he went
down on Johns Creek, a tributary of
the Oostanaula River, to look for gems.
Wading into the stream, a basketful
of mussels was soon gathered. They
were taken out on the bank and o]H-n-
ed. Out of the Jot he secured several
tine s]M*cliueiiH. some of them l»oiug us
large as jm*uk. They were sent to a
lapidary in Huliimore, with instructions
to realize on them if they had any
'commercial value. To his great sur-
prise. a few days ago he received a
check for $180. This put the ncighlior-
Jasul in a fever of excitement, the re-
sult being that entire families are
camping on the river and creek.
Charley Sims, a little sun of Squire
Sims, found a pearl of large si/.c and
very brilliant. He sent it to Chatta-
nooga and received $-10 for it. At
Rome numerous parties have lieen
bringing in pearls of small size, and oc-i
cHsionally one of great value. /
Frank Wyatt, living near Calhoun,
ou tlie Oostanaula Hirer, learned of
the pearl discoveries ami liegau to
sean-h the hanks of the stream and
Juts collected quite a large number of
specimens. All streams in this vicinity
abound in pearl-bearing mussels, and
for many years children have collect-
ed tlie gems and used them as luck
balls and marbles, thinking they were
tlie eyes of the mussels. Various ru-
mors are constantly afloat about won-
derful finds iu i lie streams of north
Georgia am] Alabama.
Nearly every waterway in the South-
ern Stales is inhabited more or less by
mussels. They are Imbedded in the
mud of tiie bottom or banks of tlie
streams. For centuries they have been
passed by unheeded, no one dreaming
that they Mere of any value. Nom-
that attention lias been directed to
them as a source of prollt it Is prob-
able that every stream Mill be thor-
oughly and systematically "picked,”
and great results are expected.
TROLLEY-CAR HAREMS.
The Women in Cairo Wont Curtained
Corn.
One of the questions that agitated
Cairo last m- inter was: "Hon' can. the
street raihvay company he coiiqwlled
to mtnin more effectually the trolley*
ear hamn*r A large part of the city,
and by no means the European lection
exclusively, Is sorted by a rapid-transit
system, says a writer In the Cosmo*
polltan. The cars do not differ materi-
ally from the open ears employed on
American lines, but the rear seat Is re-
served for women, instead of smokers,
and Its use Is indicated by curtains that
might he drawn, but In practice are not
drawn, at the sides. There is no curtain
In front to divide the harem from the
other seats, and on an important route,
Uke that, for example, from the Ealie-
kiyeb through the Boulevard Mehemet
All to old Cairo, the ceaseless chatter
of Its black-cloaked, hinck-veiled occu-
pants. regardless of the silk-robed men
in front and the red night-capped bang-
era-on at ’the sides, gi es an hysteric
suggestion of a picnic attended by
masked mourners.
Many of the solid tuosleins of Cairo
are disquieted by the publieity of the.
street-ear harems, and their feelings are
understood and to some extent shared
by a few of tlie Anglo-Egyptlans of the
second and third generations. The sVort
line of the Uoustantinople underground
railway is more mindful of mosloui cus-
toms. The harem divisions of Its ears
are fully curtained, but these divisions
are too small to hold the u'omen u’ho
thick from the (alata-4'Ora sections
during shopping hours to the bazaars
Of Stanihoul. ami there Is usually an
overlloM' i:i tlie main part of the car.
No -cats arc provided, ami the privacy
of tin Turkish M'oiiian. homeward
bound at sunset, after a war of M’its
Mitli tlie stately diplomats of the ori-
ental bargain counters, is compurahl'
to Hint of the standing throng iu a rush
trip on a Hiooklyn bridge ear.
SMOOTHEST OF PICKPOCKETS.
Only IUh Sudden Death Revealed HU
Real Occupation.
"You can talk about your smooth
.pickpockets, but about the smoothest 1
ever saw nas in New York," said the
man who had traveled. “It u'ns Mlieti
I was tip there u couple of summers
ago. No, the story has never been
printed, because the pickpocket was
never arrested. I wag a victim my-
self, and I didn't ‘holler,’ either. An
Italian with a grind organ and a mon-
key stepped In front of the hotel. The
grind organ man ground and the mon-
key danced. The monkey then took up
a collection. He n-as the most playful
monkey I ever saM\ and be jumped
upon the knees of every man in the
lobby. After lie left I noticed that I
was a dollar short. Several of the
other fellows Mere also short, but mc
were in Neu* York ami expected It.
"The next day the Italian and the
monkey came again," continued the
traveler, according to the Louisville
Courier- Journal. “The mao ground out
the same capers. A woman waa In the
lobby, and the animal jumped upon
her lop. Then there was an awful
icreatu. and ‘Jocko' fell dead. In his
l%bt forepaw he held a half dollar."
It Touched Thomas.
•‘t.vus" Thomas and •Billy" Post,
while walking up Kroudo-ay discussing
the merits of tlie former’s play, “Colo-
rado," now playing at Wallack's, pass-
ed the Broad M ay Theater, whereupon
Mr. Thomas, with a view to fetching
his offspring to witness "the Bleeping
Beauty and the Beast," Inquired of Mr.
Post: "How is that show, 'Billy,’
good?"
“Greatest scenic and spectacular pro-
duction I ever saM\" replied Mr. Post
“but from the point of novelty in the
book, why, *Gus/ its the same old
rtory. Tlie godmother enters, touches
the child, and — *’
“That's novelty enough," interrupted
Mr. Thomas. “I’ve heard nothing ex-
cept stories where the child touched
the godmother since 1 played small
parts as an amateur in shows, many
years ago.-"— New York Telegram.
"I /esc Majeste."
Secretary Long is one of the most
democratic citizens mi earth. Every
time he gets a chance he goes back to
his old home iu Massachusetts, where
he is regarded as -one of themselves
by the simple inhabitants. One day.
on one of theta- vacations. Mr. Long
took liis laundry under ids arm ami
carried it around to tlie local laundry.
A day or imo later, feeling tin* need
of a clean collar and shirt, lie trotted
around to the laundry to lind out if It
Mas ready. Entering the little shop
lie made ids inquiry of the man iu
ciuirge.
"Is icy laundry ready?"
*TH see," replied the man. Then,
turning Urward the back room, udicre
hls M lfe Mas. he shouted:
“Hey. Mary! Is Johnny's laundry
done yetY"— Washington Tillies.
Arboreal Physiology.
Jane mu* day visited one of the upper
grades at school, udiere the teacher
Mas revieM’lng a class iu physiology.
Many times she reviewed them ou the
clianm-ls of tlie blood, tjic class re-
sponding in unison, "Arteries, capillar-
ies and veins." Jane’s memory seldom
plays her falsa*, so her account of tJili*
might In- taken as an object lesson in
faulty enunciation.
“My blood vessels tire R-troes, cater-
pillars and M’orms." she announced
glibly at home. "I s’pi-'.e it’s tlie trees
that makes me grouV— Neu' York
Evening Hun.
"Bottle Post."
The “bottle post" is an old institu-
tion on the south const of Iceland. Let-
ters an- put .'uto corked bottles, M’hich
are united by the u’inds to the oppo-
site coast. They also contain a cigar
or other trille to induce the linder to
deliver the letters as addressed.
Aluminum Utensils.
Cooking utensils made of aluminum,
instead of tin. are coming into voguf
iu the French Army.
A Freak of tho Falrlaa.
Oh! come and sec the fairies' work!
They curdy came last night.
And while we alept a carpet spread
Of pure and spotless white—
A covering for the bare, brown earth,
To shield it from the storm.
And pinned the edges down secure
To keep the daisies warm.
Then bung their sparkling jewels rare
On every rock and ledge,
And heaped their pearly treasures high
On fences, trees and hedge.
With cunning, skillful touch they're
traced
O’er all the window panes
Quaint scenes from their bright fairy land
Of mountains, hills and plains.
And here are dainty pictures, too,
Of birds and trees and Sou-erg,
And glena with silvery rivulet,
And ivy-grown old towers.
Now out beneath the hemlock boughs
The fairies, in high glee.
Are hiding, I am very sure,
Come, let us go and see.
Good Invest meat.
A boy of 17, living not far from
Montreal, in a private letter to a friend
of the editors of the Woman's Journal,
gives a graphic description of bow a
whale strayed into the river. He saya:
My Dear Aunt Belle: • • • There
has been quite an excitement up here
for the last week. A forty-foot whale
managed to make his way up the St
Lawrence River as far as here, and
had been careering around for a few
days. All the sportsmen went out to
hunt him with rifles, shot guns, and
all kinds of weapons, without any ap-
parent damage to him: but tuo or
three fellows got bullets in different
parts of their bodies. One fellow went
out with a muzzle-loading shot gun,
rammed it with i>owder. put in a lot of
bulletfl. and pulled the trigger: and
when be woke he found himself on a
cot In the hospital, with his face all
done up In cotton. The doctor inform-
ed him that ho would be able to take
the bandages off iu a month, but his
face would Is? powder-marked all his
life. Another got a shy In bis leg. and
one other a bullet In his arm. Then
the jiolioe Interfered.
All M'ojit M'dl with the whale until
Thursday, when a poor man found him
floating belly up iu shalloM- Mater, full
of holes. He towed him to land and
made the fact knou'n that he had cap-
tured the whale. People flocked to see
It; but in the meantime the man had
two offers-oue mss a certified check'
for $000 and the other $400 cash, and,
knoM-ing nothing about checks, he sold
for the cash, Mhereupou the man ulth
tlie $400 M'lio hud bought the whale
quick iv sold it to the other for $000.
Now there is u tent over the whale’s
body, and tickets are sold at 10 cents
a peep. He made $-7 Friday and $100
Saturday, and ]reop!e are mad to see
him. so that it is expected that the
owner Mill make a fair profit.
Appeurunces HoiuctiniCK Deceive.
The old saying that "all is not gold
that gutters" does not apply to the
precious metal alone. A good many
things are not what they seem to be.
And although In their present form
they may lie straight, honest goods
through and through, without any de-
ception whatsoever, you cannot tell
from their appearance M-hat they Mere
in some previous stage of existence.
Take tissue paper for instance. There
are few things finer and softer and
more delicate than that, yet M-hat do
you suppose it is made of? The ends
of old ropes. If any boy upon reading
$hls article resolves to stmlgbtM’ay g$
Into the bnilneaa of collecting rope
ends for a paper factory, let him not
discriminate against any piece because
of its soiled condition. The dirtier and
blacker it Is, the better the quality of
paper It will produce. Indeed, if you
can get any old scraps that have been
used In coal pits or yards until they
are saturated with coal dust and grimy
particles and sticky with tar-tbe more
tar the better— you will be fortunate,
for It Is from such material that the
very finest grade of tissue paper is
made. Bo sheer and fleecy Is this qual-
ity of tissue that a ream of 144 sheets
will tip the scales at only two and
one-half pounds, and this weight in-
cludes the wrapping and string in
which It Is inclosed for shipment. This
tarred-rope paper la very tenacious,
numerous tests having demonstrated
that a sheet of it twisted ropewise
would easily sustain a weight of 100
pounds. It Is used principally In pot-
teries, being superior to any other sub-
stance for transferring the patterns of
earthenware.
Torae Mountain Legend,
There Is a Washington legend con-
nected with Tome Mountain in Bam-
opo County, New Jersey, says the New
York Tribune. Half way up the moun-
tain there is a deep cleft In the rocks,
at the bottom of u'bicb is a spring.
From tfouie hidden (mint Mater falls
into the spring Mith a steady drop-
ping not unlike the ticking of a watch.
“Listen and you Mill hear George
Washington's watch,’’ say the old set-
tlers. “He dropped it into the spring
when be caiue up the mountain to
Match the British leave Neu- York.”
"Tick— tick— tick— tick” is the sound
M-hich comes out of the rocks.
“It is going yet," says the guide.
“Must have been a good watch, don't
you think so?"
13 GALLANTRY LANGUISHING ?
Observationo on the Decline of Htrect
Car Mannera in the South.
It cannot be concealed that there is
a growing tendency, even In the South,
where masculine gallantry has held out
longest, on the part of men to let wo-
men In the street cars shift for them-
selves. It has not come to that point
yet, but the movement is growing in
that direction.
It Is a fact that men are rapidly fail-
ing in the courtesy which was once uni-
formly shown to women, and the rea-
son, to a large extent, Is that men are
meeting women as competitors iu all
fields of labor, and this fact vastly
changes the social relations between
the sexes. Women are claiming all
sorts of equality Mith men. moral, po-
litical, and physical, and are declaring
more aqd more their independence.
The effect on the next generation will
be very marked and peculiar. The
men and women of the present are af-
fected to an* overpowering extent by
the Influence of old Ideas and training,
and that is the reason they talk about
•treet-car manners and social ethics In
their relations to the sexes; but In the
year 1935, just thirty-three years or the
period of one generation from the pres-
ent time, people will no longer concern
themselves about such manners.
The greater the number of women at
work in proi>ortion to the men, the
more stringent the competition, and it
can easily be seen that, according to
the figures shown, the day might come
when there u-ould be noatreet-car man-
ners, but every Individual would look
out for himself or herself, as the case
may be. But even should chivalry be
extinguished from human manners,
there will always remain the Christian
grace of charity; so, in the time to
come, able-bodied young men and wo-
men who have seats in the cars will
rise to give their places to old men and
women, and to others who may be sick
or disabled.— New Orleans Picayune.
A Brilliant Advocate.
The late Sir Frank Lockwood, one
of the most brilliant advocates of the
English bar, was famed alike for bis
witticisms and his professional acute-
ness. An instance of his ready wit
which the Manchester Gordian gives,
came to hand during one of his autumn-
al visits to Scotland.
It is a custom with Scottish territo-
rial magnates to be known by the
names of their estates. Thus Mr. and
Mrs. Cameron, of Lochlel, tin* Imme-
diate predecessors of Mr. and Mrs.
Lockwood at a social function, were
announced as I.ochiel and Mrs. Cam-
eron.
The wily Yorkshlreiuftn promptly
gave In his omii name and his Mile's,
as 2G Lennox Garden and Mrs. Lock-
wood.
Touching a remark ns to the extraor-
dinary dullness of certain men who
have occupied tlie judicial bench, Sir
Frank Lockwood related iu the follow-
ing words an instance within his own
experience:
A man had stolen a spade, and Mas
tried before a stupid but M oli-meuning
and thoroughly conscientious magis-
trate. He carefully looked up "Archi-
bald’s Criminal L:im\" to find a prece-
dent on M'hich he could convict and
punish the man.
"I can't find anything under tlie word
‘spade,'” said he. "although 1 see that
a man Mas convicted and severely pun-
ished for stealing a shovel." Then
looking at the culprit severely over his
spectacles, he added, "You have had a
very narrow escape, but you may go
now."
Quick Winks.
Experiments have been going on u-ltli
an ingenious machine which shuts
over a man's eye so that the eyelid as
it winks opens and closes a chrono-
graph. So far the qulskest wink on
record Is about a sixth of a second.
From the landlord's point of view
the man Mith a large family of mu all
children is a flat failura.
OILING WAGON TIRES.
When a wagon tire becomes loose
the only way of effectually tightening
It la to have It reset in a proper man-
ner. If the felloes are painted with
hot linseed oil twice a year, and are
made of thoroughly seasoned wood,
there will be Httlb difficulty with loose
tires.
FEEDING ON A SMALL FARM.
Feed everything in the barn, if you
have a small farm, and let the cows
run in the pasture lot for exercise. A
silo for summer feeding, as well as
for winter, will allow one to keep more
cows. This is better than raising hay
and grass and buying grain for them.
The animals will produce more milk
and cream in this May than in any
other.
BABY BEEF.
duct does not nearly double In value.
About seven years ago horses were
nearly given away; right then would
have been the time to buy up the best
broodmares In the country. Some aea*
sqns hay is worth a little above tho
price of cutting and stacking, then the
first thing we know it is away up out
of reach. The indications are that
those who raise poultry this coming
season, and lots of it. will get a good
price. On account of the drouth
throughout the corn belt the last sea*
son. thousands of farmers gathered
up and sold everything that would
eat corn and was salable, and tue
hens did not escape the sacrifice.
An extensive poultry buyer told tlie
writer recently that his business paid
better than ever, although he had to
cover twice as much territory to get
a carload. It seems to me there is a
whole chapter in this statement for
the poultry raisers. It certainly indi-
cates such a shortage in poultry in this
statement for the poultry raisers will
be fortunate until the demand is sup-
plied, which will take at least two
years of our best efforts.— M. M. John-
son, in New York Tribune.
Those who want to produce what is j
known as baby beef, or animals well
grown ami well fattened for the
butcher at an age anywhere from eigh-
teen months to two years old. know
that they cannot afford to let even
one day pass without making some
gain in flesh. Some of them have
learned that this gain can be made at
the least cost while tiie animals are
growing, but the use of succulent food,
grass in the pasture and green crops
to supply its place when a drought
cuts the grass short, or by roots and
other vegetables that have not much
market value. Of course, these foods
make but a soft flesh, and we might
say watery flesh, because tlie percent-
age of moisture in meat grown upon
such food is larger than that made
from corn and other concentrated
ESSENTIALS IN DAIRYING.
Tlie successful dairyman of today
Is a very different man from the dairy-
man of the past. He must take good
dairy papers, read them carefully, and
follow their teachings until he proves
them false. He should have a good
business education, be of a careful,
methodical habit, with a determina-
tion to do everything pertaining to
the work to the best of his ability. He
should ho not only able, but thorough-
ly in earnest, and should appreciate
the cows that are under his charge. Un-
til one sees clearly the necessity of
kindness, good warm stabling, pure
drinking water, good feeding, cleanli-
ness in every particular, and is will-
ing to devote time to weighing and
testing the milk, it Mould he better for
grain food. But there are those who him to keel) scrub cows und do „nl1)
claim that ensilage and grain fed to- ! dairying.
To begin Mith. dairying is a very ini*gether will make as large a gain, or
even more, in live weight than any
other succulent food, and at the same
time, if properly proportioned, make
a good, firm flesh, not too fat. and not
so soft as to shrink in the cooking.
AN EFFORT IN FRUIT CULTURE.
I well remember, and Ly the way it
has always been a great help to me,
hearing a professor, when addressing
his pupils on a special occasion, say:
You must make up your mind that if
you will succeed in any undertaking
in life, you must make special effort.
This will apply to the fruit grower as
well as to any one else. A fruit
grower should make an effort, not a
feeble one, hut one that indicates fu-
ture success, to grow the finest fruit
that can be placed on the market. In
order to attain to this degree of suc-
cess many conditions must be met.
and it requires effort to meet them in
the right way. The fruit grower must
decide to do his work, from the se-
lection of varieties to the time the
fruit is grown and ready for market,
in the most thorough manner. The
soil must he prepared in the best way.
The planting must he done by an ex-
perienced hand. Then comes the cul-
tivation, pruning, fertilizing, spraying,
thinning, and the most careful meth-
ods used in picking and putting the
fruit up in attractive packages. There
is a score of other things to be attend-
ed to in making a success of fruit cul-
ture that must be learned by careful
study of the best books and papers
on the subject, and adopting those
methods which are found by experi-
ence to be the most practical.—
Charles C. Nash, in The Epitomist.
COMPOSTING MANURE FOR TREES
For use among young trees we pre-
pare a heap of compost almost a sea-
son in advance. As soon as our rush
of spring work is over we commence.
The manure from our om ii stables and
from those of many of our neighbors
who have no use for it is hauled to a
large open space on our grounds used
for the purpose. At the same time the
top soil of a meadow is secured ami
hauled to the same place.
We then form a large square heap,
composed of the manure and so1!, one
layer cn the other. At intervals of a
few weeks, a'j materials accumulate,
we continue the work, keeping it up
til! the cold of M’inter prevents, but
advantage is taken of open intervals
in winter to add to the heap.
Our method of using it is hy placing
a layer in the bottom of trenches open-
ed for trees, before the trees an* set;
also by broadcasting before plowing
for the reception of trees. A great
deal is used in winter for spreading
on the surface of the ground. Young
blocks of trees which we decide will
be benefltted are treated to a surface
manuring. Our trees are set wide
enough apart to admit of a horse ami
box sled passing along tlie toms, and
in this way the whole surface is ma-
nured in suitable weather for thy sled
in the winter season. No other ma-
nure has been used for years, und the
results are highly satisfactory.—
Joseph Meehan, in New England
Homestead.
RAISE SOME POULTRY.
One time a rich farmer told tlie
writer that the best time to go into
stock or grain M'as when everybody
wanted to quit. He didn’t own all
the land that joined him, but he did
own several hundred acres of good
farming land and held a first mortgage
on a lot more; outside of this particu-
lar notion of his he m-us just like
other people.
Every year we see where money
could have been made had we been
aide to see ahead. There is hardly a
year that some particular farm pro-
portant business, and a herd of good
cows is worth more in every respect
than any other kind of stock. The
bovine is both meat and milk for the
human family, without which exist-
ence is almost impossible. Note the
capacity of each cow, and feed accord-
ingly. as some will be found able to
pay for better feeding than others. In
order to know this, weigh each cow’s
product, then knowing what the feed
costs, it is a very easy matter to kno
whether you are feeding at a profit or
loss. Have a silo If possible; if not,
then secure an abundance of corn fod
der well cured, with some roots, am
a good supply of bran, oil meal, cor
mcal and ground oats. These, wit
good early -cut clover or cowpea hay
will provide a good range of rich mil
producing food. Now with a warm
well-lighted and properly ventilate
stable, with absorhment to save al
the manure, both liquid and solid, yo
are ready to feed your cows for profit
Feed liberally, but not blindly.— L. E
Kerr, in Agricultural Epitomist.
POSSIBILITIES OF THE SOIL
The surest way to find out the ful
possibilities of the soil is to farm fo
grass, and enrich the land with the fer
tility that comes from the plant foo
thus buried in it. We no longer a:
cept any doctrine that continual farm
ing exhausts the soil, — no more tha
we do that steady use of the brain use
it up. In either case intelligent us
strengthens and improves. We ca
farm our soil to the end of time, an
instead of deteriorating it. can b
made to grow richer and stronger. Al
that is required is some intelligen
system of culture, and not wastefu
practice. It was because of the iat
ter that the old cry of land exhaustio
was started. If we rob the soil w
must see it degenerate so it will no
be able to produce anything.
The man Mho turns his farm ove
to dairying and raises abundant gras
crops and sees to it that too close cro
ping is not permitted, finds at the en
of a few years that his former harre
soil is the most productive in th
region. The soil is so rich that crop
of corn or wheat can be raised eve
through seasons of drought M-licn hi
neighbors' crops are killed. The gras
adds fertility, and more than that
places the soil in such mechanical co
dition that moisture is actually hei
there during dry weather so the plant
can use it. It may be possible in tin
to prepare our soils so that ordinar
droughts will prove harmless. Irrigr
tlon is much less needed in region
where vegetation is abundant, an
the luxuriant growth tends to wor
steadily against long seasons of dr
weather. If we could clothe the ari
West Mitli forests there would be
shorter dry period and far more moi
ture. Crops and droughts have
port ant action upon each other. Lik
Mdse the rich, fertile soil yields It
readily to dry Meather than the poo
barren land. Hy filling our soil Mit
plant food Me strengthen it so that i
can produce crops in almost any kin
of weather.
Grass furnishes us Mitli file key t
tlie secret, and the more we use
the greater will our rewards b
Great parts of the East have bee
converted back to fertile farmin
regions iu the past ten years by
t ell i gent systems of dairying. Th
land has recovered its tone by mean
of the only tonic possible. The iu
ther wo get away from grass, the le
hope have Me to make farming pa
Poor and abandoned farms cap b
redeemed by rp other process. Gra.
and intensive culture Mill bring u
tlie poorest farm that Mas over ne
lected— C. T. Marvin, in America
Cultivator.
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OABU dlaetam •( Dr. TtlAtfe i>
* ' M «f lupplrisf tkoughU f*r those
%» vkt fiad life a etrufgW tad abowe
Mt wt' hare bmbj celcatlal ifapathii*
«Ht tecta, Hebrew* xii., I, "Seeing we
•lie tm eoapaued a Wet with to great a
•lewd «f witneeaei;" I. OriathJana xr.,
tS, **! bare fought with beneta at Ephe-
Oroefing the Alps by the Mont CenU
faa* er through the Moat Cenia tunnel,
feo tie in a few hour* net down at Ve-
teta, Italy, and in a few minutes begin
•umlaing one of the grandest ruins of
tbe world, the Amphitheater. The whole
Wilding sweeps around you in a circle.
Ton stand iu the arena where the combat
era* eaoe fought or the race run, and on
•11 aide* the seats rise, tier above tier,
•attt you count forty elevations, or gul-
krlea, as I shall see fit to cull them, iu
wrklch aat the senators, the kings and the
S&OOO excited spectators. At the sides
•f the arena and under the galleries are
tbs cages in which the liona and tigers
are kept without food until, frenzied
with hunger and thirst, they are let out
•poa some poor victim, who, with his
aword and alone, is condemned to meet
fbaa. I think that Paul himself once
•taad la such a place and that It was not
aaly iguratirely, but literally, that he
had “fought with beasts at Ephesus."
TW gala day has come. From all the
world the people are pouring into Verona.
Mea, women and children, orators tad
atnatofe treat men and small, thousands
apaa thausaads come, until the first gal*
iary Is full, and the second, the third,
the fourth, the fifth— all the way up to
As twentieth, all the way up to the
thirtieth, all the way up to the fortieth.
Ivory place la filled. Immensity of au-
diwoe sweeping the great circle. Si-
lence. The time for the contest has come. Beman official leads forth the victim
fato the arena. Let him get bia aword
with Arm grip into bia right hand. The
2S,40O ait breathlessly watching. I hear
the door at the aide of the arena creak
open. Out plunges the half-starved lion,
his tongue athirst for blood, and with a
roar that brings all the galleries to their
feet he rushes against the sword of the
cempatant. Do you know how strong a
•troke a man will strike when bia life
depends upon the first thrust of his
blade? The wild beast, lame and bleed-
ing, slinks back toward the side of the
nrema; then rallying bia wasted strength
he comes np with fiercer eye tnd more
tarrible roar than over, only to bo driven
back with a fatal wound, while the com-
batant comes in with stroke after stroke
util the monster is dead at his feet,
and the 25,000 clap their hands and utter
n about that makes the city tremblei
Sometimes the audience came to see n
race; sometimes to see gladiators fight
each other, until the people, compassion-
ate for the fallen, turned their thumbs
ap as an appeal that the vanquished be
•pared, and sometimes the combat was
with wild beasts.
All Have Liona to Fight.
To one of the Roman am phi theatrical
audiences of 100,000 people Paul refers
when he says, "We are compassed about
with so great a cloud of witnesses." The
direct reference in the lust passage is
made to a race; but elsewhere having dis-
cussed that, I take now Paul's favorite
Ides of the Christian life as a combat.
The fact is that every Christian man
has t lion to fight. Yours is a bod tem-
per. The gates of the arena have been
opened, and this tiger has come out to
destroy your soul. It has lacerated you
with many a wound. You have been
thrown by it time and again, but in the
strength of God you have arisen to drive
It back. I verily believe you will conquer.
I think that the temptation is getting
weaker nod weaker. Ymi have given it
so many wounds that Jh (•’prospect is that
it will die, and you shall be victor,
through Christ. Courage?, ibrother! Do
not let the sands of the arena^drink the
blood of your soul!
Your lion is the passion for strong
drink. You may have contended against
k for twenty years; but it is strong of
body and thirsty of tongue. You have
triad to fight it back with broken bottle
•r empty wine flask. Nay, that is not
the weapon. With one horrible roar he
will seize thee by the throat and rend
the* limb from limb. Take this weapon,
•harp and keen— reach up and get It from
God's armory— the sword of the Spirit.
With that thou mnyest drive him back
•ad conquer!
Bat why specify when every man and
woman has a lion to fight? if there be
•ne here who has no besetting sin, Jet him
•peak oat, for him have 1 offended. If
you have not fought the lion, it is because
you have let the lion eat you up.' This
very moment the contest goes on. The
Trajan celebration, where 10,000 gladia-
tors fought and 11,000 wild beasts were
•lain, wax not so terrific a struggle ns
that which at this moment goes on in
many a soul. The combat was for the
Ufo of the body; this is for the
life of the sou!. That was with wild
beasts from the jungle; this is with the
soaring lion of hell.
A Cloud of Witnesses.
Before I get through 1 will show you
that you fight in an arena, around which
circle, in galleries above each other, all
the kindling eyes and all the sympathet-
ic hearts of the ages, and at every vic-
tory gained there comes down the thun-
dering applause of a great multitude that
so man can number. "Being compassed
•bout with so great a cloud of witnesses."
On the first elevation of the ancient
amphitheater, on the day of a celebra-
tion, sat Tiberius or Augustus or the
reigning king. So in the great arena of
spectators that watch our struggles and
in the first divine gallery, as I shall call
it. sits our King, one Jesus. On his head
are many crowns. . The Roman emperor
got his place by cold-blooded conquests,
but our King hath come to his place by
the broken hearts healed and the tears
wiped away and the stals redeemed. The
Bomsn emperor sat, with folded arms,
indifferent as to whether the swordsman
or the lion beat, but our King’s sympa-
thies are ali with ut-nay, unheard of
condescension! I see Mm come down
from the gallery Into the arena to help
ns in the fight, shouting until all up and
down bia voice it heard: "Fear not! I
will help thee! I will strengthen thee
by the right hand of »y power!"
They gave to the men in the arena la
the olden time food to thicken their
blood, so that it would fiow alowly and
that for a longer time the people might
gloat over the scene. But our King
has no pleasure in our wounds, for we
•re bone of his bone, flesh of his flesh,
blood of his biood.
In all the anguish of our heart
The Man of Sorrows bore a part.
Once in the ancient amphitheater a lion
with one paw caught the combatant's
sword and with his other paw caiijht his
shield. The man took his knife from
his girdle and slew the beast. The kiuc.
sitting in the gallery, said: "That was
not fair. The lion must be slain by a
sword." Other lions wore turned out,
and the poor victim fell. You cry,
"Shame! shame!" at such meanness. But
the King in this case is our brother, and
he will see that we have fair play. He
will forbid the rushing out of more lions
than we cun meet. He will not suffer ns
to be tempted above that we arc able.
Thank God! The King is in the gallery!
His eyes are on us. His heart is with
us. Hia hand will deliver u*. "Blessed
are they who put their truat in him."
The Angela in the Gallery.
I look again, and I see the angelic gal-
lery. There they are— the angel that
swung the sword at the gat* of Eden,
the same that Ezekiel saw upholding the
throne of God, and from which I look
away, for the splendor in insufferable.
Here are the guardian angels. That one
watched a patriarch; this one protected a
child; that one has been pulling a soul out
of temptation! All these Are messengers
of light! Those drove the Spanish ar-
mada on the rocks. This turned Senna-
cherib’s living boat into a heap of 185,000
corpses. Those yonder chanted the
Christmas carol over Bethlehem until the
chant awoke the shepherds. These at
creation stood in the balcony of heaven
and serenaded the newborn world wrap-
ped in swaddling clothes of light And
there, holier and mightier than all, is
Michael, the archangel. To command xn
earthly host gives dignity, but this one
is leader of the 20,000 chariots of God
and of the ten thousand times ten thou-
sand angels. 1 think God gives command
to the archangel, and the archangel to
the seraphim, and the seraphim to the
cherubim, until all the lower orders of
heaven hear the command and go forth
on the high bdhest
Now, bring on your liens! Who can
fear? All the spectators in the angelic
gallery are our friends. “He shall give
his angels charge over thee, to keep thee
in all thy ways. They shall bear thee up
in their hands lest thou dash thy foot
against n stone. Thou shall tread upon
the lion and adder; the young lion and
the dragua shall thou trample under
foot."
Though the arena be crowded with
temptations, we shaii, with the angelic
help, strike them down iu the name of
our God and leap on their fallen car-
casses! O bending throng of bright an-
gelic faces and swift wings and lightning
foot, I hail you to-day from the dust
and struggle of the arena!
I look again, and I see the gallery of
the prophets and apostles. Who are those
mighty ones up yonder? Hosea and Jere-
miah and Daniel aifd Isaiah and Paul
and Peter and John and James. There
sits Noah, waiting for nil the world to
come into the ark, and Moses, waiting till
the last Red Sea shall divide, and Jere-
miah, waiting for the Jews to return, and
John of the apocalypse, waiting for the
swearing of the angel that time shall be
no longer. Glorious spirits! Ye were
howled at, ye were stoned, ye were spit
upon! They have been in this fight them-
selves, and they are all with us. Daniel
knows all about lions. Paul fought with
beasts at Ephesus.
Help front the I'ropbeta,
In the ancient amphitheater the people
got so excited that they would shout from
the galleries to men in the arena: "At it
again!" "Forward!" "One more stroke!"
"Look out!" "Fall back!" “Huzza!
Huzza!" So in that gallery, prophetic,
and apostolic, they cannot keep their
peace. Daniel cries out, "Thy God will
deliver thee from the mouth of the lions!”
David exclaims, "He will not suffer thy
foot to be moved I" Isaiah calls ont:
"Fear not! 1 am with thee! Be not din-
mayed!" Paul exclaims, "Victory through
our Lord Jesus Christ!" That throng
of prophets and apostles cannot keep
still. They make the welkin ring with
shouting and halleluiahs.
I look again, and I see the gallery of
the martyrs. Who is that? Hugh Lati-
mer, sure enough! He would not apolo-
gize for the truth he preached, and so
he died, the night before swinging from
the bedpost in perfect glee nt the thought
of emancipation. Who is that army of
G.COG? They are the Theban legion who
died for the faith. Here is a larger host
in magnificent array, 884,000, who per-
iahed for Christ in the persecutions of
Diot^etinn. Yonder is a family group. Fe-
licitns of Rome and her children. While
they were dying for the faith she stood
encouraging them. One son was whip-
ped to death by thorns; another was
flung from a rock; another was beheaded.
At last the mother became a martyr.
There they are together, a family group
in heaven! Yonder is John Bradford, who
said in the fire, "We shall have a merry
supper with the Lord to-night!" Yonder
is Henry Voes, who exclaimed ns he died,
“If I had ten heads, they should all fall
off for Christ!" The groat throng of the
martyrs! They had hot lend poured down
their throats; horses were fastened to
their hands and other horses to their feet,
and thus they were pulled apart; they
had their tongues pulled out by redhot
pinchers; they wore sewed up iu the skins
of animals and then thrown to the dogs;
they were daubed with combustibles and
set on fire! If all the martyrs’ stakes
that have been kindled could be set at
proper distances, they would make tint
al«n!«fat ill At worit om MJKt
noonday! And now thay alt yoadar 
th* martyrs’ gallery. For than the Atm (
of persecution hme gone out; the swacw
art sheathed and the mob hushed. Sow
they watch us with an all observing
sympathy. They know nil the pain, «U
the hardship, all tbt anguish, all. tha
Injustice, all the privation. They cannot
keep still. They cry: "Courage! Th«
fire will not consume; the floods cannot
drown; the lions cannot devour, Coor*
age down there in the arena!"
•one Kminent Spectators.
What? Are they all looking? Tbit
hour we answer back the salutation thay
give and cry, “Hail, sous and daughters
of the fire!"
1 look again, and I see another gallery
—that of eminent Christians. What
strikes me strangely ia the mixing in
companionship of those who on earth
could not agree. There la Albert Barnes
and around him the presbytery who tried
him for heterodoxy! Yonder are Lyman
Beecher and the church court that d*
nounced him! Stranger than all, them
are John Calvin and James ArmiolusI
Who would l ive thought that they would
sit so lovingly together? There art
George Whitefield and the ministers who
would not let him come into their pulpits
because they thought him a fanatic.
There are the sweet singers Toplady,
Montgomery, Charles Wesley, Isaac
Watts and Mrs. Sigourney. If heaven
had hud no music before they went up,
they would have started the singing. And
there the band of missionaries— David
A Wei, talking of China redeemed; and
John Scudder, of India saved; and David
Brainerd, of the aborigine* evangelized;
and Mrs. Adoniram Judson, whose pray-
ers for Bunna took heaven by violence!
All these Christians are looking into the
arena. Oar struggle is nothing to theirs!
Do we in Christ’s cause suffer from the
cold? They walked Greenland’s icy
mountains. Do we suffer from the heat?
They sweltered in tropica. Do we get
fatigued? They fainted, with none to
care for them but cannibals. Are we per-
secuted? They were anathematized.
I look again, and I sec the gallery of
our departed. Many of those in tha
other galleries we have heard of, but
these we knew. Ob, how familiar their
faces! They aat at our tables, and w#
walked to the house of God in company.
Have they forgotten us? Those fathers
and mothers started us on the road of
life. Are they careless as to what be-
comes of us? And those children— do
they look with stolid indifference as to
whether we win or lose this battle of life?
They remember the day they left ua.
They remember the agony of the last
farewell. Though yean in heaven, they
know our faces. They remember our
sorrows. They speak our names. They
watch this fight for heaven. Nay, I see
them rise up and lean over and wave be-
fore us their recognition and encourage-
ment. That gallery is not foil. They
ore keeping places for us. After we have
slain the lion they expect the King to
call us, saying, “Come up higher!" Be-
tween the hot struggles in the arena I
wipe th.*> sweat from my brow and stand
on tiptoe, reaching up my right hand to
claso theirs in rapturous handshaking,
whue their voices come ringing down
from the gallery, crying, “Be thou faith-
ful unto death, and you shall have
crownr*
The Case of the Ualveree.
But here I pause, overwhelmed with
the majesty aud the joy of the scene!
Gallery of the King! Galleiy of angela!
Gallery of prophets and apostles! Gal-
lery of martyrs! Gallery of saints! Gal-
lery of frienda and kindred! O majestic
circles of light and love! Throngs,
throngs, throngs! How shall we^tand
the gaze of the universe? Myriads of
eyes beaming on us! Myriads of hearts
beating in sympathy for us! How shall
we ever dare to sin agaia? How sbali we
ever become discouraged again? How
aball we ever feel lonely again? .With
God for us and angels for ua and proph-
ets and apostles for us and the great
souls of the ages for ua and our glori-
fied kindred for us— shall we give np
the fight and die? No, Son of God, who
didst die to save uil No, ye angela,
whose wings are spread forth to shelter
us! No. ye prophets and apostles, whosa
warnings startle ua! No, ye loved ones,
whose arms are outstretched to receive
us! No; we will never surrender!
My hearers, shall we die in the arena
or rise to join our frienda in the gal-
lery? Through Christ we may come off
more than conquerors. A soldier dying
iu the hospital rose up in bed the last
moment and cried, “Here, here!" HJs at-
tendants put him back on his pillow and
asked him why he shouted “Here!" “Oh,
I beard the roll call of heaven, and 1' wca
only answering to my name!" 1 won-
der whether after this battle of this life
is over onr names will be called in the
muster roll of the pardoned aud glorified
and, with the joy of heaven breaking up-
on our souls, shall cry, "Here, %berc!"
Gate that Cannot 8ns.
A subscriber sends to the Tribune
Parmer a description of a gate wblch
he constructed several years ago on a
term where be then lived. Its great
merit is that It never aaga. For gate-
posts he used 8x8 timber, act fully
twelve feet apart. With the idea of
•ttlng a load of hay through, the cap
dace ought to be fully twelve feet
Above the ground, and may be advtn-
tageously cut oot by 6x8 atnff. The
poata should be aet In stone or cement,
•o as to be proof against the action of
the frost. A sill or threshold la also
provided. This should measure 6x8 or
8x& and consist of oak or chestnut. The
Mter the timber for the rest of this
frame the longer it will last
The full length upright of each gate
UATfc CANNOT SAG.
than pot the hone In a large box atatt,
with plenty of bedding and feed mala-
ly bran maibes. Be careful In han-
dling horses with staggers, for they an
often In a fierce frenzy and likely to
do one Injury. Iodide of potash la
ometimes used with good effect, dis-
solving one dram in water aud given
daily for three days.
Beediuic with Clover.
When clover is sown early In tha
spring oh the crop of wheat or other
winter grain it may coat nothing bnt
the price of the seed, which la not
much, whether ten or fifteen pounds la
used to the acre, and the labor of sow-
ing. Yet we would prefer to Increase
Us cost by going over the wheat with
a light or smoothing harrow before
sowing the clover seed. Thla will bene-
fit wheat or rye If done nt the right
time, when the ground la not wet
enough to cause the harrow to sink too
deep and uproot the plants. Thii
makes a good seed bed for the clover,
and In a day or two after the first rain
the little plants will be sending their
roots down Into the soil. Yet they
will not make growth enough to Injure
the grain before It ripens, and when
that Is taken off the clover will l>e bet-
ter looking and more valuable than
the weeds that would be likely to take
possession if the clover was not there.
It will grow then through the fall and
into winter, ami In the spring it may
be plowed under to enrich the soil, or
if the entch is a good one, and It makes
good crop, it may be cut twice for
hay and then add more fertility to the
soil If plowed under in the fall or next
spring than if the first growth was
plowed under. Clover likes a mineral
fertilizer, even if it is as cheap a one
as sulphate of lime or land plaster, and
also likes the phosphates and potash
but many supply these sufficiently In
the fertilizer used for the grain crop.-
Amerlcan Cultivator.
la made from 4x4 hardwood scantling.
The upper ends are rounded, and Insert-
ed In holes bored In the lower side of
(but not entirely through) the cap piece.
The pins of the lower ends should be of
metal. Pieces of sawmill plate, In which
boles have bwn punched, should be
testened to the sill for these pins to
play in. Thus the pins will be kept
from wearing the wood. A similar plate
should be placed where the gates meet,
to accommodate the vertical bolt on one
of them. The other gate should have a
latch.
The slats and braces may be made
from stuff V/4 inches thick aud four
Inches wide. They are attached to each
other and to the uprights with bolts.
The short braces are on the opposite
aide of the slats from the long ones, so
that the same Mt may go through both
where they overlap. When finished, the
frame and gates should be well painted.
It will be seen that these gates can
be used singly or together, and that
thay awing in either direction. It is al-
ways a convenience to have a gate
•wing away from you, no matter from
which aide you approach.
Will Prevent Many n Bnrn.
Reaching Into an oven after a pis or
roast is the cause of many of the pain-
ful burns from which the housewife
suffers, and. no matter how careful ahe
la, the accident will happen nt Intervals.
To reduce this danger to a minimum,
•nd at the aame time afford the cook
the opportunity to Inspect the baking
with ease, Pembroke D. Hartou, of
Philadelphia, Pa., has contrived the
antomatic shelf slide for ovens shown
In the accompanying drawing. The usu-
al shelf Is retained, and the improve-
SlIKLF 8L1DK FOR T11K OVKN.
For Pu*e (.'intern Water.
Mr. J. F. Grimes writes the Iowa
Homestead: "I notice some inquiry In
your columns about cisterns, and 1
thought I would like to give a descrip-
tion of mine for the benefit of yout
readers who may wish to build one. The
cistern Itself Is constructed very much
the same as all cisterns* except that one
side of the bottom is depressed and
made so It Is easily cleaned out with a
flat-bottom shovel. For on outlet 1 put
in four-inch glazed tiles cemented at the
joints, letting them extend to the lowest
ment consists in the pivoted bar and
bracket attached to the inner side of the
swinging door. The Incur end of the bar
is attached to a bolt near the center of
the shelf, and a pull on the door with-
draws the shelf at the same time, the
flat bar underneath also serving as a
partial snpitort for the weight above.
Thus It Is easy to baste and season a
fowl or roast, or the pan may be lifted
vertically from the shelf, after a secure
grip has been obtained on the bandies,
and there is small chance of a burn, as
It is unnecessary to thrust the hands
Into the oven at all.
A GOOD CISTERN.
How to %ir a Grain Bag.
Not all farmers know how to tie
grain bag when tilled so that the cord
will not slip. The cord used should be
strong, and for the ordinary bag about
eighteen inches long. It should then be
doubled and both ends passed through
the loop, as shown in the cut, after
slipping the doubled cord around the
bag. Pull the cord closely around the
part of the bottom of the cistern, the
first one resting on two bricks, and
when there is any overflow it will carrj
ont with It any sediment that should
happen to be in tbe cistern. Wire
strainers and a settling basin will keep
out a great deal of tiie sediment. That
the dearest water may be always
pumped out of the cistern, 1 tied a Jog
to the end of a piece of rubber boae, tbe
jug being corked tight answers as a
float and keeps the end of the hose al-
ways under water just a little way.”
TIE FOR A GRAIN BAG.
SERMONETTES
Moderate Drinkers.— It Is not tha
drunkard who Is doing tbe most barm;
It Is tlie "moderate drinkers," to be
numbered by hundreds of thousands.
—Rev. R. II. Huulgun, H. C., Philadel-
phia, Pa.
Christ Is God.— If Christ is God that
fact Is so tremendous that those who
think otherwise can not, except in
some wide sense, be Christians nt all.
—Rev. J. F. Hanselmun, It. C., Wash-
ington, D. C.
Mental Reform.— Mental reform is
more essential than the government of
the body. A man may use tobacco and
be a man; but let a person apeak ill of
his neighbor, and all the manhood goes
out of him.— Rev. F. E. Mason, Spirit-
ualist, Brooklyn. N. Y.
Judaism Not Dead— The Christian
says that Judaism became a memory
aud ended us a religion when Christ
was bora. Judaism is not dead, it is
not a memory. It is founded on truth.
It brings a memory of Palestine trans-
posed into messages to the whole
world. The non-Jew loves better tbe
orthodox Jew than the reformed Jew.
The orthodox Jew concedes what the
Christian insists upon. The Christian
approves the whining humility with
which the orthodox Jew admits that he
is an exile sojourning here on his way
to Palestine.— Rabbi Hirscb, Hebrew,
Chicago, 111.
neck of tbe bag and draw tbe ends In
opposite directions, then tie in a firm
bowkuot.
A Good Locution NeceMury.
The first thing required in starting in
tbe poultry business Is a location. This
aught to be near a good markat, MM
cannot always be- that is, without pay-
ing too bigli for it. All extra expense
should be curtailed in this business,
ns the Income comes In small amounts.
After a location Is settled upon a free
range is a necessity. That gives tbe
needed exercise, and prevents an accu-
mulation of lice. The next thing Is
an adaptability to the business. If one
cannot be content with small earnings,
and cannot save them as they come In,
he should not undertake the business.
The poultry should he breeds that lay
In winter, when eggs are high, If oue
breeds fowls for the eggs. This branch
of the business I like best. 1 prefer It
to raising poultry for tin* meat, though
the latter may be more profitable In
some localities.— Mrs. L. W. Osborne,
iu Poultry Farmer.
Cm i* i Hu CliccM!.
Curing is oue of the Important proc
esses of cheese manufacture. The
cheeses should bo placed in a room
which can be kept at a uniform tem-
perature fo 05 to 70 degrees. They
should be turned at least once a day
aud thoroughly rubbed with the hand.
Some advise removing the cloth as soon
as the cheeses are put on the shelves,
while others suggest leaving it on until
ready for shipment. While new it is a
good practice to turn the cheeses twice
a day.
Trcutini-nt of StanKcm.
Staggers Is a species of brain fever,
and there Is no known cure for It. If
the brain Is badly affected, the animal
will die, hut In mild cases the horse
will recover If properly cared for. If
moldy corn Is being fed, stop its use,
Ekk Handwii-hcu.
These are not to he made by a recipe
which once appeared for them: “Boll
fresh eggs five minutes; peel; take a lit-
tle white off from each end; cat the
rest in four slices, and put between
bread and butter." That compound
would be but little better than tbe egg
in its natural stale. Hard-boiled eggs,
for any purpose, should be cooked in
water just below the boiling point not
less than twenty minutes; then the
yolk, instead of being tougb, will be soft
and mealy. To make sandwiches, use
eggs thus boiled; chop fine; add & tea-
spoonful of butter for each egg, and salt
and pepper to season; mix well to-
gether. Tbe butter Iu tbe mixture holds
It together when cold. Spread on allces
•f butetred bread, and pot them ' to-
gether. A little chopped bam may be
mixed with tbe egg for a variety.
Winter Orchard Work.
In nearly all fruit sections hundreds
of trees are destroyed each year by
borers, and while the work of destroy-
ing them can best be done in tbe fall,
it will pay to use all diligence during
the winter to trap those that were
missed in the fall hunt. Take a pail
of soft tar, a scraper- an old c-aaeknife,
fairly sharp, will answer— and a few
wires of different lengths and sizes.
Get down to the surface of the ground
and examine the trunk
Cheese Cake*.
Put a piut of milk on to boil, beat
four eggs light and stir into the milk;
when it is u thick curd remove from
the fire and when cool mash it very
fine; add to it four ounces of bread
crumbs. Rent to a cream half a pound
•f butter and half a pound of sugar,
add the curds and bread; beat four
eggs until very thick aud light and
pour them into this mixture; then add
gradually one tablespoonful of sherry
iiud one of brandy and one of rose wa-
ter and a tenspoonful of cinnamon,
and lastly a quarter of a pound of cur-
rants well washed. Line either pie
plates or shallow cake pans with puff
paste, pour In the mixture and bake iu
a quick oven. They should be served
cold and eaten the day they are baked.
In the Laundry.
Alum (used in laundry work) is prin-
cipally valuable for cleansing water
which it is necessary to use a second
time, either where the supply Is very
limited or for other good reasons;
though it goes without saying that.
of the tree, Where there is plenty of soft water to
carefully Bcraping away loose bark and | be ,llere should bo uo such tiling
prodding suspicious spots with the
wire. If holes are found, run the wire
in as far as possible, then swfcb the
place with the tar. Iu going over tha
archatd hi this manner one will often
find ravages of lield veriniu, especially
among the young trees, and when such
la the case tin* tree can In* protected
and saved. One of the most success-
ful fruit growers iu the country con-
siders it necessary tiiat his men make
weekly trips through the orchards to
ascertain, as he puts it, "if the trees'
need anything."
Pig Pen Poifitem.
Many times pigs die from overfeeding
the sow the first week after farrowing.
Start business with a good boar.
Good blood is requisite, and so is good
care.
Sometimes when two sows farrow at
tbe same time, one with a large litter
and the other -with a small one, the
pigs can be devldod equally between
the mothers, though this should not tie
attempted after the pigs are three days
old.
The first thing i:t profitable pig rais-
ing is to grow the inline, then put flesh
on it. You cannot successfully do both
at the same time.
Pure bred swine are all right, but
don’t treat them as you would scrub
stock. High bred animals are very
us a second use of the same water.
Given a tubful of suds which must be
used again, a tublespoouful of alum
should be dissolved in a small (plant ity
of water— the exact amount not being
material— and poured into the suds, the
whole l>eing quickly stirred aud then
allowed to clear. Iu a very short tlma
the clear water can be poured off, tear-
lag tbe sediment iu the bottom of tha
tab.
Chicken Hroth.
Cut the fowl into quarters. Lay in
salted water one hour. Remove and
place in three quarts of water, bringing
It very slowly to a boil. Boil gently un-
til liquor has diminished one-third. Re-
move chicken. Season the liquor, bring
It to a boil, aud strain. Stir a cupful
of hot milk slowly into two beaten
eggs, then add the mixture to the hroth,
stirring slowly. Half this quantity ia
sufficient to serve au invalid two or
three times.
Peas in Potato Cmmch.
Mash six or eight boiled potatoes.
Add butter aud milk iu the usual way.
When well mashed mid a little flour
to slightly stiffen them. Fill greased
patty pans with the potato, putting a
piece of bread In the center of each.
When they arc browned turn them
out carefully; take out the bread and
In the hollow made by it (111 with young
susceptible to surroundings and cure. , Well-cooked peas, which have been
The farmer who is not willing to
give time and attention to valuable
stock would better stick to tbe scrubs.
But any animal requires rational treat-
ment for profitable results.
A writer lias well said that it is sim-
ply impossible to put feed enough into
a pig in cold weather to make him
comfortable without keeping him in u
warm pen with plenty of bedding.—
Farmer.
seasoned with a little cream, pepper
and salt. Serve on a hot platter.
ClcanlincHHH..
Filth anywhere may become tbe rest-
ing place for germs which threaten life.
The skin and clothing ought to be us
nearly antiseptic as possible. Half the
world does not know how seldom the
other half takes a bath. "Oh, that tho
world would wash Itself!" Is the cry of
the antiseptic reformer.’
r*
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